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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
It gives me great pleasure to once again
introduce this latest Regimental Journal after
what has been a very busy year on all fronts
for the Regimental Family; a year that has
been dominated by another very successful deployment to Afghanistan yet marred
by the tragic loss of two of our number, Lt
David Boyce and LCpl Richard Scanlon.
The training and execution of this tour have
once again shown the Regiment to be highly
adaptable and professional and, as Colonel,
I have received nothing but praise for the
actions of all our serving soldiers throughout
Op HERRICK 15.
I have been fortunate enough to pay a number of visits to the serving Regiment both
during the build up to, and during the deployment itself. It is easy to focus on those at the
sharp end of the operational campaign and
rightly a good number of pages of this journal are dedicated
to their stories. But a large amount of credit must also go to
those who remained in Germany and the UK for this last year,
whether as the Rear Operations Group, Home Headquarters,
Wives Club, or soldiers posted away who continued to fly our
flag in the absence of the serving Regiment. It is pleasing to see
so many reports from all these groups in the pages that follow
and my heartfelt thanks to all for your hard work, dedication and
support over the last year.
The return from operations is always a time for celebration, but also reflection. The uncertainty over the future of the
Regiment, as we contemplated a twenty percent cut to the
Army’s strength, added another unsettling dimension to this
particular post tour period. The week spent ‘coming home’
in Swansea and Cardiff was a chance for all elements of the
Regimental family to remember our fallen, thank every circle
of society for their support, and to firmly embed the image of

‘The Welsh Cavalry’ in the minds of the Welsh
people and the wider public. Through the difficult debates and decisions involved in Army
2020, we were successful in maintaining
QDG in the Army’s Order of Battle, and support from across the political spectrum has
helped to ensure that future young Welshmen
will retain the ability to choose to serve within
an Armoured Corps regiment that is predominately Welsh. This is something that both the
Army and Government deemed to be important to the United Kingdom, Wales and the
British Army. The time, effort and generosity
of all involved in assisting in reaching this outcome has already been recorded. It is a mark
of the strength of our identity that such fervent
passion was aroused, and that so many outside parties took an interest.
This forthcoming year will be busy on all fronts
and will include the handover of Commanding Officers, as well
as many other changes in Regimental personalities across
the board. I would like to express my sincere thanks to the
Commanding Officer for his leadership and stewardship of the
serving Regiment over what has been an intense, varied and
extremely challenging period. I have no doubt that you all join
me in wishing him and his family the very best for the future. I
would also like to welcome Lieutenant Colonel Will Davies and
Katie to the Regimental Family and I have no doubt that the
Regiment will extend a warm welcome to them, as it did to me
on my arrival as Commanding Officer fifteen years ago!
My warmest regards to you all, and I hope you enjoy this latest
record as much as I do.
First and Foremost.
Pro Rege et Patria

Commanding Officer’s Foreword
This year’s Journal is clearly dominated by the
deployment to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK
15 and our subsequent Homecoming
Parades. Our attempts to Recuperate, notwithstanding the challenges of the Olympics,
will be included in next year’s edition.
As I sit here trying to write something that
captures my immense pride in what the QDG
have achieved I cannot help but remember
that our successes have come at a terrible
cost with the losses of Tpr Berry, Cfn Saffell,
LCpl Scanlon and Lt Boyce. As we reflect on
our achievements not for one second do we
forget the sacrifices that have been made and
our thoughts are with the families and friends
of these fantastic men – the sort of men that
have defined the Regiment for over 300 years.
Op HERRICK 15 has, perhaps, shaped the
future of the QDG. We have proven beyond doubt that we have
the physical robustness, mental strength and flexibility to adapt
to the challenges of the modern battlefield – adapting to the
needs of our Brigade and the Army to ensure that we remain
credible and capable to meet the ever more demanding chal-
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lenges that are thrown at us. Perhaps the one
constant in the last couple of years is the performance of the officers and soldiers of the
QDG. During the uncertainty of operations,
indeed of the very future of the Regiment, they
have focussed on the here and now – delivering a quality performance time after time.
The deployment to Afghanistan came at a key
moment in the campaign with the announcement of a timeline for the withdrawal of all
combat troops by the end of 2014 forcing the
Afghans to take responsibility for their future
and finally take on lead security responsibility
for much of the Province. Perhaps the greatest change since the last time the Regiment
was in Helmand was the 20,000 US Marines
on our flanks, allowing the British to focus all
our combat power in the 3 key central districts where the majority of the people live and
the fight will either be won or lost – at least in terms of the future
of Helmand. We also had the added advantages of what is
now a well-trained Afghan National Army (ANA) and a Police
force that was finally starting to evolve into something more
than just a corrupt drug-taking militia. The defining achievement
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of Op HERRICK 15 was to move into a supporting role to the
Afghans – a fundamental shift in emphasis and approach that
our soldiers had to react to while in contact.
As for the Regiment you will read about our achievements later
in the Journal but I would like to highlight a couple of areas that
I think are of particular note. QDG formed the nucleus of the
Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance
Group (ISTAR Gp), made up of over 900 men and women from
11 cap badges, tasked with understanding the environment
we were operating in, finding the insurgents and then striking.
With the RHQ based in Lashkah Gar our access to intelligence
was unprecedented and enabled intelligence start points to be
generated either for further ISTAR operations or to launch strike
forces. So although the focus of the Brigade was on developing
the ANSF the QDG remained very much insurgent focussed, primarily in the contested battles pace and insurgent safe havens.
The ability of the ISTAR Gp to generate tempo – for example 4 air
assaults in just one 24-hour period – had never been achieved
before. Integrating all the disparate elements of the ISTAR Gp
into a coherent organisation was one of our key achievements.
The performance of C Sqn, the Brigade Reconnaissance Force
(BRF), as the primary strike force in the Brigade was another.
The commitment of our cavalry Troopers and attached arms
during 18 months of arduous training was sensational. Taking
over the role in theatre from the Pathfinders and 3 Cdo Bde
Patrols Coy was a challenge that many of our detractors, who
simply do not ‘get’ the modern cavalry, thought was destined
to failure. The reality was the formation of an exceptional force
that out preformed all expectations and claimed new records
for the number of operations they conducted, weapons seized
and insurgents killed. A Sqn were on the Brigade Main Effort
for much of the tour as they mentored and trained an Afghan
Infantry Kandak (Battalion) in Nad e Ali. The trust and comradeship they developed with their Afghan partners was the catalyst
to encourage the Afghans to take ownership of the security plan
and take the fight to the enemy. Remembering that this relationship was forged at a time when Blue on Green attacks were on
the rise and constantly in the news but the reaction of our blokes,
which could have been so negative and lost all the gains of the
last couple of years, instead was for ever greater integration!
Meanwhile B Sqn was the only RAC Sqn to be in their primary
role and ensured the perception of security on the key routes, the
economic lifelines of the Province, improved throughout the tour.
Indeed their success allowed the Sqn to be integrated into the
ISTAR Gp in time for the clearance of the insurgent safe haven of
Yakchal. The grit and determination of B Sqn in the support provided to FOB KHAR NIKAH was strongly praised by the OC of
the ground holding Coy and undoubtedly saved lives. Meanwhile
our G1 and G4 warriors as the Brigade Troops Echelon (BTE)
were sustaining over 1200 people based throughout the Province

ensuring that the drive for austerity remained balanced and that
our war fighting supplies were in the right place at the right time.
The BTE model was seen as best practice and a model for future
tours – awesome praise at this stage of the campaign. Last, but
by no means least, Rear Operations Group provided a fantastic
service ensuring we could stay focussed on the operation without worrying about what was going on in Germany. Critically the
Individual Reinforcements arrived ready to immediately join their
Sqns, well prepared and motivated.
We could not have achieved so much without the ‘buy-in’ and
dedication of virtually every man and woman at Regimental Duty;
and with the full support of those at ERE. The quality of the
officer cadets and young soldiers, nurtured by those at ERE, has
impressed and given us the raw materials to move forward. The
physicality of our daily training sessions and the exercises has
not only toughened up the core of the Regiment but has also
reduced the number downgraded by over 50% - we are now the
fittest unit in the Brigade and perhaps the Division. Fully manned
we have had the ability to properly career manage the soldiers
and de-select those who simply have not made the grade. A
great position to be in and hopefully the foundations have been
laid to institutionalise the gains that have been made, set the
conditions for Op H20 and to ensure the future of the Regiment.
The support we received through the Wristband Appeal and to
save the Regiment from amalgamation has been humbling. I
cannot possibly thank enough the wider Regimental family,
Welsh politicians and of course the Welsh people. We never
felt lonely, either in Helmand or prior to the A2020 announcements, and were the envy of many of our sister Regiments. The
Homecoming Parades were the most moving moments in many
of our lives (please don’t tell the wife!). I will never forget hitting
a wall of noise as we marched through Swansea and Cardiff
– quite incredible. We had wanted to march in the north but
unfortunately the Olympic Torch had a higher priority and both
events could not be policed simultaneously – but there is always
a next time. We now need to consolidate on this good will, reinforce the Regiment’s place in the Welsh psyche and ensure that
our roots and heritage remain strong. Ideas being discussed
include targeting our officer recruiting and greater interaction
with the Cadets and UOTCs. Our future has been protected
by the Welsh and therefore we must take every opportunity to
embrace the Principality.
Despite all the hardships of the last 12 months we have still
managed to maintain the ethos of a family Regiment and I am
conscious that we owe a huge debt to the Rear Operations
Group and, in particular, the families in Germany and back in the
UK. Their loyalty has been unstinting and further validates the
Regimental system for a modern Army.

Honours and Awards
The Queen Elizabeth Trophy: Sgt Hansen (C Sqn)
The Mann Trophy: LCpl Hatton (B Sqn)
Sgt Ananins
Sgt Worseley
Cpl Shortman
Cpl Hamilton

Op HERRICK 15 Commander Task Force Helmand’s Commendation and Coin:
LCpl Grills
Tpr Doolan
Tpr Muwamulima
LCpl Wilkins
Tpr Hustwayte
Tpr Griffiths 315
LCpl Welfoot
Tpr Tukana
LCpl Griffiths 144
Tpr Griffiths 687

WO1 Wildman REME
SSgt Brown
SSgt Jones 458

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal:
SSgt Shepherd REME
Sgt Davies 199
Sgt Watson
Sgt Mitchell
Sgt Bancroft
Sgt Patchett

Sgt Pye
LCpl Gurung REME

Note: The Operation HERRICK 15 Operational Honours List is not due to be published until September 2012. Any members of
the Regiment receiving operational honours will be listed in the 2012 QDG Journal.
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Diary of Events 2011–12
January 2011
04 Jan
10 Jan
13 Jan
17 Jan
24–28 Jan
31 Jan–18 Feb

Christmas Leave ends
OPTAG (Operational Training and Advisory
Group) All Ranks Brief – MST begins
COIN Study Day
Fathers’ Dinner Night (Officers’ and Warrant
Officers’ & Sergeants’ Messes)
C Sqn / BRF Commanders’ Course
C Sqn / BRF Ranges

February 2011
7–11 Feb
20 Feb
23 Feb

Regimental Ranges
Families’ Lunch
Officers’ Mess Dinner Night

March 2011
01–11 Mar
14 Mar–15 Apr
28 Mar–15 Apr

Team Medic Concentration
C Sqn / BRF SRW (Surveillance &
Reconnaissance Wing) Course
Live Fire Tactical Training Ranges

June 2011
05–17 Jun
18–24 Jun
26 Jun–01 Jul

July 2011
29 Jul
05–12 Jul

13 Jul
14 Jul
16 Jul
17–22 Jul
21 Jul
23 Jul–02 Aug
24 Jul

Ex Pashtun Lightening (Mounted Combined
Arms Live Firing Exercise, Castlemartin)
Ex Pashtun Panther (Confirmatory Exercise,
Thetford)
20 Armd Bde Ex Pashtun Horizon 2
BTE pre advance party arrive in theatre
FR Sqn and BRF Dismounted Combined
Arms Live Firing Exercise, Otterburn
Newcastle University OTC visit
Waterloo Dinner Night
Officers’ Mess Ball
20 Armd Bde Ex Pashtun Horizon 3
Luck Cup Competition (Inter Sqn Swimming)
A Sqn and FR Sqn Final Training Exercise,
Salisbury Plain
Regimental Plot unveiled at National
Memorial Arboretum

April 2011

16 Apr–01 May Easter Leave

May 2011
6–8 May
9–13 May
16–20 May
22–27 May
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Cavalry Memorial Weekend
Commanding Officer’s recce to Afghanistan
FR and BRF Sqns Mounted Ranges
20 Armd Bde Ex Pashtun Horizon 1
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August 2011
01 Aug

Warrant Officers’ & Sergeants’ Mess Summer
Party
02 Aug
Corporals’ Mess Party
02–12 Aug
BRF Final Training Exercise, Salisbury Plain
14 Aug–01 Sep Summer Leave

September 2011
04 Sep
14 Sep
15 Sep
25 Sep
28 Sep
29 Sep

Families’ Day at Dempsey Barracks
Commander 20 Brigade visits Dempsey
Barracks
A Sqn Main Body arrive in theatre
Brigade Troops Echelon (BTE) Main Body
arrive in theatre
A Sqn Kandak Advisory and Training Team
(KATT) TOA with Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards
BRF Main Body arrive in Theatre. A Sqn
Tolay Advisory and Training Team (TATT)
deploys on Op TORA BACHA 38 with their
Tolay and C Coy, 1PWRR

October 2011
01 Oct
06 Oct
10 Oct
13 Oct
19 Oct

19 Oct
24 Oct
26 Oct

28–31 Oct

28 Oct
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BRF Main Body arrive in theatre
BTE TOA with Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
OC A Sqn advises on Kandak and CF-level
operation in NE Nad-e-Ali (NDA)
BRF TOA with 3 Commando BRF
Op Oqab Surai 3 (Eagle’s Shadow)–BRF
conduct heli assault onto suspected
bed down location for a sharpshooter in
NDA. They detain 3 individuals; one was
biometrically linked to 79 IEDs and the other
admits links to the sharpshooter
FR Sqn Main Body arrives in theatre
Capt Tyson takes over command of the BTE
from Maj Corfield
Commander Task Force Helmand (Comd
TFH) TFH and Gen Sherin Shah (3/215 Bde
Comd) visit 1st Kandak in FOB SHAWQAT.
OC A Sqn briefs Comd TFH
Op TORA PANCHAI; A Sqn advise
1st Kandak operation to clear a major
communication route and establish 3 police
checkpoints
(Op OS4) BRF conduct a heli assault into an
insurgent haven in Ops Box BURMA west of
the NES Canal. During ensuing contacts, 4
insurgents are killed including a sniper, from
whom a Dragunov rifle is recovered.
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November 2011
04 Nov
14 Nov

FR Sqn TOA with 9th/12th Royal Lancers
3rd Troop FR Sqn detain one suspect
following an AH strike against insurgents
attempting to lay an IED under a tarmac
road. The detainees produced further IED
leads
22 Nov
BRF(-) conduct a heli assault onto a
compound of interest south of the NES
Canal, with a small arms contact on
extraction. 1st Tp BRF detain an insurgent
financier and Taliban Judge
28 Nov
BRF conduct Op Oqab Surai 17 alongside
elements of Warthog Group and FR Sqn,
aimed at disrupting insurgents operating
around the edges of a US Special Forces ops
box
29 Nov–04 Dec FR Sqn 2 tps and SHQ Tac conduct
Op Jangel Salat 1 – a series of cordon &
search ops on the northeastern boundary of
the TF AO
30 Nov
Op Oqab Surai 11; 3rd Tp FR Sqn supports
BRF in strike on suspected Homemade
Explosive (HME) and IED Factory in the
Northeast of the AO

08 Dec
13 Dec
16–21 Dec

18 Dec

18 Dec

25 Dec

25 Dec

December 2011
8 Dec
07–10 Dec
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The Colonel of the Regiment visits the ROG
A Sqn host War Artist Daniel Peterson

26 Dec 11

7

Comd Joint Helicopter Command (Air Vice
Marshall Dixon) visits the BRF
Carol Service in Dempsey Barracks
2nd Tp BRF deploy with Warthog Group
and elements of the FR Sqn as 2 manoeuvre
groups into the Bowri Dashte on Op Oqab
Surai 26 to support ANSF-led operations in
the Tri-Boundary Area
(Op Oqab Surai 26A) BRF conduct a double
heli assault onto suspected caches in
the Argandab River Valley, finding several
IED caches and detaining 2 suspected
insurgents.
On landing in BSN from Op Oqab Surai
26A the BRF immediately were immediately
turned around and 45 minutes later took
off to conduct a short-notice detention
op, recovering 6 detainees and breaking
2 records (3 heli assaults in one day and
fastest Op MERCURY to date)
CO attends Christmas lunch in Camp
Bastion. BRF, BTE, and FR echelon are
served Christmas Lunch by the Officers and
SNCOs
The RSM attends the FR Sqn skits and
Christmas Dinner in MOB Price, helping
the Officers and SNCOs serve lunch to the
soldiers
CO visits the FR Sqn in MOB Price for
Boxing Day festivities
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27 Dec

28 Dec 11

29 Dec
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The BRF conduct Op Oqab Surai 30, a
deliberate detention op targeting individuals in
the Insurgent / Narcotics Nexus. The BRF are
then bounced onto 3 opportunity targets that
developed during the day, leading to further
detainees and a kinetic strike against a PKM
team on a motorcycle
The Colonel of The Regiment, Lt Gen S V
Mayall CB, visited the BRF and BTE in Camp
Bastion before moving LKG to visit ISTAR
Group HQ
The Colonel of The Regiment visits the FR
Sqn in MOB Price and elements of A Sqn in
FOB Shawqat

January 2012
03–13 Jan

13 Jan

19–28 Jan

Elements of BRF and FR Sqn conduct a
series of deception and direct support tasks
in support of Op Rozi Roshan–a large ANA
Brigade operation to clear a contested area
immediately north of Helmand’s second city
Gereshk
Op Oqab Surai 37 (Op MERCURY)–a
BRF hasty heli assault to the west of the
NES canal into the Green Zone in Ops
Box BURMA to find a recoilless rifle used
to engage CF Burma in FOB Oulette.
The weapon was found along with IED
components and a detainee
Op Tufaan Tamba; 1st Tp FR Sqn provide
overwatch for new bridge build in support
of a ground holding company in FOB Khar
Nikah

24 Jan
25 Jan
29 Jan
31 Jan

February 2012
3 Feb

05 Feb
06 Feb

7 Feb
8 Feb
15 Feb
16 Feb

21–22 Feb
22 Feb
23 Feb
26 Feb

27 Feb
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Elements of BRF and FR Sqn provide
displays and briefs to a VIP delegation
headed by VCDS
BAG Rugby Finals held at Dempsey Barracks
GOC 1 (UK) Armd Div visits MOB Price,
briefed by CO
Comd and COS (des) 20 Armd Bde visit
MOB Price to be briefed by CO and OC FR
Sqn
Comd ES visits QDG ROG Light Aid
Detachment
With the entire Sqn together for the first time
prior to R & R, The FR Sqn celebrates an
early St David’s Day
The FR SQN conducts Op Tufaan Batita
9 to escort a 200-vehicle ANA convoy
accompanied by Spanish mentors from one
end of the TFH AO to the other.
Colonel RAC visits QDG ROG
ROG Ski Trip to Willingen
Commanding Officer’s Op HERRICK 15 “HalfTime Chat” at the Cavalry and Guards Club,
London
Op Oqab Surai 43–the BRF partnering
Afghan counter narcotics forces conduct a
heli assault into CF BURMA Dashte. They find
a large selection of IED components
ROG Battlefield Tour to Arnhem
GOC 1 (UK) Armd Div, Maj Gen Bashall visits
QDG ROG
Leathersellers’ Military Dinner in London
attended by Regtl Sec, OC ROG and CO
(des)
The BRF and ANA Recce Tolay conduct Op
Oqab Surai 50 –a heli insertion south of the
NES Canal to disrupt the insurgents in depth,
with 1st Tp finding a small IED cache
ROG Ski Trip to Winterberg
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27–28 Feb

28 Feb
29 Feb

Elements of BRF, Warthog Group and FR Sqn
support CF NES (North) and the ANSF during
Op Janubi Kamerband – the clearance of
Parchow (Ops Box EEL). Catherine Jenkins
and James Blunt, due to play for troops
across the AO, travel no further than Cyprus
and are forced to cancel their visit
Lord Astor (Under Secretary of State for
Defence) visits the BRF.
BAG Cross-Country Competition hosted by
QDG ROG. QDG finish 3rd out of major units

7 Mar
08 Mar

10–22 Mar
15–20 Mar

March 2012
01 Mar
02 Mar

2 Mar
05 Mar

All QDG in theatre celebrate St David’s Day
with alcohol-free beer but usual sized leeks
BRF heli assault into YAKCHAL on weapons
and IED caches as part of the shaping ops
for a scheduled larger op in the area. 2 x
large IED caches found and a 3rd smaller
cache of RPG warheads. The BRF called
Troops in Contact (TIC) for the first time on
the tour and were well supported by a large
variety of ISTAR and Strike assets
Cavalry Cup football match vs QRH at
Dempsey Barracks. Deputy Comd 20 Armd
Bde also visits QDG ROG
FR Sqn HQ initiate an attack helicopter strike
against insurgents identified attempting to
fire upon a Support troop partnered patrol in
Yakchal

22 Mar 12
22 – 29 Mar

29 Mar

9

20 Armd Bde Inter-ROG Cross County
Championships, hosted and won by QDG
ROG
Op Oqab Surai 31–BRF op in CF BURMA
resulting in one very large find of IED
components, 10 x pressure pads and 1 x
Dragunov sniper rifle
EX SNOW SPANNER. QDG team wins 1
(UK) Armd Div REME Ski Competition in
Meribel, France
BRF, FR and A Sqn all involved in Op Now
Roz (New Day), the largest ANA led operation
to date, designed to demonstrate ANSF and
Government capability and resolve against
an insurgent haven in Yakchal. The weather
deteriorates into a serious sandstorm in the
last 24 hours.
ROG trip to Colditz
BRF and FR Sqn conduct complimentary
operations with US Special Forces to disrupt
the insurgent in a safe haven prior to the
expected summer fighting season; the op
also took pressure off a CF during its RIP and
bought space for a UK AO to be handed over
to the ANSF free from interference by the
Taliban
A Sqn TOA with a KATT from 2nd Bn Royal
Anglians

April 2012
03 Apr
04–08 Apr
05 Apr
08 Apr
16 Apr
16–17 Apr 12
18 Apr 12
18–23 Apr
19 Apr

A Sqn return to Dempsey Barracks
FR Sqn (-) conducts vehicle interdiction ops
in the Talaw Dashte (a desert area south of
the Argandab River)
BTE TOA with the Light Dragoons
BTE arrive in Dempsey Barracks following
decompression in Cyprus
BRF TOA with the Light Dragoons
ROG trip to Mohnesee
Inter-ROG volleyball competition hosted and
won by QDG
FR Sqn support the new CF NDA during Op
SHAFUQ – the ANA-led clearance of the NDA
BOWRI Dashte
BRF arrive in Dempsey Barracks.

May 2012
02 May
06 May

FR Sqn TOA with Light Dragoons
FR Sqn arrive in Dempsey Barracks.
Regiment complete back from
Op HERRICK 15
24 May – 02 Jun Regimental Homecoming Week in Wales
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A Squadron

A Squadron began the year with an
Orbat for our role on Op HERRICK 15
as a Kandak Advisor and Training Team
(KATT). For this task, the Squadron was
attached to the Brigade Advisory Group
formed from 2 RIFLES Battle Group.
As such we were a small but top heavy
team, set up to work alongside an
Afghan National Army Infantry Kandak,
roughly equivalent in size and structure to
a Battalion. This meant five Tolay (company) Advisor and Training Teams (TATTs)
each with a Captain and Senior NCO, to
work alongside the Afghan sub-units and
SHQ set up to work with the Kandak HQ.
Our pre-deployment training began in
January with the All Ranks Briefing,
which began to focus our minds for the
task ahead. Whist many of the Squadron
had deployed on Op HERRICK 9, many
of the tactics and skills had been updated
and certainly the situation on the ground

had changed significantly. It became
clear that preparing for the Advisor role
would be challenging and a very different
job to what most of us had done before
during our Army careers. First off, we had
to prepare to operate in a principally dismounted environment and ensure that or
basic infantry skills were up to scratch. We
would certainly need to set an example to
the ANA once we got out to Afghanistan.
However our role was much more that
being able to fight; we would also need to
understand our role as Advisors, where
building relationships and understanding
the Afghan culture are equally important
skills. To prepare for this there were a
number of conceptual study periods with
2 RIFLES based in Ballykinler, Northern
Ireland which, as we discovered, is a difficult place to get to from Sennelager!
The first part of the year was one of the
busiest periods that the Squadron has
experienced for a while, and many of us
were looking forward to completing predeployment training so we could deploy
to Afghanistan ‘for a break’. One of the
first major hurdles was the Confirmatory
Exercise (CFX). This is the same exercise
that dismounted infantry companies conduct and was therefore particularly challenging given the small size and the spe-

Sgt ‘Des’ O’Connor crossing the
Nahr-e-Bughra Canal

A Sqn complete in Camp Bastion
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TAC about to deploy on Op Zamestani Perozi

cialist Advisor role of the Squadron which
added an additional layer of complexity.
It did however provide some extremely
realistic scenarios from clearing insurgent
positions and practicing casualty evacuation drills to conducting joint planning
with the Afghan Army or holding shuras
with the local elders and all involved came
away having learned a huge amount.
Subsequent training exercises followed
in fast succession, including supporting 3 SCOTS (who were to be the Op
HERRICK 15 ground holding battle group
– our Kandak’s partnered force - in Nade-Ali District) on their CATT and CAST
exercises. Our preparation ended with
a 10 day FTX on Salisbury Plain which

Capt Russell and SSgt ‘Sheep’ Jones join the 1 PWRR moustache competition

gave us an opportunity to rehearse and
confirm our skills prior to deployment. The
ANA were represented by ex-Ghurkha role
players giving us the opportunity to practice working with an indigenous force and
work through all the friction that brings;
we learned that patience really is a virtue
when working as an advisor. It was also a
great opportunity to get to know 3 SCOTS
BG with whom we would soon be working
very closely in Afghanistan. The fact that all
of these exercises were in the UK meant
that A Sqn became quite familiar with
the Antwerp ring road and the delights of
Folkestone as a stop-over destination.
The Squadron was one of the first elements to deploy on Op HERRICK 15, but

we did first manage to fit in a final decent
break over summer block leave. Whilst it
is always difficult to say goodbye to our
family and friends, by this stage we were
all very much looking forward to starting
the job in hand, having spent the first
8 months of the year preparing for it.
After the mandatory RSOI training package in Camp Bastion we flew forward
by Chinook to Forward Operating Base
SHAWQAT, which would be the home for
SHQ for the next six months. We were
taking over the role from A Squadron
SCOTS DG, and it was great to be met
by some familiar faces from another
Cavalry Regiment. It quickly became
apparent that much progress had been
made by our predecessors and we found

SHQ escapes: Capt Whelan,
WO2 (SSM) Kimsey and
Cpl Wadey steal a Jackal
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that the 1st Infantry Kandak was broadly
effective and certainly up for the fight.
The Troop Leaders and Troop Sergeants
then deployed out into the various Check
Points and Patrol Bases in Nad-e-Ali to
meet up with their Afghan Army Tolays
that they would be advising.
1st TATT comprised of Captain Russell
and Staff Sergeant ‘Sheep’ Jones, for the
first part of tour working with C Company,
1st Battalion The Princess of Wales’ Royal
Regiment. They settled in to tour quickly
with an intense schedule of patrols,
dominating the ground and providing the
Afghans with all the advice they needed.
They moved half way through the tour with
their Tolay, to the North of Nad-e-Ali. 2nd
TATT, with Captain Arthur and Sergeant
‘Fisherman’ Jones, worked with the
Heavy Weapons Tolay. The Tolay is a cross
between what we would think of as a support company and an operations company. They are equipped with a plethora of
lethal hardware including heavy machine
guns, 82mm recoilless rifles, SPG-9
rocket launches and mortars. They are
the largest Tolay in the Kandak and have
a manoeuvre capability with Ford Rangers
and armoured Humvees. The 3rd TATT,
Captain Matthews and Sergeant ‘Butch’
Davies were based in Southern Nad-eAli working alongside A Coy 3 SCOTS,
where Butch’s larger than life personality
and Welsh humour was a big hit with the
ANA and helped them form a strong relationship with their Tolay. Captain Berry and
Sergeant Watson made up the 4th TATT,
working with the ‘Mixed’ Tolay who have
been responsible for the security on one
of the major routes running through central Nad-e-Ali. Their job was further complicated by the fact that the Tolays swap
locations every few months and therefore they had to build a new relationship
with the ANA commanders regularly. The
5th TATT was led by Captain Carroll and
Sergeant ‘Des’ O’Connor, and based in
the North of the district working alongside
B Company 2 MERCIAN.
The first few weeks were spent in relative calm as we focused on understanding the ANA and building up our personal
relationships as well as getting to know
the ground in Nad-e-Ali. As advisors we
probably spent more time drinking chai
and chatting with our Afghan counterparts than anything else; it was often a
slow process but this is how business
is done in Afghanistan where so much
emphasis is placed on personal relationships. The Kandak Commander, Lt Col
Zelgai, could be particularly stubborn
and the Sqn Leader had many frustrating moments during the tour trying to
convince him of the merits of a particular
operation. Overall however we all built up
a really strong relationship with the ANA.
Whilst our cultures are very different, we
found that the fact that we were all soldiers gave us a common bond.
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Peas in a Pod: WO2 (RSM) Jones and SSgt (SQMS) Jones

The pace quickly picked up, with the
Kandak growing in confidence and independence from ISAF we were able to
push them a lot harder to take the lead.
The first focus was to Transition much
of Southern Nad-e-Ali from an ISAF
(us) to an ANSF (Afghans) security lead.
This saw a big change in the lay down
of the Ground Holding Battle Group with
a vastly reduced foot print, leaving most
of the day to day security to the Afghan
Police and Army. Despite some initial nervousness they certainly stepped up to
the plate as their confidence grew. This
allowed the focus to shift to the North of
Nad-e-Ali, an area which had previously
been an insurgent stronghold. A number of ANA-led operations allowed us to
clear this area, but importantly this was
then followed by the ANA and the Afghan
police expanding their presence into this
area, including the building of new check
points. Time will tell, but this may prove
to be the tipping point for security in Nade-Ali district with so few areas left for the
insurgents to operate from.
The first of these was Op Tora Panchai
(Courageous Panther), which principally

involved the Heavy Weapons Tolay. The
operation was to clear either side of a
main supply route in North Nad-e-Ali so
that the Afghan Uniformed Police (AUP)
could move up behind the Army and
search compounds for insurgents. Once
the area was secure a team of engineers
moved in to build new checkpoints which
would be permanently manned by the
AUP. This route is a vital link between
Nad-e-Ali North and South and was
hugely important to allow the local population in this area to be able to access
to the main bazaar in the district centre.
The Tolay deployed two platoons of warriors with Capt Arthur, Capt Berry and Sgt
Jones 402 on the ground to advise them.
SHQ also deployed with the Kandak
HQ in order to support the operation,
which was an excellent early run out for
the Kandak. Sgt Jones 402 continued
his operational tradition of being at the
centre of things by being called forward
by his Afghan counterparts, only to find
they wanted to show him an IED they had
found. A swift withdrawal was then called
for. On the wider scale, it is worth noting
that the Kandak had not conducted an
operation at this level for some time and

Sgt ‘Butch’ Davies with friends
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Capts Russell, Arthur and Berry snug during Op Zamestani Perozi

for the first time ever it was planned and
led by the Kandak with ISAF merely supporting in the background.
This was then followed by Op Zamestani
Perozi (Winter Success), a Brigade level
operation with the 1st Kandak and A
Squadron taking a lead role. This saw
over 300 Warriors from the Kandak clearing an area of Northern Nad-e-Ali which
had previously been an insurgent stronghold and the building 3 new ANA check
points to permanently secure the area.
The operation involved most of the A
Squadron team as we deployed for two
weeks in support of the ANA. Whilst we
would have all preferred to have been
back in our Patrol Bases for Christmas
rather than living in an Afghan compound,
we did at least manage to get a full
Christmas lunch out to the Squadron on
the ground. In the New Year, the Kandak
supported two further key Brigade level
operations, this time deploying out of
their normal area of operations, again
supported by the Squadron throughout.
Working with the Afghan Army has certainly kept us busy as advisors with many
problems to unravel and frustrations to
work through along the way. On balance
it has been an extremely rewarding job
during a critical time and as we handed
over to D Company, 1 Royal Anglian for
Op HERRICK 16 there is a real momentum building within the Afghan Army
as their confidence grows. They do still
require a little help to keep them on the
right track, but we are well beyond holding their hand. As they increasingly take
the lead in delivering security to the people of Nad-e-Ali ISAF will continue to be
able to step back – it may not always as
neat and well controlled as we might like
it, but it is their way and broadly it works.
With the Squadron now safely back in
Sennelager we all look forward to enjoying a period of calm for leave, adventure
training sport, and of course being able
to spend some well earned time at home
with family and friends.
JMH
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A Sqn Op HERRICK Gallery

Captain Matthews and Sgt Butch Davies

The CO and RSM join Advisor 10 for a final dinner

Sgt ‘Fisherman’ Jones and Capt
Arthur enjoy a Heli Recce

Op Tor SEPHAR 44 – Capt Matthews
and local children

LCpl Mokouane waiting for the OC as usual

Captains Arthur and Berry

LCpl 'Trevor' Mokouane and Capt Arthur
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B Squadron
B (FR) Squadron Mission
Specific Training
January – October 2011

It was in the depths of a bitter German
winter when B Squadron began to form
up. Under the BATUS-hardened guidance
of Major Paddy Bond, ably supported by
the long serving (or suffering) second-incommand Captain Simon Mildinhall, the
Squadron began the 10 month process
of mission specific training to deploy
on Op HERRICK 15 as 20 Armoured
Brigade’s Formation Reconnaissance
Squadron. We also said farewell to WO2
(SSM) Steve Thomas as he moved to
become
Regimental
Quartermaster
Sergeant (Technical) – at the same time
freeing up significant bandwidth on the
VHF Radio Nets (soon filled by the OC)
– and to SSgt (SQMS) Russ Kimsey
who was promoted to become SSM
A Squadron. In these early stages the
Squadron had little resemblance to the
format and composition of the Squadron
which would step off the C17 transport
plane on the runway of Camp Bastion. It
was even further still from the Squadron
which would hand over to the Light
Dragoons in May 2012 after a demanding
winter tour. This is the light-hearted story
of how the original 130 B Squadron soldiers developed from training in conventional warfare to becoming a well drilled

Formation Reconnaissance Squadron
ready to deploy, for what was for most,
their first operational tour of duty where
danger and unpredictability would be the
most reliable constants.
Amongst some uncertainty as to our specific role come October, B Squadron had
to train in both Mounted and Dismounted
Close Combat skills, as well as conceptually developing the flexible mindset
required to swap rapidly from one role to
the other. This translated into a series of
in-house and externally provided exercises that would see the Squadron spend
a great deal of time away from families
but amassing an impressive depth of
knowledge and experience. On arrival
in theatre the Squadron was to inherit a
new fleet of significantly upgraded CVR(T)
Scimitar, Spartan and Samson as well as
less familiar wheeled vehicles such as
Jackal, Coyote and Husky. Not forgetting
WO2 Mansel who realised his dream to
qualify on a quad bike (designed to allow
the SSM to conduct ammunition resupply
and casualty evacuation in the complex
terrain of the Green Zone – but actually
used more for delivering the weighty bags
of mail from the Helicopter Landing Site to
the FR Sqn camp). This thereby ensured
that B Squadron had an extremely varied
yet interesting pre deployment year. From
Sennelager to Castlemartin and from

Pokaristan to Urgent E Bali (the mythical names given to training areas “contemporised” to replicate the human and
physical terrain of Helmand), B Squadron
conducted personal weapon ranges,
heavy weapon ranges, vehicle ranges,
dismounted and mounted exercises, all
delivered at a punishing pace and with an
enduring thread of intensive fitness training in order to toughen us both mentally
and physically.
The training cycle began in January 2011
in Normandy Barracks where the ‘All
Ranks Brief’ and ‘Tactical Commanders
Course,’ took place. These primarily
involved the ‘Sirs, Ma’ams, Ladies, Gents
this is the most important lecture you will
receive…,’ type introductions and were
run by OPTAG (the Operational Training
Advisory Group). OPTAG is a dynamic
entity, composing of grizzled, wisecracking Colour Sergeants, experienced
Captains and a plethora of subject matter
experts on numerous subjects. We battled the engulfing temptation to sleep in
order to listen to the introductory lessons
and briefs. This drowsiness was soon
brushed away as the Regiment daily ran
back to barracks (the long way round)
through some very un-South Asian
weather.

Tpr Morris 663 was thrilled to find
some pretty daisies. The remainder
of his Troop try to look more warlike.
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Support Troop and their Jackals line up
during the FTX on Salisbury Plain
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Cpl Veasey bravely watches Lt Gordon-Finlayson
and his most dangerous weapon – a map

FISH (Fighting In Someone’s House) – Compound
Clearance training on Mandalay Area, Sennelager

A ménage a trois in Castlemartin: LCpl Hanbury
(asleep), LCpl Morgan (nervous), Cpl Fennel (aroused)

The Squadron soon escaped to Lulworth,
Dorset, where mounted live firing took
place. For the young officers this was
a chance to finish their days’ work in
the genteel surrounds of the Lulworth
Officers’ Mess with inspiring views out
over Arish Mell Gap; for the soldiers they
were able to revisit old stomping grounds
in Poole and Bournemouth. Lt GordonFinlayson also ran a popular weekend
of water sports and established a reputation for a surf bum appearance which
never really faded away. To shake off any
excesses, morning PT capitalised on the
rolling hills of the Dorset Coast. On one
occasion memories of a leisurely jog with
fellow officers to the cove and back were
destroyed as we embarked on a gruelling run up the infamous ‘Witches Tit.’
Named for its resemblance to the obvious
this voluptuous feature proved a man test
for B Sqn as early one morning, before
ranges, we began the never-ending climb.
Legs were as heavy as lead and lungs
were burning but gradually LCpl Hanbury
and Tpr Maunder – our unerringly energetic PTIs - exhorted the Squadron to the
top. A young Tpr Haines showed mountain goat levels of stamina as he streaked
ahead to the top. At the top it was a
spectacular view and despite wanting to
collapse we still managed to grab a quick
photo of the Sqn. Despite meticulous
planning by the then Regimental Gunnery
Officer, Capt Simon Mildinhall, Lulworth’s
unpredictable weather blighted our progress with tinder dry gorse (= tracer ban),
sea fogs (no arc markers visible, close
the range) and lost members of (apparently) the SBS encroaching into the tem-

plate (check fire!). Under the watchful eye
of Sgt Davies 962 and other Driving and
Maintenance Instructors, we were able to
gainfully fill the lost hours by converting
crews to the new CVR(T) Mk 2 and practising low level drills such as Op BARMA
(counter IED), weapon handling and
Pashto language training. This aside, the
Squadron completed the majority of the
required shoots to a good level, enabling
them to progress further in Castlemartin.
The gunnery camp was concluded with a
BBQ lubricated by Sqn fund-subsidised
ale and yet more rain.

Forward Air Controller exercises (unbeknownst to them they were to fire more
live ordnance during training than during
the tour – a sign of progress although
perhaps not so glamorous)!

At around this time we welcomed
some new faces – Lt David Boyce fresh
from Brecon and his Infantry Platoon
Commanders’ Course, and 2nd Lts Toby
Mossop and Mike Groves. Lt GordonFinlayson therefore left the bottom rung
and was thrilled to be able to pass on
his extensive wisdom to the newbies.
Cpls Lang and Chant returned to the
Squadron, arriving in Cpl Lang’s camper
van (wishfully named the “Love Machine”).
With the attachment of twelve B Sqn soldiers to the Royal Engineers as part of
the Counter IED Task Force, our numbers
fell to something close to what we would
take to Afghanistan. We were also joined
by LCpl Chadwick R SIGNALS, who
soon took charge of the OC’s administration and general safety, when he was
not bickering about squiggly amps with
Cpl “Tea Time” Davies, the Sqn Signals
NCO. And finally our Fire Support Team
from the Royal Artillery began to integrate having dragged Sgt Patchett away
from a never-ending series of Californian

Capt Williams, 2Lt Boyce and Cpl Fennel take a
breather during the CFX in Norfolk
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Following the gunnery camp we progressed to a more taxing mounted live fire
environment – the Mounted Combined
Arms Live Firing Exercise (MCALFEX)
in Castlemartin. For Support Troop, the
“Mounted” CALFEX was almost entirely
dismounted, much to the amusement
of the troop members who spent the
week learning to conduct compound
clearances and only touching their vehicles once. It was during this exercise
that B Squadron learnt the tragic news
of the death of Tpr Robert Berry back in
Germany. He was a popular and skilled
member of the Squadron who will be
sorely missed. The Squadron did remarkably well following this news and continued as Tpr Berry would have wanted
ensuring they completed their training to
the highest of standards.
The rapid transition from the Mounted
CALFEX to the next in the series, the CFX
(Confirmatory Exercise), introduced us to
another common theme of the year: the
vast amount of time spent on coaches.
We all became experts at sleeping either
upright in your chair or giving up any form
of social etiquette and instead sprawling
out along the central coach aisle. Thanks
to his compact size (some might say bijou),
the SSM always found a suitable roost.
At the other end of the height spectrum,
the OC normally fell off the bus with no

Sgt Renshaw RE, LCpl Morgan (Sniper) and Sgt Patchett exiting their
5 Star accommodation during the MCALFEX in Castlemartin
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feeling from the waist down. Reboarding
the buses after a service station pit stop,
all one’s senses were simultaneously
assaulted whilst attempting to negotiate the snoring heap of muddy humanity sprawled across the seats. The race
was then on to fall asleep quickly before
someone else started lifting the roof with
their snoring. B Squadron became amateur service station critics as they travelled
from one training area to the next. The
British ones were much preferred to the
continental versions due to actually providing edible sandwiches, popular snacks
and most importantly – a KFC.
After one such odyssey the Squadron
disembarked in Stanford Training Area,
Norfolk to conduct the CFX. Within minutes we were shot at repeatedly in the
name of training. To be more precise,
we conducted the Locating the Enemy
Demonstration or LOCENDEM. This
involved sitting in full protective equipment (PPE) in a square whilst numerous
(thankfully accurate) marksmen fired rifles
and GPMG bursts over the heads of
the audience to aid soldiers locate firing
points. For many, it was the first time they
could differentiate between a ‘crack’ and
a ‘thump’. During this presentation several soldiers provided very accurate target indications and Fire Control Orders,
although some of the officers’ dazed
attempts left much to be desired.

“No-one told me we had to come in via the sewer!” Tpr Halpin
during Compound Clearance training in Sennelager

It was during the CFX when Support Troop
gave a shock to the directing staff. During
a ‘classic Boot Troop task,’ of cordon and
search onto a hostile compound, there
was a requirement to enter compound
using explosives. Sgt Renshaw RE, our
explosives expert, gleefully approached
the mock compound wall and proceeded
to plant the explosive on the plywood
door. After ensuring everyone was at a
safe distance, Sgt Renshaw denoted his
mousehole charge. To the surprise of all
the directing staff, the explosion not only

blew a hole in the door but also collapsed
the entire breeze block wall, much to the
amusement of all Support Troop and
recalling Michael Caine’s immortal line
from The Italian Job.
One of the many success stories of the
pre deployment exercises is the time
and investment placed into recreating
Afghanistan. During the CFX we had to
conduct a deliberate attack through the
‘Green Zone.’ To the credit of the OPTAG
team in Norfolk this was represented well

LCpl Trudgill (turret), LCpl Scanlon and
Lt Gordon-Finlayson getting used to a common
means of accommodation – the Desert Box
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by the central river and neighbouring
vegetation. At times, with the sun shinning, a vivid imagination, lots of sweat
and wheat simulating poppy fields it was
possible to think that you were in fact, in
Afghanistan. This certainly helped with
the training value. Being in Afghanistan
was also aided by the FOBs (Forward
Operating Bases made of HESCO) built
throughout the training area. These were
very realistic, despite the numerous free
roaming sheep (and accompanying
waste) in the vicinity. It was thanks to
the aesthetics and the 200 Afghan local
nationals used during the exercise that
former Sandhurst Cadets were able to
forget their last Thetford memories – the
infamous trench digging exercise of First
(Worst) Encounter.
Aside from the normal issue of body
armour, Vallon metal detectors, ECM
(electronic counter measure) and radios,
the CFX employed the use of the soldier’s
most hated piece of equipment – the
TES (tactical Engagement Simulation)
vest. Designed to allow force on force
training by registering shots fired and
injuries received, it is the most cumbersome shape imaginable and turns professional looking soldiers into something
resembling scruffy extras from Kelly’s
Heroes. Also infamously temperamental;
it was with great amusement when walking through the simulated ‘green zone’
of Thetford that you would hear a tinny
woman’s voice declaring that you had
been shot and that you were to simulate
being a casualty, despite not being anywhere near the ‘enemy’. Usually, however, the vest would for some unknown
reason think that you have been tampering with it and declare a ‘tamper kill.’ The
bizarre thing being the only reason you
have been touching it is to wrestle it into
some vaguely comfortable position during a patrol.
It was the intent of the directing staff on
the final few hours of the CFX to conduct
an attack on the FOB which B Sqn was
occupying. However, much to the satisfaction of B Sqn, the anticipated ‘Rorkes
Drift’ defence of the final day was stilted
by some excellent SHQ planning and
some cunning patrols in depth which left
minimal troops guarding the sangars, one
of which caught the ‘enemy’ mid way
through his morning snack in a bush. It
was with glee that Cpl Fennel and his
sniper pair had to be asked to return
to camp as otherwise the DS (directing
staff) were unable to get close enough to
launch the grand finale.
A common theme throughout exercises
in the British Army is the ENDEX or End of
Exercise feeling. This is the moment when
the official assessment and observation
stops and you switch from tactical movement to a frenzy of cleaning, handing kit
in and moving out of previously occupied
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Pte Connerton often swapped her computer for an SA80 to show the men how to soldier…

locations. It is normally a happy time as
the pressures of exercises are removed.
However, the CFX conclusion was even
more momentous. Not only was there the
usual euphoria of finishing a challenging
exercise but also the low cloud, continual
rain and strong winds which descended
on the FOB just as the next unit (The
Mercians) took over, was a good sight,
especially from the warmth of the coach
as it drove away Germany bound.
As mentioned above, there is always
- especially on ranges - a ‘Rorkes
Drift,’ serial integrated into the majority of ranges. It is an excuse to expend
lots of ammunition and have some fun.
It was during the penultimate exercise
of pre deployment, the Dismounted live
fire exercise (DCALFEX), when Support
Troop were given 200 rounds of Grenade
Machine Gun and Heavy Machine Gun
ammunition each to expend during one
of these serials. This would have been a
thoroughly enjoyable and a useful shoot
had it not been for the 1 hours sleep
enjoyed over the previous 56 hours. In
actual fact several soldiers had to be
nudged awake, although the SSM and
his band of ammo re-supply minions
were kept busy.
Our last major exercise was the Final
Training Exercise (FTX) on Salisbury
Plain. For the first time, the Squadron
was able to roll out of Ludgershall (aka
Camp BASTION) with a fleet akin to that
we would operate in theatre. After clearing our lungs of all the asbestos from the
Ludgershall hangars, we were able to put
into practice many of the low level tactics developed by the 2IC and SSM on
HERRICK 9, tailored to the most recent
experiences passed on by our excellent
team of mentors from The Household
Cavalry Regiment.
PT or Physical Training was to feature
heavily throughout pre deployment train-

ing. From ever speedier steady state runs
to 60kg marches, to circuits based on
those conducted by Ultimate Fighting
Club, SSgt “Muscles” Hughes and his
PTIs would follow B Sqn throughout their
training to ensure that every day a new and
ingenious way of making every muscle in
your body ache would take place. As the
year went on the PT became harder and
harder, developing from simple log runs
to chariot races and stretcher/log/barrel/
tyre races. The final test was the Brigade
Commander’s Operational Fitness test
which involved carrying 65 kg over 6km.
This was a slow yet easily passable fitness test, even for 5 ft 1” Tpr Mole who
was dwarfed by the rucksack he carried.
After a much needed break for Summer
Leave, we returned to conduct a final
few weeks of training on vehicles, and a
mounted range package foist upon us by
the need to qualify several late arrivals in
30mm gunnery. This latter challenge was
ably organised by Lt Williams, abetted
by allies in the QM Dept and 20 Bde HQ
who managed to cut through the usual
bureaucratic lead times and set it all up
inside two weeks, allowing us to arrive in
theatre with all the right ticks in the relevant boxes. The advance parties consisting of the Sqn Second-in-Command,
Battle Captain (Capt Chambers) and SQH
Tp Sgt (Sgt Wood, who deployed straight
from his previous post at Sandhurst) flew
out early and accordingly bagged the
best bed spaces, whilst the remainder
snatched a final long weekend before
saying farewell to their families and jumping on the buses to Hannover Airport and
points East.
Overall the year was a long yet very fulfilling year for B Squadron. It was filled with
both highs and lows and yet produced a
Squadron which was fully equipped and
highly trained, ready for the trials and tribulations of Op Herrick 15.
BW
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B (FR) Sqn Op HERRICK
October 2011 – May 2012
Leaving behind an autumnal Germany,
B
(Formation
Reconnaissance)
Squadron began to arrive in Helmand
via various stopovers in early October.
Notwithstanding Sgt Patchett who, as
the Sqn’s Joint Terminal Attack Controller
(JTAC – FAC in old money), had already
been acclimatising for a few weeks, the
first arrivals from the Sqn were Captains
Mildinhall and Chambers along with Sgt
Wood. Suppressing his desire to tidy
everything in sight, Capt Mildinhall began
to prepare for more troops whilst Capt
Chambers, the Sqn’s Intelligence Officer
and Battle Captain, took the opportunity
to escape onto several patrols with our
predecessors on the (fair) assumption
that he would be more HQ-bound once
the Sqn Ldr arrived. They also began to
establish a daily routine that mixed work
with the cultural aspects of living in a
Danish camp – most notably an excellent coffee shop that was the envy of the
entire Task Force.

The Sqn Leader, SQMS, Tiffy and a small
SHQ / G4 team landed a few days later
and the handover began in earnest. A Sqn
9th/12th Royal Lancers, the HERRICK
14 FR Sqn, had had a busy but frustrating tour tied to an area of operations
straddling the country’s principal route
(Highway 1) for a 75km stretch split either
side of the populous city of Gereshk which
sprawled across a key canal and the River
Helmand. The 9/12L troops had spent
the majority of their time partnering the
Afghan National Army Kandak (Battalion)
responsible for securing the Highway. B
Sqn inherited this task but with a reduced
manpower since we also were to provide
1 troop of CVR(T) at any one time (sometimes surging to 2 troops) to support CF
BURMA – a small Bn(-) grouping tasked
with keeping open a major supply route
to the USMC along the Upper Gereshk
Valley. Thus the principal task for the Sqn
was to secure freedom of movement on
several key routes, which we would do

1st Troop Desert Box weathers a sandstorm during Op NOW ROZ in March 12

directly by our own observation, patrols
and analysis; and indirectly by training and mentoring the Afghan Security
forces responsible for securing the highways. The Sqn fell under command of
Combined Force Nahr-e-Seraj (North)
(CF NES(N)) – initially a Danish grouping
but changing in January 2012 to 1st Bn
The Grenadier Guards. We would often
be tasked to conduct operations in support of one of several CF NES(N) groundholding companies or to provide assets in
support of larger CF-level operations.
After a good handover from 9/12L,
the troops were raring to get onto the
ground. Lt Gordon-Finlayson, in particular, was so excited that his every radio
message on the Sqn net conveyed a
sense of mass drama – even if he was
simply booking out of camp. After several weeks of listening to his adrenalineprompting voice, the SHQ operators
nicknamed him GFBS! Other commanders showed commendable vigour in the
speed with which they would deploy,
although Cpl Veasey’s record breaking
exit in his Quick Reaction Force Jackal
ended in farce as, not far from from the
incident, his wheel fell off and continued
down the highway. Memories are long –
at the Christmas skits two months later
his Troop’s entrance onto the stage was
heralded by a maverick Jackal wheel hurtling across from left to right.
The SQMS staff under SSgt Burns
laboured mightily to supply the Sqn’s every
need. Sadly they had little control over our
freight, which led to some unhappy campers as those who had entrusted their winter
sleeping bags and DPM GoreTex water-

Support Troop Jackals
overwatch the Insurgent
haven of Yakchal during
Op NOW ROZ (NEW DAY)
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Lt Lough tries a more traditional mode of transport

The Squadron Leader calls through the sandstorm
for yet another radio handset during Op NOW ROZ

LCpl Priddle lends a hand to Sgt ‘Bitch’
Davies 962 in one of several DIY gyms

proofs to the supply chain ended up cold
and wet once the heat of October was
replaced by the damp chill of November.
LCpl ‘Maverick’ Lacey soon found various
allies in Camp Bastion and started a productive side line in brass collectibles based
on empty shell cases; conveniently the
Sqn’s CVR(T) fired enough 30mm rounds
on their initial and mid-tour ranges to provide a shot glass per soldier in B Sqn as
a memento. Keeping on top of a neverending series of demands – particularly the
Electronic Counter Measures equipment
which need little excuse to break – meant
the SQMS staff were busy; but The SQMS
and Cpl Lacey still managed to make
themselves comfortable in true QDG style
with their luxuriously appointed tent complete with running machine-cum-clothes
line and flat screen TV.

to Khar Nikah to support a deliberate
company operation that Lt David Boyce
and LCpl Richard Scanlon were tragically
killed when their Scimitar struck a powerful
IED. The Sqn reacted to the incident with
courage and professionalism despite a
recovery effort fraught with further danger.
We were well supported by the BTE and
by everyone in the Task Force, including
several COs who released B Sqn troops to
allow us all to pay our respects to our two
comrades at the Vigil Service and Ramp
Ceremony several days later. David Boyce
and Richard Scanlon were both larger
than life characters, popular and talented;
they will be sorely missed.

of a newly paved road linking Highway
1 to the communities of the Upper
Gereshk and Sangin valleys. With a barren hinterland and little previous ISAF
presence, the area demanded a great
deal of investment. Lt G-F eagerly bombarded the battlespace-owning CF with
ideas for how to understand and connect
with the population within the Ops Box,
and developed an excellent rapport with
the Afghan National Civil Order Police
(ANCOP) who manned checkpoints
along the road. Despite friendly relations,
troops operating up the route were often
disturbed by ANCOP “test firing” their
heavy machine guns alarmingly close to
the troop’s leaguer area – although this
could have been an attempt to put an
end to the crooning and strumming of Lt
G-F and LCpl Kaikadavu who often held
impromptu jams on their guitars.

One of the CF NES(N) infantry companies
comprised of the Gurkha Reinforcement
Company attached to 1st Bn The Yorkshire
Regiment, who we knew well having exercised together in BATUS the previous year.
Delhi Company was based at FOB Khar
Nikah, very much on the front line and acting as a buffer between the increasingly
secure Gereshk District Centre and Taliban
forces seeking to attack from the Upper
Gereshk Valley. Stretched thinly over several checkpoints, they regularly requested
support from B Sqn to allow them to maintain offensive patrols and keep the insurgent on the back foot. The Khar Nikah AO
would become a regular destination for
troops over the whole tour. It was whilst
patrolling from the Sqn base in MOB Price

I would have expected nothing less, yet it
was still humbling to witness how well the
men and women of B Sqn coped with the
loss of two friends and colleagues. Despite
the prevalent IED threat the soldiers did not
hesitate to continue with their tasks, if anything throwing even more effort into their
daily work and remaining utterly professional
in their interactions with the Afghan people.
LCpl Donaldson, the surviving driver, was
soon back in his seat driving his new Troop
Leader and it was not long before 1st Troop
returned to Khar Nikah – ultimately adopting the Company support task as their own
and winning plenty of praise for their efforts
over the ensuing months.
Meanwhile, 2nd Troop under Lt GordonFinlayson and Sgt Mitchell were becoming the de facto “owners” of Ops Box
Haldenby. This Ops Box was a narrow
rectangle covering the southern section

It was in a rare absence of 2nd Troop
from Ops Box Haldenby that 3rd Troop
enjoyed a very successful night. Following
up on an attack helicopter strike against
insurgents observed digging an IED
under the road, Sgt Davies 962 led the
troop on a hunt for the surviving insurgent. In something akin to a Police Action
clip, with headlights and torches flashing,
it was Tpr Griffiths 687 who eventually
prodded a haystack and found the guilty
party cowering within. Swiftly processed,
the detainee was whisked off to Camp
Bastion and soon sang like a canary, producing useful information for the future.
Whilst having to live off their vehicles for
extended periods, and often getting little

A section from 1st Troop patrols the winter Green Zone near FOB Khar Nikah
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sleep as their Desert Box leaguers were
crashed out to interdict suspicious individuals of vehicles along the route, the
Troops generally enjoyed the independence of the task and it soon became
a badge of honour as to which Troop
spent the most time away in Haldenby.
However some of the more youthful soldiers did seem to attract unwanted attention from lonely ANCOP patrolmen; LCpl
Maunder and Tpr Warner seemed particularly popular and their troops took great
pains to ensure they were never left alone
with our Afghan partners, particularly on
Thursday nights.
Support Troop in Jackal bore the lion’s
share of the partnering work, and worked
closely with the QRH Kandak Advisory and
Training Team (KATT) responsible for mentoring the Highway Kandak. The troop’s
work was a mix of the mundane routine
– for example supervising and mentoring the ANA on daily culvert checks, and
moments of perilous excitement – most
often when dismounted partnered patrols
operating around the insurgent haven of
Yakchal were contacted. The troop was
rarely trifled with when mounted, since
the Jackal fairly bristled with weaponry.
However as winter settled and temperatures plummeted, the open architecture
Jackals became less comfortable and
the crews cursed the 9/12L SQMS who
had inexplicably decided to backload all
the Dewliner suits the previous summer!
Thankfully SSgt Burns and team did some
digging and were able to procure some
more suits, allowing the troop to enjoy the
worst of Helmand’s elements from the cab.
Since the ANA patrol program incorporated decent meal breaks, Support Troop
were often able to return to MOB Price
and enjoy the justly famous delights of the
cookhouse – soon earning the nickname of
Scoff Troop from the CVR(T) soldiers who
spent most of their time living off a selection of different nationalities’ ration packs.
SSgt Shepherd’s team of fitters inherited an ISO container, a patch of hard
packed mud and a darts board. Despite

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

fairly Spartan conditions, they maintained
an impressive availability for our vehicles
throughout the tour. The Tiffy picked up
plenty of radio stags, and treated us all
to his dry Yorkshire wit. The recovery
mechanics, Cpl Harper and (honorary) Cpl
MacLeod and their crews were constantly
deployed supporting the CVR(T) troops.
Between them, they racked up more days
out of camp than any other quartet in the
Sqn, and got involved in far more than
simply repair and recovery. Cpl Harper and
Cfn Granton had a lucky escape when their
Samson hit an IED that flipped them into
the side of Sgt Ananins’ Spartan, thankfully walking away with minor injuries only.
The newly promoted LCpl Hughes and
LCpl Gurung were relatively permanently
seconded to Support Troop as drivers and
maintainers for their Jackal. Cpl Bellfield,
our TA Armourer, happened to speak fluent Danish and soon established himself
as an unofficial liaison with the Danes,
procuring all manner of materials and help
as we sought to make our camp and tank
park more habitable.
For the first half of the tour Sqn HQ spent
much of its time coordinating the troops
as they travelled around the Helmand AO.
With the Sqn Ldr out less than he (and
probably SHQ) had hoped for, Sgt Wood
and his team had to deal with a series
of challenges from the Sqn Ldr aimed at
improving the woeful communications
setup on the Tac Jackals. Through a campaign of bodging, borrowing and bungees Sgt Wood, Cpl “Tea Time” Davies
and LCpl Chadwick managed to produce
the most communication-capable Jackal
in theatre. The unforeseen consequence
of this was that everyone else in the Sqn
and a wider audience on other nets had
to put up with lengthy messages from the
Sqn Ldr, with Tp Ldrs desperate to move
off the net and various Commanding
Officers apparently jumping from net to
net to escape the dreaded “long messages” from Maj Bond. The crews of
Mustang 11A and 33A became adept
at coping with the demands of Sqn Ldr
and SSM – providing endless rounds of

US Meals Ready To Eat (MRE), hot brews
and plentiful cigarettes.
Christmas was heralded with what
seemed to be a never-ending flow of parcels. The generosity of friends, families
and complete strangers was fantastic as
everyone received an extensive hoard of
food treats, games, gadgets and knitted hats. Queues outside the cookhouse
dropped as soldiers struggled to digest
the generosity of people back home. As
the water in the ablution blocks began to
freeze overnight and attempts to patrol
increased in direct proportion to the deteriorating weather, we did our best to set
up a fun day. Christmas Day started with
a well-earned lie-in for most troops (apart
from 3rd Troop who were out on patrol in
Haldenby). After some furtive rehearsals,
the Sqn skits were held in cool sunshine
on the tank park. Needless to say several
egos were damaged, officers were parodied and Sgt Ananins took some brave
pills before aping Sgt Thurston, using his
Tp Ldr as “Billy’s Interpreter.” We then
moved onto a traditional Christmas Lunch,
joining C Company 1 PWRR for our meal.
The RSM had come to visit and was roped
into helping the Officers and SNCOs serve
the soldiers before wolfing down leftovers. Somehow there was no major food
fight, perhaps due to the pacifying midmeal Fijian singing produced by a mixed
QDG and PWRR choir. The remainder of
the day was spent calling loved ones and
investigating the more unusual gift parcels
– including the inevitable mankinis and
bizarre fancy dress articles which led to
some peculiar troop photos.
Despite miserable weather including a
deluge that flooded the Ops Room and
SHQ tents and saw WO2 (SSM) Mansel
having to personally muster the Sqn’s frantic digging of drainage ditches, the time
between Christmas and R&R seemed to
fly. The Sqn became increasingly involved
in ISTAR Group operations and cooperated regularly with the Warthog Group
from QRH, who moved to MOB Price and
became our immediate neighbours in late

The traditional St David’s Day Leek Eating
always has its winners and losers…
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The closest Capt Mildinhall ever got to deploying!

December. At times SHQ had to be creative with our ORBAT as we unofficially sent
elements of SHQ to command manoeuver groups working in the Dashte (desert)
areas outside regular patrol and ISTAR
cover, often as preliminary recce or deception ops before major ANA brigade level
operations to maintain relentless pressure
on the insurgent over the winter. Eventually,
as the Sqn began to take R&R, we formally
came under command of the QDG ISTAR
Group, although were still did a lot of work
with CF NES(N) and CF Burma, our previous masters. Whilst the Sqn Ldr was
thrilled to finally have most of his train set
under his command, he got the impression
the troops missed the long periods of independence they had enjoyed earlier during the tour. As the Afghan Army brigade
gathered momentum, we took part on
several large operations in support of the
ANSF, including Op Now Roz (New Day),
the long-awaited move to clear insurgents
from their haven in Yakchal. This operation
was significant not just for its success and
demonstration of the Afghans’ growing
confidence, but also because for the first
time all three QDG Sqns were involved –
as an A Sqn advisor team (Capt Arthur
and Sgt Butch Davies) accompanied their
Afghan Tolay whilst B Sqn secured north
and eastern flanks of the operation and
the BRF occupied several temporary patrol
bases inside the village to draw insurgents
away from the less experienced Afghans.
Spring brought with it rising temperatures, the opium poppy harvest, and most

25

LCpl Scanlon and Cpl Lang prepare for a patrol in CVR(T)

importantly the early arrivals of the Sqn that
would be replacing us: A Sqn of the Light
Dragoons. Since B Sqn was due to be one
of the last 20 Bde units to leave theatre, it
fell to us and the Warthog Group to use
our experience and mobility to keep the
momentum up and help the new ISTAR
Group and CFs maintain pressure on the
insurgent during the brigade relief in place.
This led to a busy period with the bulk
of the Sqn – having been released from
ground holding responsibilities – spending
plenty of time out of camp. On one such
operation all the wheeled vehicles spent
four days in the far south of the Task Force
AO, close to some of the Afghan veterans’
old stomping grounds around Garmsir.
LCpl Hulley recalled spending a happy 3
days guarding a pile of ammo and rations
dumped by a logistic convoy that had run
into terrain trouble after ignoring the Herrick
9 FR Sqn’s advice on routes and travel
time. With the sun came a noticeable rise
in gym work and “Op Bronze” amongst
those not out on patrol. Some needed little
effort, and Cpl Jones 646 was eventually
presented with a KBR contractor uniform
and badge since he looked identical to
their Bangladeshi workforce. We also bid
farewell to our Fire Support Team who had
become very much part of the Sqn over
the tour and, despite regular ribbing for
the lack of fire support they were allowed
to give us, had all worked hard in various
ways to support the troops. At the same
time, our small band of Yeomanry soldiers
dusted off their passports and prepared to
return home to “normality” having spent

almost a year living and working with B
Sqn, for which we remain very grateful.
We wish both groups all the best fortune
for the future.
With the arrival of the Light Dragoons main
body, the handover began in earnest and
we could begin to look back on what the
Sqn had achieved over the six months.
Most notably, under our supervision the
responsibility for security of the Highway
had transitioned to the Afghans. The
Sqn had supported numerous Company,
CF and Brigade level operations aimed
at improving the security situation and
building Afghan confidence in their own
military and government. We had had
our own home grown successes with the
detention by 3rd Troop and the permanent removal of several insurgents from
the battlefield after they were spotted
and struck whilst attempting to ambush
Support Troop. And a young, relatively
inexperienced Sqn had weathered many
complex and dangerous situations, often
under fire or in the face of the pernicious
IED threat, to emerge as a team of confident and tough crewmen with an intimate
knowledge of their trade and equipment.
As we handed over to A Sqn LD in early
May and boarded our transport home,
we recalled the highs and lows of the tour
and remembered the sacrifice of two of
our own who had lost their lives many
months before. The Sqn could now look
forward to returning home to our longsuffering families for a well-earned break.
PLCB

Two Scimitars returning from
a patrol to Ops Box Burma
northeast of Gereshk
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B Sqn Op HERRICK Gallery

A Support Troop VCP on Highway 1

LCpl Chadwick (200 Signals Sqn) was soft at heart

A Support Troop Jackal moves into overwatch

Cpl Navunisaravi and a light snack

An unlikely gathering of Spurs fans –
2nd Troop with The Colonel of The Regiment
and Comd Task Force Helmand

An Apache attack helicopter supporting a
B Sqn desert interdiction operation

xxx
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Cabin Fever hits members of 2nd Troop

Cpl Gallagher with Diana

27

LCpl Speed and his Heavy Machine Gun

Craftsman Rayner at his happiest

LCpl Hatton shows the girls back
home what they are missing
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Their smiles hide disgust at the torture to follow –
some true Welshmen prepare to eat their leeks

Lt Gordon-Finlayson models some
new combat ID headgear
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Members of 3rd Troop take a breather during a dismounted patrol

SHQ enjoy some Christmas Cake

The B Sqn Yeomanry Team

Support Troop crossing the Argandab River

Members of 2nd Troop during a mentoring visit
to the Afghan National Civil Order Police
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The Fire Support Team Commander, Capt Clements

Sqn Tac HQ leaguer in the Talaw Dashte

29

Sgt Thurston looking fresh after a siesta

LCpl Kaikadavu on his 100th press-up

Sgt Ananins and Lt Groves braved the Christmas
skits to tease Sgt Thurston mercilessly
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View from the Sqn Ldr’s Jackal with 3rd Troop
overwatching ANSF poppy eradication

The Four Flags memorial in B Sqn's
home base, MOB PRICE
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Pooley

Sword
Queens Dragoon Guards
Officer’s Sword

Pooley Sword has an outstanding reputation for craftsmanship and holds the MOD Contract for the
manufacture & refurbishment of swords and lances. The family of our Technical Director joined
Henry Wilkinson in 1843 and five generations of his family have worked and continue to work in
sword making, up until the present day.
This unique combination ensures that the quality and conformity to pattern of all Pooley Swords
is up to, and beyond, that called for by the MOD specifications.
Pooley Sword Limited is privileged to donate the Sword of Honour at:
The Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst
The Territorial Army, Duke of Westminster Sword
The Professional Qualified Officer’s Award.

Pooley Sword Limited

Highdown House | Shoreham Airport | West Sussex | England | BN43 5PB
Tel: 01273 467277 | Fax: 01273 462461 | Robert Pooley Mobile: 07816 846484
Email: robert@pooleysword.com | Website: www.pooleysword.com
Accredited: BS EN ISO 9001.2001. OHSAS:18001.
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C Squadron
C (BRF) Squadron
Mission Specific Training
January – September 2011
With Christmas over and the Squadron
back together, complete with its newly
integrated 1YORKS Recce Platoon
and attached arms, the 20 Brigade
Reconnaissance Force (BRF), with C
Sqn forming its core, was starting to take
shape. As ever pre deployment training started at a busy pace and failed to
slow, numerous exercises both here in
Germany and some in the UK meant
C Sqn was busy. There was certainly a
‘buzz’ about the Sqn with the upcoming

Op HERRICK 15 tour only months away.
A cold, but not snowy (thankfully) January
started with the arrival of the 1YORKS
Recce Platoon and their integration
into the Troops; rather than having one
YORKS Platoon and two C Sqn Troops,
Major Stenhouse mixed them together.
This gave the BRF the assets required to
deploy on Op HERRICK with a mixture of
all cap badges and varying levels of experience and capability.
C Sqn had already established a good
working relationship with 1 YORKS Recce

Cfn Gill and Cpl Fisher

Platoon having worked together in BATUS
in 2010; they arrived with the lead on the
dismounted side of the training. The integration of the infantry beret into Dempsey
Barracks was quick and fluid, especially
as the arduous BRF Cadre began in earnest just after Christmas. There wasn’t the
time for the good solid ‘Infantry – Cavalry’
banter, although the Yorks quickly noted
there were few ‘tanks’ and certainly no
horses in Dempsey; this did prove to be
confusing for our foot friendly counterparts. Also on the BRF cadre were 4/73
Bty Royal Artillery, a confusing bunch

A prefect way to start the day – early morning PT!

Practicing
contact drills
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Are you old enough to use that? Cpl Lewis 399 mans a Jackal’s Grenade Machine Gun

who specialised in living underground,
remaining behind once the enemy had
passed them during the cold war. They
too wore green infantry berets yet they
were gunners; we still don’t understand.
The engineers, not unfamiliar to the QDG
arrived (at last a blue beret) their role was
to ensure the BRF were able to do the job
they needed to, even if it did mean blowing things up. Lest we forget the Royal
Signals (and Cpl Hamilton) a small group
of highly skilled soldiers that specialised
in communications, radios and everything
technical…… would they be able to get
Sky TV in Afghanistan? Lastly, the most
distinguishable beret in the Army (no
not the PARAs) the Royal Military Police,
bright red, some say offensive, the RMP
detachment arrived to ensure all the
BRF work was ‘legal’. They also became

Quick, the NAAFI wagon’s here!
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allies to many a Tpr after a ‘quiet’ beer
on a Friday night, Tprs Williams 585 and
Nursey to name but a few.
So, onto the BRF Cadre, run by the capable and highly experienced Surveillance
Reconnaissance Wing (SRW), whose
instructors were all recent incumbents
of Op HERRICK and have vast experience, making excellent instructors. The
early starts left something to be desired,
the SSM Mr Hawtin became everyone’s
favourite person, parading the Sqn 5
mins before the ‘5 mins before’ time,
this meant not only did we go to bed in
the dark, we were certainly getting up in
the dark. The increased addition of early
morning PT wasn’t the normal ‘steady
state’ Sqn run at 08:30, it was a very
unreasonable 05:30 run, often carrying

Cpl Huxley hated being away from 14B

logs, sandbags, stretchers and if you
were lucky very heavy kit! It did however
set the mental standard of what was to
come on the long hours in and out of
classrooms, PT and late night recces.
We started with a presentation from a
previous BRF unit, the ‘war porn’ video
certainly looked good, the excitement on
Tpr Hicks’s face could be seen for miles,
deep down even the tough jawed Sgt
Brown was excited about what was to
come. Tpr Lardner enjoyed the presentation so much, he was seen repeatedly
nodding his head – I don’t think the war
veteran instructors were nodding his way
in appreciation!
The mix of warm classrooms, early PT
and very boring Army packed lunches,
meant many of the Tprs (and of course

3rd Troop wonder what on earth Capt Roberts is talking about.
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Privates) soon became proficient at
standing up in classrooms to ensure they
remained ‘focused’ on the lessons. The
setting for the Cadre was the ‘forgotten
but not gone’ Tin City on Sennelager
Training Camp, a place many of the
Sqn’s old and bold were familiar with.
Sgts Hansen and Homer regaled with
‘do you remember when’ stories, whilst
the Tprs became instantly bored with
their chat and listened intensely to the
more relevant stories from Tpr Mitchell’s
weekend as Captain Mitchell. It seemed
strange to many that we were training
for Afghanistan in cold Germany, with
houses replicating those you’d find in
Kosovo and where the legacy of riot training from Northern Ireland could be seen
everywhere. As ever the boys managed
to find the funny side of it all and worked
well, learning the new drills they’d employ
in Afghanistan only months later.
The BRF cadre was split into phases;
Compound
Clearance,
Technology,
Ranges, Vehicle Mobility and Close
Reconnaissance. The compound clearance drills had been previously taught to
the Section Commanders upwards, and
the lessons then filtered down to the junior soldiers. The guys picked up the new
skills quickly; becoming proficient and
able to demonstrate their new skills to the
Commanding Officer when he paid them
a visit. The Tprs and Privates soon picked
up ground sign awareness and the main
components of an Improvised Explosive
Device’s (IED), having been the only people in the Regiment to have been trained in
these unique skills, it seemed strange that
members of C Sqn had been practising
their newly learnt skills outside the B Sqn
lines late on a Friday night! Whilst most of
us began another training session on the
‘sandy mile’, some made their escape to
Brunei (Cpls Ruddy & Hartt) to take part
in the military ground-sign awareness
course. 80% of detected IEDs are found
from their ‘ground sign’. The ranges were
good, shooting pistols out of Jackals all
seemed a bit ‘Hollywood’ but strangely
Tpr Casey seemed very proficient in the
art of ‘drive by’. Sgt Ruddock RE ensured

the BRF had a feature in the world famous
NUTS magazine by practising demolitions
on a large piece of wood spelling NUTS,
sadly he didn’t get £100 for his photo –
not that he told us anyway!!
And then onto exercise, many exercises,
more than ever before – Castlemartin,
Thetford, Salisbury Plain and Otterburn;
for some it was home from home. Cpl
Hartt was keen to take the boys downtown whilst we were in Castlemartin, but
the drive and weather deterred a late
night escape from what seemed like the
end of the earth. LCpl Armishaw otherwise known as the ‘jingly man’, during a
Company (yes, a dismounted Squadron
attack just didn’t work) attack, confirmed
to Sgt Brown he had all his kit, however
Sgt Brown knew otherwise – when returning to the bottom of the mammoth hill for
a debrief he was told to run back and
fetch his kit, needless to say by the end of
the exercise period he was the fittest man
going! LCpl Comley was bemused by two
Chinooks flying in close formation, actually asking Capt Garland “are they being
towed”, amazingly LCpl Comley remains
in the BRF.
During one such exercise, the BRF’s
newly formed Intelligence section was
tested to the full, with Capt Sambrook
in the lead with some new additions in
the form of ‘green slime’( 2Lt Smith and
LCpl Agius). This three man team formed
the COIST – Company Operational
Intelligence Support Team; we are still
totally unsure of what they do, needless
to say they don’t leave the computer, are
all very pale and offer very ‘interesting
conversation’. 2Lt Smith offered his intelligence on day one of the six day exercise before becoming overwhelmed with
tiredness and leaving the remainder of his
work to LCpl Agius and Capt Sambrook,
who strangely relished days without sleep
– needless to say the intelligence provided became somewhat more creative.
With exercises dropping like flies and
the skills of the now very successful
BRF in order, the Troops moved back to

The new Gucci kit weighed Sgt Brown down.
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Germany for a stint of range confirmation.
Gone were the cold wintry mornings and
we welcomed the warm spring afternoons of Sennelager Range complex. On
one such day after confirming the ranges
tracer ban had been lifted, the BRF set to
work on the targets. About 2 bursts of
GPMG later a small blaze started, which
soon became a large blaze requiring 4
fire engines, lots of soot covered soldiers
and one very smitten Tpr Symons saying
smugly “I thought so”. The ranges were
left intact, although charred, and the new
ACOG sights were now zeroed for the
last time.
Time for the HERRICK 14 BRF reconnaissance. The chosen two were Maj
Stenhouse and SQMS Gallagher. The
OC, clearly a keen man, was intent on
getting all he could from the time spent in
Afghan. He returned with focused learning aims having seen our Commando
predecessors, sadly none of the muscle
bulging antics and dress standards of
the commandos wore off on the always
immaculately turned out OC. Meanwhile
the SQMS was less keen, surely as he
tells everyone “G4 was the G3 tail” – boring, you’d have thought he’d be as keen
as the OC – not so. Upon arrival at RAF
Brize Norton ‘the gateway to everywhere
exciting’, the SQMS was apparently let
down by Cpl Morgan who’d ‘forgotten’ to
give him his body armour – a requirement
for travelling to Afghanistan. Needless
to say, he didn’t go to Afghanistan and
the BRF had no idea what to expect on
arrival; if only the OC had found it as
funny as Cpl Morgan!
During the collective training events for
our deployment there was a tragic incident in Germany. In extremely unfortunate circumstances Cfn Safell was killed
in a car accident and LCpl Edge was very
seriously injured. This was a deep shock
to the Sqn, Regiment and the Light Aid
Detachment of which Cfn Saffell was a
part. He was an excellent soldier, a good
friend to many and is sadly missed. At the
time of writing it has been reported that

Tpr Nursey
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Sgt Hansen

LCpl Edge is making an excellent recovery, the members of C Sqn wish him well.
Back onto the Confirmatory Field Exercise
in Thetford (yes, another mammoth bus
journey). Here we got to train with ‘real
Afghans,’ a challenge in its own right,
they had been briefed to be both the best
and the worst the Afghans could be. This
became the most realistic and relevant
exercise we would deploy on before our
trip abroad, the insight into the way the
Afghan’s work was a shock to some and
a good learning experience for others. As
the exercise drew to a close and the Sqn
looked forward to the 18hr bus trip home,
the Yorkshire Regiment seniors had a

mess function to attend so Capt Day, CSgt
Patrick, Sgt Greenwood and Sgt Doherty
left in style utilising the very best the Royal
Navy had to offer in the form of a Sea
King helicopter returning them to ‘Camp
Bastion’ otherwise known as a long weekend. Was this the start of things to come?
Upon returning to Dempsey Barracks Cpl
Hamilton ensured he’d just check one
more time that the Sqn’s PRR radios were
accounted for (he vaguely remembered
throwing something in a wheelie bin before
he left Thetford). Back he went in his car
to sift through rubbish only to find the PRR
he’d left in the bin. A good weekend for
him; or was it the luck of the Irish?

Cpl Fisher telling his section to work harder
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It’s worth mentioning throughout MST
Maj Stenhouse and Maj Bond ensured
both sets of soldiers were kept as busy
as feasibly possible. This stemmed from
a long standing rivalry between the two
since childhood. Needless to say the
almost-related SSMs didn’t venture into
the ‘high jinks’ and the Tprs continued to
smile on both sides of the fence, with only
those in the BRF knowing who’d won the
competition to be the ‘best’) (Ed – not
you, sadly).
Back to Germany for the final stint; this saw
the BRF having a bit of leave, a few more
ranges and the issuing of our new Multi
Terrain Pattern (MTP) combats; change
in the Army always feels strange but this
was something else. Many a discussion
was had between Cpls Blackburn, Beal
and Roberts about where to put what
pouch, with Cpl Lewis 399 simply knowing he was right! The Sqn welcomed
some new younger members from
the wider Regiment: Tprs Mackinnon,
Brindley and Evans who picked up the
reigns quickly. And so to goodbyes to
family and friends, wives and girlfriends.
The BRF had a long and demanding 8
months and was put through its paces,
but so it had to be to ensure it was the
best trained sub unit within 20 Armd Bde.
The Sqn were excited and ready for the
challenges that lay ahead of them for the
next 6 months in Afghanistan. All we
needed now was the RAF to deliver us
there in one piece…..
JGES
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C (BRF) Sqn Op HERRICK
September 2011 – April 2012
C Sqn Brigade Reconnaissance Force
(BRF) arrived in theatre at the end
of September and took over from 3
Commando Brigade’s BRF on 9 October
2012. After a very hot, sweaty and seemingly endless week of in theatre RSOI
training the Sqn was ready to take over
operations from the ridiculously tanned,
micro-short
wearing
Commandos.
Reports of one marine in his pursuit of
the flawless tan being caught wearing
just one sock brought back bad memories of the last Families’ Day and Tpr Gear
in his mankini. Exactly where he was
wearing the sock was never disclosed
but we hope it wasn’t on his foot. As we
inspected our pasty, German-esque bodies a ripple of excitement spread through
the Sqn as the thought of long, physical
sunny days ahead of us could even make
‘fat cav’ bodies look like cover models.
Shorts and floppy hats were the order
of the day and the rule of relaxed dress
in our compound within Bastion allowed
everyone to be that bit more comfortable.
The first few operations brought home
just how hot Afghanistan can get. With
body armour, webbing, day-sacks and
a full load of ammunition and water, the
long days patrolling through semi desert
and climbing in and out of the ridiculously
small compound doorways soon took
its toll on our bodies. Fat came screaming off and previously unknown muscles
showed their faces for the first time. We
threw ourselves in at the deep end and
came out with some early successes with
missions taking us all over Task Force
Helmand’s area of operations along the
Central Helmand River Valley.

BRF Helicopter Exfil

For many of the soldiers in the Sqn this
was their first tour, and for many others
their first in Afghanistan. The initial shock
of seeing the living conditions that exist
in rural Afghanistan hit nearly everyone.
Peoples’ homes consist of mud walled
compounds with a couple of rooms.
Running water only exists in the unreliable
irrigation ditches and electricity from the
hand full of small solar panels on roofs to
charge phone batteries or power a light
bulb. Ablutions exist in the form of a small
wall in the corner, which if you’re lucky is
the only place the occupants will make
their daily deposit. Just ask Cpl Davies
106 about taking a fire position in a ditch
and finding himself elbow deep in the
good stuff.

Animals and humans share compounds
and live cheek by jowl. The usual farm
yard varieties are abundant - with goats,
chickens, cows and donkeys all securely
hobbled by scraps of string. The native
Afghan sheep roused an early interest
in those from the valleys. Tpr Griffiths
seemed to have a farmer locked up inside
him. He showed an especially strong
interest in rescuing and caring for any
animal he could get his hands on. From
‘Fluffy’ the dwarf rabbit that he harboured
in his map pocket whilst in contact, to
‘Jason’ the calf, which, complete with
multi-coloured coat, snuggled up next to
the fire when staying the night in a com-

LCpl Bennett and the World’s
smallest murder hole
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Sgt Stewart less than impressed with LCpl Williams 365 driving skills

pound. Chickens, however, have proved
themselves to be a nemesis. Twitchy trigger fingers have nearly ended the short
lives of many a chicken when searching the interior buildings of compounds.
Chickens lie in wait in the darkness and
only when you’re committed through the
door do they decide it’s the right time to
try and escape. Squawking and flapping their way through the door way at
head height, Griffs’ lady-like screams in
response were often the tell tale sound
that the room was clear. CSgt Patrick (1
YORKS) showed he has a cold, uncaring
side to his nature; he murdered 5 young
defenceless chicks by locking them outside on a freezing night during the Afghan
winter. I’m sure the RSPCA will want to
have a few words on our return.
We started the tour using our Jackal vehicles quite regularly, with many a QDG looking forward to long range desert patrols
and countless nights peering through thermal sights from OP positions; good, traditional Reconnaissance work. However,
as the tour progressed the BRF was used

Tpr Casey covering his arcs whilst Capt Garland keeps one foot dry

as a strike force, conducting intelligence
gathering concurrently. Some of the best
information we’ve gathered has not been
on the main effort but has come from talking to locals from the cordon locations;
Cpl Ruddy and LCpl Griffiths 980 have
proved particularly good at this. Surprises
on the cordon have sometimes caught us
unawares; when you think your task for
the day is watching everyone’s back and
you end up with a haul of weapons and
several detained insurgents in your numbers for the journey home! Aside from
the normal deliberate operations the Sqn
was on 1 hours notice to move for the
tour just in case a crucial piece of intelligence appeared and needed to be acted
on quickly. It was then a mad rush to don
kit and planning did not even reach the fag
packet stage. Before you could blink the
entire BRF was lined up fighting to get on
the back of a Chinook, sadly only room for
60 people and the remaining 60 returned to
the BRF compound to watch ‘kill TV’ (the
Hermes 450 drone feed). Those departing on the operation would climb aboard
the Chinooks and wait to be dropped onto

weapons, drugs or explosives caches, or
be sent in to detain active insurgent groups,
caught unawares in what they thought
were safe havens. These operations have
resulted in the detention of a suicide IED
group and Cpl Hartt’s Recoilless Rifle find
that had been firing rounds against fellow
UK soldiers in their base. All this has meant
that we’ve had to rely on the illustrious RAF
an unnervingly large amount over the last
6 months, and to be fair we have not been
disappointed.
Disembarking from the helicopter at
speed has sometimes proved a little
troublesome as we landed on farmers’
fields, which are either full of ruts or you
find yourself knee deep in mud as he has
recently irrigated his field and its dark!
Sometimes this has meant the ramp has
not always been fully down making getting out the back more like tactical falling. Cpl Ruddy awarded Tpr Brindley a
perfect ten for his excellent face-plant
off the back of the ramp. Wet fields have
been a constant source of both pain and
humour. It can transform a model soldier

Capt Calder RA teaches the
OC the Hokey-Cokey
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LCpl “Tunnel Rat” King practicing for his Adventure Training Expedition

in to a walking mud man in seconds and
makes the PT sessions back in camp pale
in comparison. Working with helicopters
is thwart with danger, as LCpl Jones 470
discovered and much to Cpl Westman’s
(1 YORKS) distress. He claimed the
down draught from the twin rotor blades
had blown his ladders right out of hands.
Noting the ladders weigh more than LCpl
Jones, I think it is more likely he was the
one who was blown away. Not to be outdone, Cpl Gwynn (RMP) decided the best
way to get down a small berm was to
perform a full gymnastic dismount, mixing in a controversial bum bounce and
regain, landing back on her feet. Hoping
no one had seen, she turned to see the
entire fire team applauding.
We had a taster of working with the QRH
Warthog Squadron during pre-deployment training but, with larger operational
loads the back of the wagons seemed
to have shrunk even more. With many
of our operations utilising the support of
Warthog one unlucky Troop will always
pull the short straw and spend some

37

Cpl Ellis firing the underslung grenade launcher

very uncomfortable, long hours crammed
in to the back of the hot box. Oddly the
OC always managed to avoid this experience. 2nd Tp enjoyed it so much they
always contrived to stay out for longer
getting caught in all the bad dust storms
and spending an extra few days on the
ground whilst the rest of the BRF were
back in Camp Bastion.
Compound search is the normal order of
the day for the BRF. We searched over
2300 compounds during our deployment, up considerably from the Marines
who searched fewer than 900. There are
two recognised ways to this; known as
green and red, depending on whether
you are invited in or have to fight your
way in respectively. However, the normally “down the Brecon doctrine line 2nd
Troop” (based on 1 YORKS Recce Pl and
led by Capt Steve Day) have cunningly
invented a third option; amber. Still, no
one really knows what this is exactly, or
how you’re meant to carry it out. If anyone does know, send answers on a post
card to ITC Brecon, Wales SH11 80LE

where CSgt Patrick (1 YORKS) will shortly
be instructing the rest of the Infantry and
anyone else who will listen.
As we all know war is dangerous. But,
it’s not just on the battlefield that casualties can be taken. We are now in the
information technology era and the internet is the new arena for modern gladiators, Facebook the new sword and spear.
Despite this 1st “Facebook” Troop continue to stare danger in the eye for the
chance of glory, and impressing all those
lovely girls back in the valleys. I doubt anyone with access to the internet has not
seen a picture of SSgt Brown’s impressively shiny head poking out of a lot of
snugly tailored non-issue uniform. It’s
ironic that 1st Troop leader Capt Garland
is also the Sqn’s IT Security Officer.

Sgt Hansen fails to show much enthusiasm
as he briefs yet more senior officers
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Tpr Durnall searching for a weapon cache

Christmas day was started with the finest of traditions, Gun Fire. This is a delicious mix of what ever illegally procured
alcohol we could get our hands on and
SQMS Gallacher’s own brand of coffee.
All those soldiers looking forward to a
well earned lie-in on Christmas day were
sorely mistaken as the hilariously dressed
Officers and Seniors came bursting in
to wake them all up. A day of enforced
fun followed, as usual to be enjoyed
most in hindsight! Those who took part
welcomed the chilly touch rugby competition between the Troops; 3rd Troop
walked away with winners’ smiles thanks
to the captaincy of Cpl ‘Gaz’ Roberts.
A big thank you must go to the SQMS
department for the BBQ and film night
in the evening. Cpl Morgan, even with
the help of mistletoe and being the chef,
still finished Christmas without a kiss (so
a normal night for him). After such a significant lull in operations of 1 day of the
CO decided to up the tempo. Boxing Day
was spent planning and prepping kit and
the 27th December saw us complete 4
HAF (heliborne) operations in the one
day. The final HAF seeing Cpl Russell (1
YORKS) denying a weapon at the bottom
of a well in the slightly unorthodox manner of launching several grenades at it.
We were lucky to get R&R mid way through
our tour, with one half of the Sqn leaving
at a time. The 2IC, Capt Ruggles-halftour-Brise, managed to claw the reigns
away from the OC’s hands for the second
two weeks. Those two weeks seemed to
fly-by and ran incredibly smoothly, with all
the attachments turning up for orders and
operations. Not quite the same can be
said for the first two weeks of half-Sqn
Ops! Our partnered Afghans did enjoy
their lie-in and without Capt R-B’s attention to detail failed to turn up to meet the
helicopter. The OC and Capt Gledhill RE
(acting 2IC) are still arguing over who was
at fault. R&R was enjoyed by most as
a well earned rest, however, there were
a few notable exceptions; Tpr Lardner
blowing a wedge of his tour bonus living the ’playboy’ lifestyle for one night
only (more Manchester than Hollywood
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I fear) and Tpr Mitchell returned to the
high seas with his first mate Captain
Morgan. There was a moment of worry at
RAF Brize Norton when SSgt Brown and
Sgt Doherty (1 YORKS) did not appear.
Unbeknownst to the majority, they had
been donated to help the Light Dragoons
on their pre-deployment training, and no
one had bothered to let the 2ic or their
Troop Leaders know. Luckily 1st Troop’s
addiction to Facebook came in handy
and Capt Garland had received late word
via a Facebook message / tweet / blog.
With the CO on R&R, for some unknown
reason the number of death or glory
operations descending on the Sqn from
Lashkar Gar dropped dramatically, surely
no correlation can be found. This break
was only short lived and the tempo soon
got back up to the post Christmas pace.
This has led to some excellent successes
for the Sqn with 2nd Troop finding a
Recoilless rifle and 3rd Troop a Dragonov
Sniper Rifle. Both known as prestige
weapons and highly sought after by the
insurgents, the quantity of bomb making equipment found and destroyed also
rose. The successes have even led to
a couple of lines in the Sun newspaper,
which in turn has formed into a competition to see who got spammed in the
papers the most; thanks to Capt Parkyn
for that. Maj Stenhouse’s lasting comment of the tour was thankfully published,
stating that the BRF are the “Tip of the
Spear”, now his favourite catch phrase
although the photograph of Capt Roberts
earned him a small champagne fine.
Not to be forgotten are those who worked
tirelessly up in Lashkar Gar. The intelligence team of Lt Barnaby Smith (Int
Corps) alias OCdt Jellyhead and Capt
‘Tactical Timmy’ Sambrook often seemed
close to the end but a constant stream of
inspiring and encouraging emails and letters from their friends in Bastion kept the
morale flying high. Luckily for the fighting
troops LCpl Agius (INT CORPS) was there
as well to translate the garbled cloak and
dagger messages from Lashkar Gah in
to English for the common man to know

Major Stenhouse was determined to remain
inconspicuous on the battlefield

what on earth they were talking about. For
good behaviour the intelligence team were
allowed out for a few operations towards
the end so they too would have some
war stories to tell. Lt Smith is still recovering from his trip out into an area he had
assessed as quiet, yet within 10 minutes
of landing became a maelstrom of RPGs
and small arms fire; he did not volunteer to
visit that area again but finally had one up
on Capt Sambrook in the war story stakes.
The Sqn has not been without set
backs. Several casualties and injuries
have forced some into a short tour. Pte
Cairns (1 YORKS) received a gunshot
would to his lower leg and is recovering
well. Tpr Stewart suffered a head injury
from shrapnel, and at the time of writing
is now awake and walking around. Cpl
Westman suffered a badly dislocated
shoulder and LCpl Parker had a lower limb
injury. Thankfully all are recovering back at
home. There have been a couple of close
encounters with Rfn Wilson (2 RIFLES)
and Tpr Griffiths both thanking their helmet and body armour for saving their skin.
Lastly, a few thank-yous and goodbyes have to be said to the numerous
attachments who have enabled, frustrated, amused and enlightened both the
tour and the pre-deployment training.
The largest contingent from 1 YORKS
Recce Platoon and then others from 35
Engineers, 110 RMP, 200 Sigs, 2 RIFLES,
4/73 Bty RA and lastly the wonderful gunners from 5 Regt providing the model
aeroplane display team detachment with
their Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. In house
we will be losing SSgt Gallacher, who is
moving on to better things as SSM B Sqn
and SSgt Brown whose looking forward
to stepping up as SQMS. Capt RugglesBrise has also moved onto pastures new
as ADC to Lt Gen Mayall and he must be
thanked for all his hard work. Hopefully
the end of tour will not be the last we
all see of each other, with home coming parades and festivities bringing most
back together, as well as a few more lasting friendships forged over the tour.
CJR
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C Sqn Op HERRICK Gallery

1st Tp patrol Highway 1

Apache in close support

Last one onto the Chinook gets to travel by Warthog!

Cpl Marlow thinks he is back in Bradford

Cpl Roberts rouses the ATF Tiger
Team during a contact

Elvis and Santa shared a lift to the BRF's Grotto

LCpl Humphrey and Tpr Williams 585 - Wargaming at its climax

Home-made explosive cache destroyed in situ

Cpl Hamilton looks on at yet another
vehicle bogged in by SS

BRF Sniper pair
wait for a target
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The beach is that way

LCpls Hughes and Davies, and Tpr
Bojang celebrate Christmas

Let down by the RAF, the BRF improvise in style

LCpl Jones and SSgt Brown share
hair replacement woes
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The 60mm mortar in action

LCpl Pearce's Op Massive had been
more successful than he re
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The BRF struggled to cope with Lilliputian insurgents
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The Colonel of the Regiment on a flying visit

The inaugural Helmand X Factor drew a decent crowd

Tpr Sudlow hoping to scrounge some Haribo

The boots stay dry for another vital few minutes

Tpr Delana with his Sharpshooter rifle

The local flora always raised morale

Tpr Panks find his long lost brother
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Headquarter
Squadron and the
Rear Operations Group

There is something I would like to set
straight before I go on to talk about how
life has been over this period, one thing
that has been blindingly obvious for some
years now – busy is normal!! I am sure
that anyone who experiences military
life, or reads journals year in, year out will
know that this is said all of the time so I
will not mention it again. I would also like
to say a big thank you to my predecessor
Alf Alford who has given me an outstanding handover and left HQ Sqn in very
good order. I promised not to undo all his
good work during my tenure as Sqn Ldr!
The year began with the Op HERRICK
15 Mission Specific Training mandatory
briefs, individual courses and cascade
training starting in January and completing
around April. This had HQ Sqn giving low
level sp around the Regiment initially while
preparing for our first big specific task as
the Real Life Support (RLS) sub-unit for the
Mounted CALFEX (Combined Arms Live
Fire Exercise) held in Castlemartin. This
extremely demanding task was to support
every sub unit in the Bde over two months
from arrival to departure as they progressed through a 3 day live fire package,
and involved a smaller element from the
Sqn consisting of all departments to support what HQ would usually do as a whole.
Twenty-five soldiers supported a permanent range team of 50 personnel and 120
operational training fleet vehicles. Added
to this were 45 civilian 4x4 vehicles used
frequently these days in support of exercises for range and admin staff. Then came
the support to sub units, of which up to 3
could be in camp at the same time. As my

“I am a Robot.” WO2 (SSM) Williams collects some more brass at the Military Skills Competition in Austria

first task on return to RD it was extremely
pleasing to note that the performance from
the team was outstanding and there was
never a bad word said throughout. Many
letters were received thanking the team
for the faultless support they gave to the
sub-units. The QM, RQMS(T), MTWO
and AQMS were under a lot of pressure to
deliver which allowed me to focus more on
future tasks while in Castlemartin.
In Jan last year I was sitting comfortably
in Shrivenham looking forward to returning to the Regiment and my next opera-

The ROG Christmas Choir – perhaps more suited to Halloween
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tional tour as I had not done one since
Op TELIC 8. The Commanding Officer
even visited me giving me the good news
about how HQ Sqn would be deploying
to Afghanistan to provide support to the
Sabre Sqns and much more besides. As
it turned out I was required for only a short
period, and while sitting in Dempsey Bks
expecting to return to theatre, it became
obvious after only a few weeks that it
probably would not be possible. I was
informed very early on that I would be the
Officer Commanding Rear Operations
Group (ROG), in old money the Rear

Inter ROG Football – a member of the opposition regrets
taking on SSgt Hughes in an aerial challenge
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he ROG Ski Team at Willingen

The QDG Catering Department sample their own fare
at the ROG Soldiers’ Christmas Lunch

Party, which was something I had never
experienced before. It did give a long
time to think, bounce ideas off others,
and hopefully ensure that when orders
were given there would be no questions
or issues. I was a little unsure on how it
would turn out.
On carrying out the estimate for the ROG
task, it became obvious that it was not
going to be an easy task to undertake.
With approximately 100 – 120 soldiers in
camp, including BCRs (Battle Casualty
Replacements), it would require resourcing correctly in manpower terms to ensure
both the operation and the families were
supported appropriately. Just as important was how to look after those soldiers
left behind, who desperately wanted to
deploy, and to keep them occupied and
motivated. The task also included looking
forward and preparing the Regt for future
tasks and events post Op HERRICK 15.
From July a period of transition followed,
where the ROG assumed command of
Dempsey Barracks and the accounts,
and eventually ‘owned’ everything. Sqn
offices closed and the ROG centred on
RHQ so there was a central hub and it
would be easier to communicate. A
Support Tp was created to hold manpower centrally and allow better management and the ability to release soldiers to

depts on demand giving newer soldiers
the chance to experience Regimental
life before going back to a Sabre Sqn on
return from H15. The ROG gave a lot
of soldiers the opportunity to take more
responsibility because it was in a position
where it was necessary, and tasks had to
be completed regardless of where those
ultimately responsible were at the time.
Those in HQ Sqn also know that no quarter is given for deployments, and Logistic
and Equipment inspections during ROG
periods are no different from any other
time, accounts must be prepared and
checked, and vehicles and infrastructure
maintained.
As OC ROG, with CO’s powers, I also
decided that this would give me a chance
to be the ‘Commanding Officer’ and I
have to admit I played and enjoyed it, but
did not go as far as stealing his office! The
direction was given to ‘aim high’ and to
provide variety outside normal day-to-day
work and create team-building opportunities ensuring every soldier gained something professionally from the ROG period.
Many courses were undertaken such as
Gunnery in Lulworth and Part 2 Signals
in Dempsey Barracks and Bovington.
The ROG also prepared those returning
from theatre for Crew Commander, JCC
and RAC Instructor courses. Sport fea-

Major Corfield explains the offside rule during the Inter ROG Football Competition
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Tpr Ross on the ROG Battlefield Tour to Arnhem

tured on Wed afternoons and the advantage of having a Ski resort less than an
hour away was enjoyed on numerous
occasions by most during the winter
months. Our PTI managed to get many
soldiers on Adv Trg courses and the ROG
is almost solely responsible for providing the instructors for the Regt in the
July 2012 Adv Trg period in Bavaria and
the Harz Mountains. The ROG hosted

Santa (Capt D’Arcy FTRS) hefts a full sack and waits for his first victim
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St David’s Day 2012 Challenge to “produce the best Hollywood
film look-alike.” Cfn Gardiner, Tpr Frost and a Sith Lord

a Bde Sports Competition consisting of
one sport every month, and a Football
League. Also we hosted the British Army
(Germany) Rugby Finals and Mountain
Biking, Strongman and Cross-Country
events which assisted in bringing money
into the Messes. A Battlefield Tour was
organised by the SSM which was a huge
success, the contacts made in the Dutch

Tpr Haines at the Bottrop Ski Centre

Army should now enable us to undertake
more of these tours at very little cost. Our
FTRS officer Capt D’Arcy took a number of the ROG to Colditz, a fascinating
insight and a ‘must go’ tour while still living in Germany. Both these trips gave full
involvement to our young soldiers, requiring study and presentations which gave
them a chance to be seen in another light.

I am in no doubt that HQ Sqn and the ROG
has been successful over the last year
and a half on both counts. In particular
the ROG Chain of Command from JNCO
level has been dedicated, determined and
extremely supportive to add value to the
deployed Regiment and families.
PC

Op HERRICK 15 ISTAR Gp HQ
The concept of the ISTAR Gp (Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and
Reconnaissance Group) and the way
its headquarters fits into a Brigade
Headquarters is one that is still evolving,
a fact that threw up numerous challenges
and opportunities during Mission Specific
Training for Op HERRICK 15. This meant
that there was a vast amount of discussion of ideas, issue of trial doctrine, testing of that doctrine on exercise and then
refining it and starting the cycle again; a
highly technical process every time so we
were all pleased to have some RAF personnel to join us, especially with intimate
knowledge of the various aircraft and
sensors we would be using in theatre.
Sqn Ldr Colin Redican, Flt Lt Ben Sola
and Flt Sgt Stu Pearmain all had plenty
of experience in Nimrods and the like
which complemented the QDG’s ground
recce experience nicely. Input from 245
(Electronic Warfare) Sqn R SIGNALS, 10
Bty (Unmanned Aerial Systems) RA and K
Bty (Surveillance and Target Acquisition)
RA completed the spread of expertise
and we soon started to thrash out a
modus operandi which would suit our
purposes on tour.
MST proved a demanding time, with
much travelling backwards and forwards
from the UK as RHQ attended both
Brigade HQ exercises and squadron level
exercises. These last were rarely designed
for an ISTAR Battlegroup so there would
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always be some frantic re-writing of the
scenario at the start of each exercise
until the Commanding Officer was satisfied that his troops would get the training
they required. The Brigade HQ commitment started with some HERRICK Study
Weeks in Normandy Barracks, with fantastic line-ups of well-known speakers
such as David Loyn and Frank Gardner
giving great insight into the world of
Afghanistan, Islam, the Middle East and
the history of counter-insurgency. Once
the context had been established, the HQ
needed to exercise and this was run over
four separate weeks in Warminster: the
infamous Ex PASHTUN HORIZON series
of events. The pleasure of being based
close to the Angel Inn at Heytesbury was
soon counterbalanced by the accommodation at Knook Camp and the realisation that only a minority would finish
every day early enough to make last
orders! However, the combination of tight
accommodation and good food turned
out to be excellent preparation for life in
Lashkar Gah – oh, and the replica of Task
Force Helmand Headquarters was quite
useful too.
Regular contact with the 30 Cdo Royal
Marines IX (Information Exploitation)
Group in theatre and some excellent
mentoring whenever they were back on
R&R meant that we could keep abreast
of developments in Helmand and would
hit the ground running when we finally

deployed en masse in September. Capt
Alex Seys had already been out and
making friends for six weeks by then so
continuity was not a problem – he even
had a Habsburg Eagle-based logo ready
to replace the numerous Commando
Fighting Knife signs as soon as the last
marine had left theatre.
Theorising, hypothesising and beta-testing computer programs certainly provided a contrast to the more elemental
side of FR such as track-bashing and
humping OP kit up hill and down dale, but
with the assistance of our augmentees it
was a challenge that we met with determination and aggression despite frequent
frustration. The small matter of running a
five sub-unit battlegroup on top of training ourselves to be a planning cell within
brigade increased the task but with some
long hours and hard work it all came
together in the last month or so and we
deployed ready and raring to go.    
Upon arrival at Brigade Headquarters in
MOB LASHKAR GAH we found a small
and overcrowded yet reasonably comfortable camp. Accommodation was in
small shared rooms or tents with varying amounts of air-conditioning, the gym
and showers were quite adequate and
the stories about the high standards of
food were true! In the long six months
ahead, these small morale-raisers would
prove crucial. The plan was to maintain
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the Marines’ way of working whilst they
were still in theatre, establish ourselves in
the job and then start making changes.
A few days later, with the last of the old
ISTAR Gp putting his foot on the Chinook
tailgate to head up to Bastion, we gave
ourselves about 20 minutes to establish
ourselves and then set about HERRICK
15 with a vengeance.
Despite the Rugby World Cup the tempo
went through the roof as we became the
busiest department in the HQ – and the
biggest. ‘Task Force Jasper’ dominated
with all other combat units relying upon
us for their balloons and model aeroplanes, and the Brigade Commander
for his manoeuvre elements. Though
only in a small desk in the corner of the
Ops Room, our Ops Station was by far
the most lively and would frequently be
tasking all manner of helicopters, aeroplanes, engineers or REME in support
of the BRF, B Sqn or Warthog Group (D
Sqn QRH). As the tour continued and
R&R started to bite, individuals were frequently double- or even triple-hatted and
the working day grew from long to longer.
However, despite this a good sense of

humour was maintained throughout and
frequent pranks plus a ‘robust’ level of
banter kept everyone’s morale high and
feet on the ground. Oz Aerobics on BFBS
might have helped as well. Some managed to get out and about on the ground
from time to time, especially Capt Parkyn
who was always eager to deploy on any
op in support of Special Forces – rumour
has it that the groundwork paid off and
he did get to experience the fabled hot
tub in their top secret compound in the
end. Capt Sambrook, on the other hand,
thought he was Special Forces. It’s just a
shame no-one else did.
After a while a certain rhythm emerged
and life passed in a whirl of briefings,
planning meetings and ops, with occasional refuge in the gym or alternatively
a sangar workout whilst on stag. R&R
thankfully came and unfortunately went,
as ever, and all of a sudden new faces
were appearing as the first of 12 Mech
Bde started to arrive. With little time left,
renewed pressure was exerted on the
home front and some quite spectacular
baking started to arrive as well, providing hot competition for the crown of ‘best
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parcel’. Many thanks to all competitors
– obviously my own mother was best
but everyone in HQ were the real winners, apart from the Commanding Officer
who swore off sweets and cake in order
to get ‘beach ready.’ He claims he never
touched a morsel.
Soon we were able to start handing over
to the Light Dragoons and watch them
biding their time until we left and they
could start making their changes, just as
we had done six months before. They
were a good team and we took comfort
in knowing that we were handing over
six months’ of hard work to a safe pair of
hands before coming back to Germany
or the UK and getting stuck into parades
and leave and other fun stuff, proud of
the achievements of the last six months
and proud of the men that had done the
hard work on the ground. One last drama
of tour – Capt Parkyn’s wife went into
labour whilst he was still decompressing
in Cyprus and he swiftly recompressed
while trying to jump on a plane home.
Congratulations to the happy parents on
the birth of their daughter, Alana.
DCMH

Quartermaster’s Department
With the last of the Atlas stones loaded
onto the removal van it was time for Capt
Giles Powell to handover the reins of the
Quartermaster’ Department to Capt Stu
John. After some searching, Capt John
eventually found his combats having
spent the previous 18 months dressed
in civilian attire as the Regimental Welfare
Officer.
With the Regiment about to start Mission
Specific Training (MST) the department
was under no illusion that things were
about to get busy. With the majority of the
department already doubling up in role,
the account holders were working around
the clock ensuring the Regiment was
suitably equipped for the forthcoming
training and eventual deployment. With
the numerous range packages underway
WO2 Jason Wilcox was fast becoming
unaccustomed to daylight as he seemed
to spend most of his time in the pits of the
ammunition bunker issuing and receipting
ammunition. With over 50 new additions
to the soldiers’ equipment and with the
introduction of the new Personal Clothing
Uniform, Multi Terrain Pattern (PCU MTP)
Cpl ‘Sky’ Korovulavula) was packing
“Black Bags” (the bag in which soldiers
have their equipment issued) right up to
the final couple of hours prior to his own
deployment. With personnel required to
be qualified prior to the full onset of MST,
LCpl Dave Watson hung up his carpenter’s chisel and saw to attend his All Arms
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Ammunition Storeman’s course and take
over the mountain of ammunition that the
Regiment were firing on the numerous
range packages.
Since the vast majority of training was
being undertaken in the UK a number
of personalities from both the QM(A)
and QM(T) departments deployed for 3
months to Castlemartin, Wales, in support of 20 Armoured Brigade’s Mounted
Combined Arms Live Firing Exercise (M
CALFEX). With a training bill of over a million pounds in ammunition alone, the M
CALFEX is one of the largest pre-deployment exercises troops undertake as part
of their MST. The M CALFEX is one of
the main opportunities for the soldiers
to fire, manoeuvre and learn the intricacies of the weapon systems and vehicles they will be using whilst deployed
in Afghanistan. With over 2,000 troops
fed and accommodated, 150 vehicles
maintained (15 different types) and the
numerous weapon systems mounted on
them tested, both departments should
be pleased with the service they provided
throughout the whole of the M CALFEX
period. During this period, personalities
within the department had to dust down
their old course books and had to “step up
to the plate”, no more so than Sgt Stuart
‘Penny’ Farthing. With LCpl Watson away
on his ammunition accountant’s course
and WO2 Wilcox in the bowels of the
ammunition compound in Sennelager,

STOP PRESS! The QM almost smiling (courtesy
of copious amounts of champagne)

Penny duly took on the challenge of the
ammunition account for the M CALFEX.
Considering the amount of firing taking
place at Castlemartin Sgt Farthing should
be praised for the calmness he showed
when yet another Unit dropped off their
brass for “him to sort”. We all brought
something back from Castlemartin most
only memories, however Penny brought
back more than memories in the way of
some unwanted scars and a noticeable
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lack of hair. During one of these “brass
sorting” periods whilst smoking a cigarette Penny stated that he knew exactly
what he was doing as he “was a trained
and qualified ammunition storeman.”
This was just before he burst into flames.
During the last few weeks at Castlemartin
Penny could often be heard whistling
through his blistered lips his favourite tune “I’m a fire starter;” he never did
smoke near ammunition again. I would
like to thank Sgt Farthing for all his help
and wish both him and Nina all the best
in the future as he has now left the Army
and has settled in Newport, South Wales.
On return from Castlemartin, support
to the Regiment during MST remained

the main effort. With deployment fast
approaching and a number of personnel within the department earmarked to
deploy as part of the support team based
at Camp Bastion, it was time for them
to complete the necessary mandated
requirements i.e. physical and shooting
assessments. This gave the “G4 warriors”
the opportunity to put some lead down
range (albeit a one-way range). With the
continuous arrival of clothing and equipment, there was “no rest for the wicked”.
With our sights fixed on MST, it is too
easy to forget about the ongoing everyday in-camp support that is required.
Over this busy period, the department
has still managed to raise over €7,000 for

the Regimental fund in the guise of the
Regimental Marquee Team. On arrival to
the QM’s department Cpl Maddax “volunteered” his services as the marquee
manager and on a cold December evening cannot think of nothing else better to
do than erect a tent!
With those immortal words still ringing in
my ears “G4 just happens” I would like to
take this opportunity to thank all those in
the department for the support they have
shown not only to me, but also to the
Regiment during this extremely busy but
very important period.
SJ

Brigade Troops Echelon - Quartermaster
It is hard to believe that a year has
passed since I accompanied the CO to
Afghanistan on a recce to find out what
the Brigade Troops Echelon (BTE) was all
about. In short, the BTE was developed
to produce G1 and G4 support to Task
Force Helmand (TFH) units that weren’t
owned by a parent CF (Combined Force battle group in old money) or were under
command of the Danish contingent. Over
that 5 day period it became quite clear
that it was going to take a monumental
effort from the Regimental G4 ‘A Team’ to
produce an organisation that could support a large number of TFH sub units. It
was also noted that we would probably
require manpower from other units within
the Bde to ensure that we could maintain
an element of G4 for the QDG Rear Ops
Group (ROG) as well.
Over the following months the manning
for the QM Department element of the
BTE started to fall into place. The backbone of the team would be made up from
a mixture of QM, QM(T) and MT soldiers,
headed up by the QM(T) and WO2 Wilcox,

The BTE G4 ‘nerve centre
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RQMS boots and socks. The RQMS(T)
and 3 other account holders came from 1
PWRR and 1 Yorks but unfortunately we
wouldn’t get to work or train together until
we arrived into theatre. We also had a
Logistic Support Team (LST) attached to
us, consisting of an officer plus 3 NCOs,
an Equipment Support Liaison Officer
(ESLO) and either a CQMS or an SQMS
from each of the sub units we supported.
On arrival in Afghanistan and once RSOI
was completed, the G4 team got to grips
with introductions and concentrated on
the handover from the SCOTS DG. Our
initial dependencies consisted of the
BRF, FR Sqn (both from QDG), Armoured
Infantry Company (from 5 RIFLES),
The Theatre Surveillance and Target
Acquisition Battery (RA), the PMAG –
who mentor the Afghan Police, and 2
ground holding infantry companies from
1 YORKS, who would be operating for
the Danes in CF NES(N). A total of around
1200 troops.

After only a few days the QDG-led BTE
QM department was up and running and
it was great to see that the entire team
working well together. In fact, you would
never have thought the department had
only been together a short while!
After only a month of settling in we were
told to prepare to take on another ground
holding subunit as the Danes prepared
to withdraw. This encompassed taking
over a small patrol base that was set up
for a Danish platoon and turning it into a
location suitable for a UK infantry company. A recce was conducted by the QM
and RQMS, which turned out to be quite
memorable, as one of the Danish infantry
section commanders in the patrol base
happened to be lovely blonde female,
sporting a skimpy blue bikini! Not what
you expect in the middle of Helmand
Province!
The PMAG was also growing in size, taking their numbers up to just short of 300.
However, even with constant changes
to the BTE, there was still time for extra

The G4 team after completing the Midnight Run
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activities. PT started from the day we
took over and continued until we left.
Most of the BTE took part in organised
physical charity events, which were run
on a regular basis in Camp Bastion and
mainly consisted of full distance marathons, half marathons and midnight runs.
Ranges also became a regular feature,
enabling the account holders the chance
to get away form UNICOM terminals to
fire pistols, GPMG, HMG, GMG, shotguns and grenade launchers. Although
it was from the G1 side that the resident
BTE ‘sniper’ was found, in the guise of
Sgt Driver AGC.
There were a number of birthdays over the
6 months, each celebrated with a chocolate cake and a rendition of Happy Birthday
- although the QM also got an invite to
attend an Afghan dinner with an interpreter
he worked with during Op HERRICK 9.
The evening was slightly disconcerting
as he was the only soldier amongst 30
Afghan interpreters and Locally Employed
Civilians (LECs) to be invited, however all
went well and he returned unscathed and
without the ‘trots’.
Over the next couple of months, as well as
providing support to our dependencies, we
also put our stamp on the BTE camp area.
Removing large numbers of ISO containers and tonnes of war scrap, along with
kit and equipment no longer required in
theatre. We also removed a huge amount
of unwanted equipment from forward
locations, using helicopters, RLC convoys
and local ‘Jingly’ trucks. The latter were
unreliable at times, although I’m sure the
locals have put the broken cot beds and
old CVR(T) track to good use! The CO flew
down from TFH HQ on a regular basis,
mainly to see what ‘gizits’ he could get
hold of, and with the ever-obliging RQMS
at hand supplying him with Gucci stuff, It
soon became the norm for the CO to get
something that he could take back to TFH
to outdo his fellow COs.

Sgt Pye spotting for SSgt Rhodes (ESLO) under
supervision from WO2 RQMS(T) Bilner (1 PWRR),
Cpl Gray (1 PWRR) and CSgt Jennings (1 YORKS)

the leak eating line up were some
of our attached elements, including the LST commander, Capt Nick
Berry, and Pte Lane (SPS), who
being the youngest soldier was
on her second year of leak eating. Those watching gave
the usual support and
held buckets for the
subsequent retching
once the tail-enders
had downed their
warm
beer;
the
after-

Bah Humbug - the QM
loves Christmas!

As a fairly uneventful Christmas rolled
into the New Year the BTE was supporting around 1400 troops, but this was
only going to be for a short period, as
the Danish-run CF NES(N) were about
to hand over to the Grenadier Guards.
This would include all of the G1 and G4
support that the BTE provided, dropping our workload significantly. Logistic
Support inspections (LSI) and Equipment
Care Inspections (ECI) were also being
conducted over this period, which due
to the hard work put in during the earlier
months of the tour were all passed with
flying colours.
St David’s Day passed with the usual
cerebrations, LCpl Mav Lacey (B Sqn
SQMS staff) smashed his competitors
by a country mile in the leek eating, and
he even enjoyed washing it down with a
warm alcohol free beer. Also included in
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New Year’s Day Marathon – Cpl Daley (1 PWRR), WO2 (RQMS) Wilcox, WO2 (RQMS(T)) Bilner and Cpl Gray.
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Encouraged by WO2 (RQMS) Wilcox, Pte Lane, LCpl ‘Dangerous’ Watson, LCpl ‘Mav’ Lacey, Sgt Croft (RA),
SSgt Rhodes, Capt Frazer Alexander (EME) and Capt Nick Berry (LST Comd) do battle!

noon was finished off with a very tasty
curry.
The last two months of deployment were
as busy as the first. The relief in place of
H15 to H16 subunits takes place over a 3
month period with the Armoured Infantry
Coy being the first. Our final task, as well
as handing over the BTE reins to the
Light Dragoons, was to take on 2 new
sub units. Both the Theatre Unmanned
Ariel Surveillance Bty (TUAS) and the
Military Intelligence Coy (MI) were taken

on strength, which would enable the BTE
to support all TFH ISTAR group assets in
theatre. Once we had handed over, our
final days in Camp BASTION were used
to relax, enjoy a pizza, catch some sun
and to the cheer of all, the PT regime was
also lifted!
The BTE proved all through deployment
that it was one of the most flexible echelons in theatre. Providing support to
ground holding subunits that were constantly in and out of contact presented

real supply challenges that were only
overcome by the entire G4 team pulling together and a month didn’t seen to
go by where we weren’t either losing or
gaining subunits. An echelon made up
of various cap badges also proved to be
a success. The camaraderie developed
over the tour was excellent along with the
inevitable banter between the ‘PDubs’
and ‘Qders’ and I for one can honestly
say that I enjoyed every moment.
JDJT

Brigade Troops Echelon J1
Joint Operations Cell
On takeover, the BTE was in its infancy
- only having been established 8 months
earlier. It was important that the high
levels assurance delivered by the QDG
were continued throughout Op HERRICK
as 20% of TFH personnel depended on

this small and committed team. The
key difference between the BTE and
other composite organisations is that
it administers soldiers “in the fight”. A
whole raft of business processes were
implemented which provided assurance

to the command regarding a plethora of
administrative outputs but most importantly every document required for either
Compassionate or Casualty procedures
had been accounted for and were available at a moments notice. Sadly the

LCpl Jones regales Pte Lane with tales from MT

Capt Hinton’s management style
relied heavily on hypnosis

Two become one – The QM and Det
Comd celebrate Christmas
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The SPS Det on high alert, fuelled by Haribo

efforts of the QDG SPS Det in providing
assurance has been proven on too many
occasions, having been responsible for
providing the documents required for
over half of the Task Force’s soldiers who
were killed in action during Op HERRICK
15. The 100% record is a direct result of
a driven assurance process at every level
regardless of any challenges.
Through the frustrations and hardships of
H15, a number of processes were implemented and became widely used by
other SPS organisations throughout the
Operational lay-down. Sgt Driver designed
and delivered a fantastic self calculating PERSREP model that is estimated to
have saved some 400 man hours within
BTE alone, the savings in other units have
not been measured, though the lead 12X
unit has taken it on also. This provides
immediate, accurate and extremely useful summaries for both TFH and Bastion
Joint Operating Base. Cpl Wright delivered
a fantastic Assurance record that assisted
the Bde Tps Ech in establishing the same
level of management assurance across the
entire BTE that is delivered routinely for the
Regiment in Germany; but most importantly provides user friendly high level summaries to sub unit commanders, so they
understand any risk they carry if any critical
operational documents are missing.
The unit has been praised by a number
of visiting agencies including the PJHQ
Theatre Capability Review team, the Light
Dragoons and Queen’s Royal Lancers
who will in turn take on the BTE mission
for Op HERRICK 16 and 17 respectively.
The efforts of BTE have spread to the
wider Brigade in so far as it has provided
1st line administrative support to the
“Orphan Soldiers” in MOB PRICE.
QDG have also set up the new J1 Cell
from scratch for the Grenadier Guards
who recently arrived to take over CF
NES(N) from the Danish Battlegroup.
All BTE systems were been migrated
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The Adjutant hears his chair is to be replaced with an exercise bike. Permanently.

across to the CF HQ who are very grateful for all of the products and the mentoring provided. They even commented on
how well that they had been looked after,
down to the fine detail of providing a mirror image of the BTE office to the level
that included whiteboards to track casualties, compassionates and BUZZARD
operations in order that the HQ could
function immediately.
Amongst what has seems to have been
an extremely busy time when every
member of the QDG SPS Detachment
has delivered in spades and more there
has been some opportunity for Pte Lane
to represent the AGC in Skiing, Cpl
Lakoisolomone to represent the Army in
Netball, SSgt Niles to represent the QDG
in Rugby, Capt Hinton/Day and Pte Lane
to developed their skydiving talents whilst
other members of the SPS Detachment
delivered Real Life Support to the deploying troops of 20 Bde at Castlemartin in
West Wales. We have also had members
of the Detachment attend and pass the
Specialist Reconnaissance Wing (SRW)
Course as well as passing a Degree and
completing their 1st year of CIMA training.
March saw the final change of personalities in the BTE J1 Cell. Capt Nigel
Hinton returned to Germany to receive
the Regiment during its recovery from
Afghanistan whilst Capt Mike Day
returned from Brigade HQ to conduct
the handover / takeover. The period
saw a number of changes, whereby the
Armoured Infantry Company was handed
over to Combined Force Lashkar Gah
and the Brigade Troops Echelon took on
the administration of the Force Military
Intelligence Company and Theatre
Un-manned Aerial Systems Battery. This
brings with it a whole new challenge for
which the outgoing team who have set
the conditions for the Light Dragoons
SPS Det to progress the development of
the BTE further. The arrival of our relief in
place has resulted in an immediate lift in

the atmosphere around the office. This
is not simply because they seem to be
good guys, but it is a clear milestone in
the recovery process for the QDG team.
There are some things that are different Pte Stacey Lane’s hair colour which has
now changed to platinum blonde; and
some things which stay the same - Sgt
Steve Driver’s reluctance to open his wallet; it is rumoured that he is slowing down
in the final stages of his PFT in order to
avoid having to pay for a “300 Club”
T-shirt – Matalan don’t stock them. Pte
Deependra Kumaar Gurung surpassed all
expectations when he managed, between
brews, to stock up the rations for the
next 6 months. Sent to get cereal for the
watchkeeper’s breakfast – he returned
with a Tata 4 X 4 pickup full of food.
It is clear that the J1 team has provided
a first class service to the Regiment and
the sub units it has administered throughout the Operation— QDG SPS Det are
20X’s nomination for Det of the year. The
guys are returning in good order and have
made a number of achievements. Some
of the statistics of the tour include:
• 1023 R&R flights – over 7 million airmiles travelled
• Support to soldiers when things have
gone wrong – 114 cases
• Standard reports submitted – 84
• Operational documents accounted for
10.800
• Lowest expenditure in 6 months –
Sgt Driver $126.
• Cash handled - $200k
• Data cells checked – 396,000
• Appraisal reports completed – 192
• Wages managed £13m
• Op Bonus paid £6.3m
• Financial casework submitted for BTE
soldiers:
– Approved - £72k
– Pending - £32.2k
– Declined - £0
NH
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Brigade Troops Echelon
Op HERRICK Gallery

Capt Hinton kitted up ready to escape Bastion

Inside the Brigade Troops Echelon J1 Ops Room

The October BTE pizza budget

Privates Gurung and Lane in control

WO2 (AQMS) Dimaline with pet snowman

QDG Chefs on Christmas Day

The Adjutant raring to go...on ranges

The EME, Capt Alexander, trumpets
some Christmas carols

The BTE Team on Christmas Day

The Det Comd ready to hard target to his desk

Cpl Ridley AGC(SPS) during in
theatre training at Bastion
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One parcel that should never have
made it through security
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Motor Transport Troop
During the Mission Specific Training phase
of the pre-deployment package MT was
tasked with providing manpower for the
Counter-IED Task Force and the Real Life
Support (RLS) for the Mounted Calfex
period in Castlemartin. This saw an influx
of soldiers to the MT which SSgt Bell
thought at the time was the answer to his
prayers and that he would actually have
enough manpower to cover all the details,
without doing them himself. Alas this was
not to be as all 12 of the CIED drivers were
deployed to Jordan to do their own MST
with the CIED Task Force and a further 15
pax from the troop went to Castlemartin
to cover the RLS commitment. During
this period at Castlemartin MT was to
provide TCV drivers, stores drivers, a
spill response team and POL managers.
This saw the soldiers driving the length
and breadth of the country to collect and
return ammunition, lubricants, and priority
one vehicle spares. This in itself proved to
be a challenge; there never seemed to be
enough vehicles and drivers to cover each
task, which resulted in some long hours
of planning and even longer route cards
and journeys. One particularly memorable
task was to drive to Glasgow to collect a
spare for a Scimitar direct from the manufacturer as it was the only one available
outside Afghanistan. This saw two drivers
reach the limit of their drivers’ hours to get
there and back in 20 hours, ensuring no
training time was lost for B Sqn.
Whilst at Castlemartin there were a few
minor road traffic incidents which resulted
in the loss of a number of wing mirrors to
the white fleet and occasionally the green
fleet, in part due to the narrow country
lanes and the local drivers. We alerted
the local authority to our first encounter
with the local driver and loss of wing mirror who decided not to stop. When the
Police arrived they simply stated “it happens a lot round here don’t worry about

At last, a good-looking group photo for MT –
Mrs Lockyer and team on St David’s Day

it”, and so every subsequent wing mirror loss was reported over the phone to
allow us to get a crime number for the
insurance. Another incident of note was
when a Mastiff armoured vehicle decided
to climb a road bank and tip onto its side.
Thankfully there were no serious injuries,
but on a positive note it did allow us to
practice our Spill Response Plan. LCpl
Hanbury 591 proved to be up for the
task gathering his team and rushing to
the scene to be confronted with the fuel
empting itself out the filler cap at a rapid
rate, but swiftly they reacted and laid
some absorbent pillows and snakes to
contain the spill. The call came back to the
Ops Room to inform us that it was more
than he and his team could handle and
they were running short on absorbents.
The call went out to the Fire Brigade to
let them know there was a large spill on
the range area, and they arrived swiftly

with their rig and specialist team. LCpl
Hanbury went to the RV to escort them
back to the scene where he briefed them
so they could take over. Once they had
finished and the vehicle was righted they
called into the Ops Room to back brief
us on the state of play. The Fire Brigade
were extremely complimentary on our
actions and said had we not acted so
swiftly there could have been a major
environmental disaster, with the water
course being contaminated and some
serious hours of cleaning and digging out
of contaminated soil. LCpl Hanbury was
commended by the Fire Brigade for his
actions at the scene to help avoid this
disaster, it also meant that LCpl Hanbury
and his team did not have to dig out
the patch that had been contaminated
with their shovel GS! The MT office in
Castlemartin is supposedly still reeking
of diesel and we probably should have
spent more time actually cleaning up the
Spill Response Team before letting them
back in!
The remainder of our stay at Castlemartin
seemed to go very quickly with us issuing
and receipting vehicles every three days
to the various units going through the
Mounted CALFEX. Once the RLS commitment had finished we had to return
all the unused POL and ammunition to
various locations around the UK, made
slightly easier by not having to return to
Glasgow to return the broken Scimitar
part. This should not detract from the fact
that MT moved just under 40 000 miles
in details in the first month alone while
in Castlemartin. On return to Dempsey
Bks the MTWO went directly on leave
in order to deploy early to take over his
post in Camp Bastion as the Brigade
Troops Echelon MTWO, the remainder of
the troop continued to support MST with
vehicles and drivers prior to deployment.
RAL

Light Aid Detachment
“QDG LAD is to deliver effective, timely
and trained ES assets in order to provide
sufficient equipment availability to meet
training and operational commitments.”
The above mission has been accomplished throughout the year and the LAD
has worked hard with the squadrons to
accomplish it. It has been a successful
and fruitful year for the LAD and experiences have been lived and lessons learnt.
Sadly, the most difficult task for the LAD
was saying farewell to Cfn William Saffell
who was tragically killed in a car acci-
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dent. All who participated in the funeral
did Cfn Saffell proud and he is fondly
remembered.
On return from Canada and some reorbatting, B and C Sqn both kept their
Fitter Sections, although C Sqn’s was
a lot smaller. C Sqn’s tradesmen were
foremost BRF soldiers, but still remaining REME fitters in order to provide
the integral support. The whole section also completed the arduous SRW
(Surveillance and Reconnaissance Wing)
cse. B Sqn had a traditional Fitter Section,

but they also integrated at troop level.
This meant that both sections conducted
MST with their Sqns and completed significant amounts of dismounted training.
Simultaneously, trade competency and
proficiency training had to be conducted
during this period. This was achieved
by completing a series of attachments
to the 20 Brigade Crew Training School.
When not embedded into the MST package, Fitter Sections would also help
with the regimental effort of handing 30
CVR(T) into permanent storage. With the
regiment picking up the responsibility for
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LCpl Gurung (B Sqn Fitter Section)
finds a round peg for a round hole

The EME had never heard of Courageous Restraint

Volunteers were thick and fast in the BTE LAD

providing the Real Life Support to the
Mounted CALFEX, there was also a need
to provide an LAD in Castlemartin. This
task was headed up by the AQMS and all
Battle groups rotating through were given
a good service by the LAD. A final success of the LAD was the green grading
at TECHEVAL; an inspection that checks
all REME specific systems and process
are in place and being adhered to. For the
final week prior to summer leave, the LAD
enjoyed a week of team bonding and
personal development, which allowed
the LAD to conduct various activities
around the area, including a high-wire
rope obstacle course, hill walking and the
indoor ski slope near Mönchengladbach.

would regularly come in late at night and
would have to get turned around quickly
in order to get them out for the next morning. Our biggest customer was by far the
Warthog Group and in our role as HQ
LAD, we were permanently chasing the
project teams or Joint Force Support
for answers and technical support. It is
important to mention that any free time
was taken up by the tyre flip challenge, the
odd foot race (the OC won the US Marine
Corps Marathon Forward, Cfn O’Neill was
beaten by a girl in the DANCOM march)
or a half marathon. On the cultural side of
things, the AQMS became the OC’s manager and booking clerk for all his trumpeting gigs; this was mostly by invite only
from the Medical Group’s padre and thus
we had some form of social life. Of the
four people in the HQ LAD, the OC and
ASM got out a few times to visit the soldiers in FOBS forward. Primarily this was
to advise the Fitter Sections. Secondly,
equipment holdings would get checked;
and thirdly we got to sample great coffee
and different food!

ing camp and subsequently the REME
Ski Championships. The LAD was well
represented at both events and it came
away as the minor unit winners in the
snowboarding competition; quite an
achievement considering some members
of the team had never skied or snowboarded before. The 20 Brigade ROG
inter-unit sports competition has also
been a place for success too, having
LAD representation in all the Regimental
teams entered throughout the series.
Particular attention should be drawn to
the cross country race at which the first
QDG man over the line was honourably
wearing the REME cap badge on his
chest. On the team cohesion side of life
we have also deployed on the battlefield
tours conducted during the ROG period.
Arnhem was visited first with the focus
being on Pegasus Bridge. Colditz Castle
was the next port of call which again
was very interesting and informative and
included the eerie images of incarcerated members of the Regiment within its
courtyards. While not gallivanting around
Europe the LAD has taken time to gain
various adventure training instructor,
sports coaching and PTI qualifications.
All in all the LAD has had a fruitful time
on the ROG. Regimental commitments
and taskings have at times taken their toll
on the equipment availabilities, however,
with a can do attitude and approach we
have pulled through and delivered ES to
the Regiment.
FJGA

Both Sqn Fitter Sections have included
short summaries in their Sqn articles. The
other contribution to OP HERRICK 15 was
the Task Force Helmand Brigade Troops
Echelon LAD REME, with the HQ element
provided by Capt Alexander and WO2
(AQMS) Dimaline. WO1 (ASM) Thompson
from 1PWRR LAD was also a member of
the team. The LAD had to provide support to 10 sub-units, two of which were
QDG. The rest were Bde units that did
not come under a Battlegroup LAD and
needed an Equipment Support chain of
command. This brought with it the need
to operate flexibly. Most of the sub units
were the sole users of one type of equipment (Warthog, GMLRS, and Warrior
IFVs); often HQ LAD would be allowed to
bypass Joint Force Support and go to the
project teams based in the UK. Vehicles

The ROG LAD has had an industrious
time and unfortunately spannering, at
times, has had to take a back seat. On
the plus side a number of the craftsmen progressed from Class 3 to Class 2
tradesmen and were proudly presented
with their certificates by Col Court, Comd
ES, during a fleeting visit to the LAD.
Winter sport has also featured highly
in the ROG calendar with Ex Supreme
Glacier, the REME annual winter train-

The EME in the immediate aftermath of St David’s Day
Leek-eating contest. Not so fast now, hey?
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Those smiling had yet to see how steep the hill was…
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Mission Specific Training for the
AGC (SPS) Detachment
The return from Christmas leave saw the
start of a very busy seven months for the
AGC (SPS) Detachment of the Regiment
as we started Mission Specific Training
(MST) in earnest and continued to plan
for the annual SPS inspection. With the
sub unit administrators who were deploying undertaking MST with their individual
Sqns it presented quite a challenge to
juggle both the G1 preparation required
and training packages requiring completion for deployment.
The All Ranks Briefing (ARB) was the first
briefing to be attended and consisted of
a number of lectures by various subject
matter experts and demonstrations within
the Sennelager training area. Whilst
highly informative and providing a lot of
new knowledge and skills for the attendees it was difficult to remain enthused
due to the 30 mph winds and the horizontal rain. The bad weather was soon
forgotten at the end of each day as the
Regiment was treated to a sight-seeing
tour between Normandy Barracks and
Dempsey Barracks, taking in the beautiful panoramic views of Schloss Neuhaus.
Unfortunately the Regiment was on foot,
carrying 20lbs in day sacks and the PT
staff were clearly in a hurry to get back to
camp. The RAO was less
pleased than most as he
managed to confuse his

This will be your home… The destination awaiting the QDG SPS Detachment in Camp BASTION

Imperial and Metric measurements and
completed the session carrying 20 kgs
instead. It is safe to say that he didn’t find
it as funny as the rest of us.
Whilst the SPS Inspection preparation
continued in February and March the
SPS Det was involved in the numerous
range packages to enhance the already
finely honed shooting abilities of the team.
The range package consisted of a
number of different shoots which
for the majority of the SPS Det
was the first time they had ever
undertaken as we are usually only
involved in the mandatory annual

test shoots. The Close Quarter Combat
and underslung Grenade Launcher
ranges seemed to be amongst the most
looked forward to but the sight of Pte
‘G Man’ Gurung looking for the indoor
grenade range definitely drew the most
laughter.
The Combined Inspection Week and
Easter Leave came and went in the blink
of an eye and the exercise phase of MST
was upon us. Cpl Ellie Lakoisolomone
and Pte Darryl Connerton were both
fully immersed in the Sqn programmes
of mounted and dismounted live firing
exercises in West Wales at Castlemartin

Cpl Ridley
acclimatising during
RSOI Training in
Camp BASTION. The
local Afghans didn’t
appreciate the smell
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Camp. This also involved an element of
HQ Sqn as they were tasked with real life
support for the numerous battle groups
passing through for their own exercises.
Cpl’s Mac Ridley and Morne Combrinck
oversaw the G1 side of the exercise
ably assisted by Pte Gav Thomas. Pte
Thomas remained in Castlemartin for the
entire 3 month period and was quite at
home, being a Welshman himself. Cpls
Combrinck and Ridley however were
quite adamant on their return that, if they
had gained nothing else from their time
away, then the fact that Castlemartin
would never appear on their Posting
Preference forms was consolation
enough. Cpl Lakoisolomone was also

given the opportunity to take part in the
Special Reconnaissance Wing course
that the Brigade Reconnaissance Force
was to undertake. It is to her great credit
that she and one other female completed
a course that would give most members
of the AGC (SPS) – the author included
– sleepless nights just at the prospect of
having to undertake it.
Following a well deserved break for
Summer Leave the Regiment began to
prepare for deployment to theatre in late
September 11. However, as there was
a spare week in the programme it was
decided that a number of the SPS Det
were required to attend the Individual

Replacement Course at OPTAG in
Folkestone. Following an epic journey
across Europe through the night we
arrived ready to start the course on the
Monday morning. Day one consisted
mainly of lectures which as you can imagine were the main focus of our attention
having just spent 12 hours in a minibus…
The rest of the course was a series of
demonstrations and lectures along the
same lines as the ARB we had attended
in January but served as a timely refresher
as within a matter of days following the
course we were all bound for sunnier
pastures and a well deserved break.
NH

Regimental Training Wing
A year which incorporates pre-deployment
training and a deployment to Afghanistan
was always going to be a busy year for the
Regimental Training Wing. The plethora
of individual courses required to prepare
the Sqns to deploy in good order was the
first test thrown the way of the Training
Wing staff. Clearly nothing fazed Capt Neil
Greaney, well why would it when he has
SSgt Stacey Rollings and Sgt Daz Carew
to do the donkey work! SSgt Rollings
coped with work in the normal manner,
this basically involves him acknowledging
what needs doing, making no fuss and
just getting on with it. Let’s be very clear
that without him pulling the strings very little would actually get done to the high level
it is. Sgt Carew has continued his great
work to make the Training Wing look the
part; it now has fully up to date informative wall displays and of course equipment
displays. Sgt Carew really enjoys fixing the
displays once the inquisitive hands of the
wider regiment have had a play; he particularly likes people pulling out the dummy
IEDs and mines from the sand table!
The Training Wing has seen some turbulence in the last 18 months with Cpl Newell

moving on to manage the WOs’ & Sgts’
Mess. Cpl Griffiths 411 has been a steady
hand picking up the finer admin points due
to the lack of a Training Wing Clerk, not
that anyone is suggesting that he is the
Training Wing clerk for one minute, but he
files course reports, deals with the faxes
coming in and out, takes telephone messages and makes the brews. I’ll let you
decide what his role should be called. Cpl
Treherne arrived at the Training Wing fresh
from transferring from the PWRR, with him
he brought the skills of a CVRT D&M and
Gunnery Instructor. He quickly settled into
life in the Cavalry and learned how we do
business is very different from our fellow
Combat Arms. He also noted that we do
our physical training a little quicker too! We
have had the benefit of Cpl Woodall (RE),
who came into assist Cpl Griffiths with the
running of some of the range packages.
The other asset that the Training Wing
had in their arsenal was Capt Sarah
Howes who skipped in on a regular
basis with her smiling face and brought
a bright happy atmosphere with her; that
was until she starting testing the soldiers
in Numeracy and Literacy, as well as

NAAFI Christmas Crackers could not hold a big
enough party hat for the Training Officer.
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teaching Pashto. It was then that the
dark cloud of schooling descended and
no level of smiles and cheery voice could
convince people to come near the place!
The latest edition to the Training Wing was
a new fresh faced Training Officer bringing
with him a healthy dose of sarcasm and a
large beret. Capt Tim Jones had arrived
from a short attachment to the 20 Brigade
Crew Training School. Although his time
sitting in the TO seat would be very shortlived as soon after arrival the Regiment
would deploy and Capt Jones moved off
to RHQ as part of the ROG hierarchy.
As the Regiment now returns from operations the next year is filled to the brim
with courses so no soldier is career
fouled having been on tour, the next
twelve months should see us qualify 17
Crew Commanders, 18 RAC Instructors
not to mention all the other RAC and
Infantry courses. This mixed with the fact
the whole of the Training Wing staff will
change in the next 5 months makes it
very certain that the year will be yet again
a busy one!
TRJ

SSgt Rollings often ambushed unwary SNCOs from the Cookhouse to
help him in the Training Wing. SSgt Robinson’s reply cannot be printed
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Battle Casualty Replacements
Imagine a troop of soldiers who all want
to deploy but could only deploy if one of
their fellow QDGs is injured or killed on
operations; that just about sums up what
the BCR Troop faced. With a list dictated
by Brigade of the skillsets that we had to
have within a Troop they were duly picked
from around the Regiment. Some of the
BCRs had already trained with the Sqns
for the whole of MST but were cut from
the Sqns last minute as the numbers
were firmed up for deployment.
Once the Sqns had finally deployed that
is when the BCR troop effectively stepped
up. In previous tours the Regiment has
been able to choose when and how to
deploy its replacements to Theatre, this
tour was however going to be different.
Everyone deploying to Theatre has to get
an individual clearance number and meet
a number of pre-requisites on training as
you would expect.
It was never going to be an easy troop
to manage with a relatively small ROG
and the BCR troop would always end up
mucking in with the rest of them, although

BCRs had the opportunity to deploy to
theatre to carry out their RSOI (Reception
Staging and Onward Integration) only
they missed out on the “OI” piece of it as
they had to fly back to Germany and wait
to be called forward as a BCR.

2Lt Wiggins prays he’ll deploy before
he has to eat any more raw leeks

constantly keeping in mind that they were
stood by ready to deploy with at approximately 3-5 days notice to move. All the

It’s safe to say that everyone that joins
the Regiment today does so expecting
to deploy on operations, not that the
author is suggesting that this is a new
thing but maybe a little more frequently
than before. So all those in the BCR troop
were in that position and with the drawdown in Afghanistan on the horizon none
of the new arrivals wants to miss out - as
I am sure most of our readers can appreciate. Thankfully with a bit of creative
wording of requests from the squadrons
in theatre and a small amount of spreadsheet shenanigans we managed to get
twelve soldiers from the troop deployed
on Operations; their experiences should
benefit themselves and the Regiment in
the long term so the task was definitely
worthwhile.
TRJ

Regimental Welfare Office
The year started with the tour in mind and
it was to be the focus throughout and
beyond. Everyone was preparing for the
upcoming MST and Tour in a variety of
ways and I saw it as my job to try and
treat everyone as closely as possible
to how I would expect my family to be
treated if I were away. Hopefully we have
succeeded in most cases with that task.

Mrs Jones
and her little
terrors

With the families working hard looking after the
routine whilst hubby was
away training a large event
to bring e v e r y o n e

together prior to departing was required.
The summer Regimental Families Day
took the form of a village fete with traditional games and prizes. Coconut shy and
bat-the-rat were a few of the traditional
games with the more competitive gladiators taking their place on the Tug-of-War
rope. BRF soon established themselves
as the favourites and held strong throughout, winning in the final. The spectators
were hastily sat down to watch the Mr
QDG competition to win a much coveted
place in the 2012 Mr QDG calendar. The
judges took their seats and were probably not prepared for what they were about

to witness. All I can say is Jack Daniels,
baby oil and a mankini in a bath of ice
does not make it Pimms O’clock! SSgt
Seiriol Hughes took the podium in a flamboyant “Velcro” strip ending in a shower
of baby oil and a flexed muscle or two.
Despite all the shenanigans the calendar
came together very nicely with help from
our very own Mrs Annabel Parkyn at Sixth
Sense and has raised approx €1k so a
lucrative venture.
The tour fast approached and a families
brief was required both here in Germany
and at Home in the UK. The Sgts’ mess,
QDG’s Fijian soldiers put on a War Dance
at the Regimental Families Day
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Mrs Stenhouse and Freddie produce a masterful ice
cream. Little did they suspect that Maj Stenhouse was
treating himself to daily helpings in the Bastion Cookhouse

our Germany venue, was well attended
both in the day and night and most of
the partners went away content and
the UK briefs were set up ready for the
mums and dads. The two UK briefs
took place in Cardiff and Chester and
both were extremely well attended
with a curry buffet laid on at the venues. The feedback I had was that this
type of event was crucial because it allows
the family to meet the CO and the people
they will be dealing with over the duration of the tour, namely me. It was these
events that spurred me on to arrange a
Christmas update and party at Cardiff
castle for the UK-based family members
which allowed them to get a first hand brief
from the ground sent to me by the CO. It
was a huge success and Santa visited to
boot. The staff at the Firing Line Museum
- especially Rachel Adams - were superb
and huge thanks go to her and the staff for
supporting this event.
The year has seen the usual events take
place at Halloween and Bonfire Nights
and all the shopping and children’s’ zoo
trips. We have also catered for the single lads running cinema nights with pizza
and beer and a few days out skiing and
karting. The Halloween party was spectacular and was held in the haunted attic
of the welfare office. Sgt Kendall as usual
set up the area to a professional standard Hollywood would have been proud
of. It started up the night fantastically
and everyone that dressed up enjoyed
the evening. Bonfire Night took the shape
of a stall at the garrison event and was
run by Welfare and Wives’ Committee
members. We sold only the best hot
chocolate made with milk, cream and
marshmallows and didn’t let the Cavalry
down amongst the non-tweed wearing
amateurs.

Santa managed to be in Germany and
Afghanistan at the same time

raised enough to donate 40 bags
of welsh swag to Queen Elizabeth
Hospital including rugby shirts, t-shirts,
kit bags, DVD players and Laptops to
give to the injured guys that were unfortunate enough to end up there. SSgt
O’Connor delivered the kit to the lads
and handed it over with a Welsh smile.
The QDG Express

riages and some wouldn’t have looked
out of place at the Ritz afternoon tea. A
great effort by Sgt Northwood and his
team.
With Christmas out of the way the families had the Disneyland Paris trip to look
forward to. Those who attended enjoyed
3 days at Disneyland Paris for less than
half price. They enjoyed the Ranch at
Davy Crocket and all the trappings and
splendour that the Disney brand brings,
well worth the blood and tears organising.
Throughout the tour the office has conducted numerous fundraisers for the
local community with the help of the
Wives’
Committee.
They
include
SSAFA, RBL, 4
Seasons and
a number of
other charities
that asked for
help. The welfare officer also
ran an appeal
in South
Wales
and

The welfare office is a small but effective one and I thank Sgt Kendall for his
contribution above and beyond and Mrs
Kelly Sutton for her superb support during
this tour; it is because of this support that
we are one of 3 who have been selected
for the Annual AFF Welfare Award 2012
across the Army. The Wives’ Committee
headed up by the CO’s wife has been
instrumental in many key areas and I
thank them for that, especially Mrs Jill
de Quincey Adams for her support both
to me and the families. May I also take
this opportunity to thank all those others
who have contributed and urge those
of you who have wives and partners to
encourage them to get involved because
after all this is your home and your family and without your support it amounts to
nothing.
KHT
Captain Jon Whelan returns to his family
after 6 months in Afghanistan

The children have been cooking all
through the year to prepare them for the
Christmas extravaganza decorating their
own carriage of the QDG Express. Sgt
Northwood has been instrumental in this
class and made a train with 20 carriages.
The children set about decorating the car-
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Regimental Aid Post
In preparation for Op HERRICK 15 as the
Regiment entered into a world of ranges,
exercises and general pre-deployment
business, so too did the medics enter into
a world of hearing tests and vaccinations.
Given the distribution of the squadrons
to the far corners of Germany and the
UK, ensuring every person underwent a
full programme of three Hepatitis B jabs
was no small task and the medics were
often seen lurking around camp dragging people off parade and into the RAP.
Short of us becoming the most hated
people in Dempsey Barracks, the vaccination programme was largely a success.
Mostly over seen by Sgt Toon in a newly
established RAP above the cookhouse,
queues of soldiers were often seen
trembling with fear waiting for their jabs,
resulting in some of the best vaccinations
stats across the brigade.
Cpl Huxley, Cpl Raco and L/Cpl Purcell
were given the difficult task of trying to
administrate C Sqn whilst carrying out
the gruelling BRF training themselves. It
is some reflection on the mental health
of Raco and Purcell that they both volunteered to undertake further arduous training in the form of Exercise Black Serpent!
LCpl Crymble achieved no mean feet
in tirelessly putting B Sqn through the
Audiogram booth, sometimes dragging tired, grumpy, dirty Troopers off the
ranges and straight through the test often
late into the evenings.
Cpl Blackwood took the lead, as the
ROG medic, to oversee the wizardry
world of Medical Equipment Care with a
good result in the ROG ECI.
Much to the joy of the Regiment, we even
found time to squeeze in a Unit Health fair,

LCpl Crymble escapes the back of a Spartan to enjoy the breeze in a Jackal with B Sqn

focusing on Injury prevention and healthcare promotion in the field. It also proved
a good opportunity to get the tedious
jobs like DNA swabbing and mandatory
hearing protection briefs done, not least
a time for the boys to test their lungs to
really prove how bad smoking is for them!
In parallel with all this, each medic had
to ensure they had their own pre-deployment requirements met, both personally
and within their Clinical role. All the medics had to complete a Battlefield Trauma
Course, aimed particularly at management of battlefield casualties, where QDG
medics consistently performed amongst
the highest echelons. The culmination of
the clinical preparation was the Validation
week, to be held by 1 Med Regt at York
Barracks, Munster. It involved a thorough
testing of every medic due to deploy with
20X of their Primary health care skills,
pre-hospital emergency care skills and
care under fire. It involved a series of tests

and clinical scenarios over the course of
three days, requiring a breadth of knowledge from first aid to muscular sprains
to health care governance. Clinical moulages in dark/noisy environments with the
use of amputees from the organisation
‘Amputees in Action’ were designed to
test medics in a stressful situation and
allowing them exercise the most extreme
of their skills, including actually performing surgical airways! Despite having to
trawl the medics from various exercises in
different parts of the country to get them
to Munster in time, most of them sleep
deprived and still dirty and not having
attended the pre-course briefing, QDG
medics were named as the ‘best performing Unit Aid Post,’ a well deserved
honour that reflects the hard work and
determination everyone showed during a
particularly busy period.
SLC

The Regimental Guardroom
The Provost staff are responsible for
a number of areas within Dempsey
Barracks. The Dept works closely with
the RSM and SSMs to assist with discipline matters. As the trained experts in
that field day to day tasks include camp
security and the procedures that would
be followed during any incidents that may
occur. Regular vehicle checks are carried out to check BFG, insurance, tax etc
and the team provides manning for the
Garrison Custody Facility which is a big
task within the Garrison.
Cpl Dodd took over the post of Provost
Sgt in Jan 2011 and since then it has
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been a hectic period at times for the Staff
with the up and coming deployment and
various security inspections which can be
very demanding - a great deal of bureaucracy and paperwork that hardly anyone
understands! However, without doubt the
most difficult part of the task is providing staff to assist in running the Garrison
Custody Facility which never ceases to
throw up extra manpower requirements
or calling out NCOs at the most inopportune moments. During Mission Specific
Training the Detention centre had grown
so popular with naughty boys throughout
the Garrison, the duties increased, resulting in the Provost Sgt as the Facility 2IC

and Cpls Davies 108 & Lavelle and LCpl
Defaweux on up to 21 duties a month
day and night. Cpl Lavelle also runs the
Regimental PRI concurrently where he
was in great demand during a big refurb
and change around. During the deployment the first month seemed pretty quiet
with only a couple of security inspections,
and a green grade was achieved as we
managed to concentrate almost without
disturbance. However, then came the
Dempsey Barracks cleaning plan from
the OC and life changed considerably.
Our biggest responsibility was the restoration of the Gate Guardian, the Iraqi
T-59 which was approached with rigour.
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The QDG Gate Guardian before…..

The change in weather seemed to coincide with work beginning and a couple
of cold winter months were spent with
hammers, machetes and chisels to prepare the tank for painting. When sat in
-15 degree freezing cold temperatures it
was no longer a task that the staff – who
were initially very keen – really wanted
to do. Thankfully Cpl Cleator, who has
an interest in military vehicle restoration,
returned from theatre and his assistance
was gratefully received. All in all, the tank
took 5 full weeks of work to bring it back
to a state it certainly has not seen since
arriving in Germany!
The period of the ROG turned out to be
fulfilling one as the Guardroom staff man-

….and After

aged to get plenty of leave, courses and
fun activities. Cpl Dodd and Tpr Ross
went skiing. Those reading this who know
them will understand that this would not
normally be a sport associated with soldiers of this shape! Cpl Dodd managed
to gain a Range Management qualification and LCpl Defaweux attended his
JCC Part 2. Although the staff missed
out on the trips to Colditz and Arnhem
the sporting activities were enjoyed by
all. As the return of soldiers from theatre grew closer there was the final dash
of preparation to ensure the camp was
immaculate with soldiers doing the jobs
we all love such as weeding and painting kerb stones. The final touch of the
huge Welsh Dragon outside the camp

gates and anything brass looking shiny
the camp entrance was something to be
proud of. The Provost Staff were also
made responsible for the revamp of the
Regimental Dias which was used on the
Medal and Homecoming parades, and
took their place on the parades assisting
with the parade set-up, drill and medals.
All in all, this period has been enjoyable,
full of variety and all staff have managed
to gain something from it. Finally, during
the ROG we bid farewell to LCpl (Cardiff)
Thomas and recently to Tpr Ross to
whom we wish all the best in the future.
MD

Padre
The great Christian saints of the early
Church were accustomed to living in the
desert and it was said, “In the wilderness you will learn everything.” Well, six
months in southern Afghanistan certainly
puts that to the test: young men have
grown up, older men have probably got
wiser, and our families have learnt to love
from a distance.
As I write this, my time with the Regiment
comes to a close with a posting in the summer of 2012 to Headquarters 20 Armoured
Brigade. I look back to two years with the
Regiment as busy and varied, with the
first three months in Canada and the joys
of BATUS, from angry mosquitoes of the
summer to the freeze of late October. The
first part of 2011 was the lengthy build up
to deployment on HERRICK 15.
I spent most of my time on HERRICK
15 in that joyful holiday camp know as
Bastion, the largest overseas military garrison built by the British Army since the
Second World War, and probably the
most comfortable. With the largest single
chunk of the Regiment in one location,
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the modern Forward Operating Base that
now surrounds an old 19th Century British
fort, there is that sense of being where our
forebears in arms have trod before us.
Christmas provided all the usual festivities, and the C Sqn Carol Service finished
with a round of singing The Twelve Days
of Christmas. Those who got to do the
“Five Gold Rings” verse may have long
forgotten their personal take on that, but I
am still emotionally scarred by flashbacks
of that particular scene!

The Padre longing to be back in his Porsche

Bastion was the ideal place to be, and
get access to the people I needed to see.
Most memorable were Remembrance,
and Christmas. Remembrance on an
Operation Tour provides an acute and
powerful focus for the enduring sacrifice of
the British Armed Forces. Most powerfully
for A Squadron as they were, located in

As the senior Army Chaplain in Bastion,
it was my sad privilege to coordinate the
repatriation ceremonies of fallen British servicemen. Too many nights were spent on
the airfield as the coffins of our fallen heroes
were given the dignity of a military farewell
from Theatre, and loosing two of our own
brought home how close that has come.
It has been a huge privilege to have served
with QDG, and for many years I shall look
back at my time with the Regiment, in
Germany, Canada and Afghanistan with
very fond memories indeed.
AB
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Gymnasium
Enough has been written elsewhere about
the PT routine the Regiment maintained
before deployment to Afghanistan; suffice
to say that the Regimental PTIs enjoyed
running it as much as the soldiers clearly
enjoyed taking part! The pre deployment
training consisted of running a Unit Health
Fair, so the Gym Staff thought what better way of preparing the troops for tour
than setting up a FOB in the Gym (why because we can)! This provided an excellent opportunity for the troops and PTIs
alike to see that not all FOBs or camps
in theatre are fully equipped with all the
latest gear and that a bit of determination,
self help and imagination is all you need
to keep fit and robust.
The wives’ PT sessions have been going
from strength to strength, even with the
husbands away. Tuesdays were a variety of circuits or sports (pre deployment
the wives would conduct the circuit of
the week, the same as the guys) and
Thursdays is boxing. To be honest if I was
married accompanied I would not dare
going to boxing training because some of
these wives are rock hard!
In November we ran a series of civilian
Fitness Courses for 20 Bde. These were
open to all entitled personnel in the Bde.
They consisted of Aerobics Instructor,
Body Pump Instructor and Spinning
Instructor. These were the first courses of
this kind run in the Bde and were hugely
supported by the dependants with a mix
of male and females from troopers’ to
officers’ wives. Fitness Qualifications, a
company from the UK that is run by an ex
squaddie came over to run the courses
and in the end we qualified 20 new
instructors in the Garrison. Due to the
success of the first courses we decided
to run another set in March 2012 but this
time open it out to the whole of British
Forces Germany. Fitness Qualifications
sent over the same girls again to the
courses but this time they had a better

understanding of the military way (no
more silly questions like “is a parade a
gathering?” and “ uniforms are like suits”
and “the ROSM is Duty Dad”). But the
girls loved every minute of it, capping it
all off with a ride in a Spartan. All in all
40 new instructors qualified in BA(G) and
hopefully now the husbands are back the
wives may want some more courses after
the leave period.
In November the QDG took the lead in
encouraging sport within the Bde by conducting a series of sporting events every
month. These were: Football, Rugby 10’s,
Cross Country, Volleyball and Basketball.
These provided an excellent opportunity
for the boys to get together with the other
ROGs, have a chat, relax and spend an
afternoon away from work while still promoting PT and fitness. The first event was
Football which was won by 35 Engrs; the
Rugby was won by 5 Rifles, cross country by 1 LSR, Volleyball by 1 PWRR and
Basketball by 1 LSR. After the success of
the first ROG competition we attempted
to get a 20 Bde football league up and
running with the QDG as the co-ordinators and all results coming into the gym.
But sadly due to lack of availability and
drive from the OICs it did die a death
with only a few games played. But on a
brighter note the QDG did achieve the
highest in something…… the highest
amount of goals conceded!
December saw the start of Exercise
Snow Warrior. This year due to the Bde
SMI WO1 Berry having deployed to

Afghanistan with 1 PWRR, I took on the
role of Bde PT and Adventure Training
Co-ordinator. Part of this was the allocation of Exercise Snow Warrior slots to the
Bde. Snow Warrior is an Army wide activity
with troops from all over the forces gathering in Bavaria for a bit of skiing. As luck
would have it the Germany-based troops
would RV at the guardroom at STC prior
to deploying to Bavaria. This provided an
excellent opportunity for 20 Bde to chuck
on last minute troops to replace anyone
who did not turn up – thus the Bde had a
175% attendance rate.
Due the success of the fitness courses
conducted over the ROG period Spinning
has become the new thing in the gym
with classes being run everyday and most
evenings. To facilitate this we acquired
some new equipment: 20 new spinning
bikes, 2 Smith machines, 2 lower back
machines and 2 bicep machines. Finally
the netting has arrived in the gym (it only
took a year) so now ball sports can be
played in the gym.
The post HERRICK Adventure Training
plan is in full flow with the majority of the
Regiment going to Bavaria and the rest
of us going to the Harz Mountains for a
very well deserved break. The activities in
both areas are Rock climbing, Hill walking, Kayaking/Canoeing and Mountain
Biking; all this with a free BBQ chucked
in it should turn out to be a fantastic time
away. The Mammoth task of producing
an adventure training package was made
that slightly bit more difficult with the fact
that no one was qualified to instruct any
of the activities and the available courses

Cpl Chris Armstrong on
his Mountain Leader
Training course in Bavaria
Cpl Dinger Bell on his Canoeing cse in Wales

If you’ve got it, flaunt it! SSgt Seiriol Hughes RAPTC
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arrival of the new bikes, and QDG gym
were tasked with conducting the last
race of the Mountain Biking Calendar and
chose the Goldrung area for the event.
10 riders from the Regiment competed in
the race (I use the word competed very
loosely) and thoroughly enjoyed themselves, even if it was just one big mud pit.

Newly qualified Fitness Instructors ready to torture their other halves

had finished until April 2012. So task of
identifying potential Instructors began,
some luckily were on the ROG and some
had deployed, and much to their delight
they had to come back early from tour.
Now we are 75% through our AT Team
development with the guys on various
courses around the world getting qualified…it’s a hard life!
With the majority of fit individuals
deployed to Afghan it was very difficult to identify people to attend the PTI
course. Cpl Dinger Bell was the first up
to the mark and comfortably passed the
course, it was the first PFA he had done
where he wasn’t beasted on the weights
for an hour first! Currently we have
Troopers Mace and Coles along with Cfn
Baker on the course and all are doing
well. Fingers crossed this will take our PTI
count up to 17. Putting together a cross

country team was also quite a challenge,
so the task was given to Cpl “Dinger “Bell
(LAD) trainee PTI. So along with his LAD
(sorry…QDG) cohorts they set out to
smash all who dared to step foot onto the
cross country battlefield. This resulted
in coming high on the tables. A team
was also entered into the Rhino Soldier
Tough Guy competition. A 12km obstacle
course covering steep hills, treacherous
terrain and a more than ample amount of
mud and water (no more than the average QDG PT session). Unable to put a
team together due to the lack of available runners, all who entered ran it as
an individual best effort, coming in with 3
entries in the top 15. Although the results
may have been better if some members
hadn’t bent the rules slightly.
Mountain Biking became a more recognised activity within the Regiment with the

As the Regiment holds all of the BA(G)
Powerlifting equipment it was up to us
to keep the flag flying with the BA(G)
Competitions, but Power lifting in BA(G)
took a nose dive during H15 with only 4
turning up for the Push and Pull event in
November which was won by Sgt Andy
Marsh from 1 Military Working Dogs
Regiment in Sennelager.
The Fitness Fiesta, a weekend of 10 different fitness activities per day for two days
took place in the Gym over the weekend
of 5th - 6th May to raise money for the
Personnel Recovery Facility in Normandy
Barracks. This event was purely run by the
wives who conducted the fitness courses
on November and March this year. It provided a fantastic opportunity for the wives
to display their qualifications and give
something back to the forces community
while still having fun and keeping fit. The
weekend was a huge success, everyone
enjoyed themselves, even though there
will be a few sore people in BA(G) for a
week or so, and we managed to raise
over 2000 euros.
SWH
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Officers’ Mess
Preparation for Op HERRICK 15 has
resulted in considerable time away conducting Pre-Deployment Training. With
each squadron on a different programme,
there were few periods when the Mess
was all together in Sennelager, but we certainly made the most of the opportunities
we did have. First up, the Mess hosted a
Fathers’ Weekend early in the year which
was replicated by the WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess
at the same time. The weekend was a
huge success which saw a few familiar
retired Officers returning to the mess –
it seems not very much has changed in
terms of behaviour and capacity for alcohol. The weekend proved to be highly
popular and culminated with the WOs’ &
Sgts’ Mess joining us after dinner and carrying on the party until dawn. The Mess
also took advantage of being in the UK for
much of our training this year by forming
up in various provincial towns as opportune moments presented themselves during the training calendar. Norwich saw its
fair share of soon to be deployed officers
(close to the CFX venue on STANTA) and
even played host to a Potential Officers’
visit, who were also recruited to the
OPFOR to play insurgents during one of
the exercises for the BRF.
The training also had its impact on the
social calendar in Germany, which meant
that three key events all fell into the same
week. It turned out to be a monumental week consisting of a SAGging, the
Waterloo Dinner and the Summer Ball,
all of which tested the stamina of even
the sturdiest Mess member. The summer ‘Blue and White’ ball had many high-

lights but the Bde Comd on his knees
drinking vodka from the portable ice luge
created by Captain Renshaw will stick
in our memory for some time. The pièce
de résistance had to be the scantily clad
Squadron leaders’ wives enjoying the
Mess swimming pool in the early hours
of the morning, but the fun came to an
abrupt end when the pool split (well after
the wives had exited!) sending 17,000
litres of water through the marquee in
a tidal wave, sweeping guests off the
packed dance floor in its wake. The PMC
regretted not taking the RSO’s electrical
safety advice as the water shorted out
all power in the Marquee. Nevertheless it
was a great party which more than maintained the Mess’s reputation across the
Garrison. A brilliant trip to London hosted
by the Leathersellers followed, which
allowed the Adjutant, Captains Carroll &
Ruggles-Brise and the RSM to flaunt their
mess kit and take in all that a night out in
London has to offer.
With the wedding season kicking off
Captain Robinson jetted off for Australia to
tie the knot with a small band of no longer
wealthy officers in tow. Captains Carroll
and Renshaw jetted around the Middle
and Far East at short notice armed with
swords and blues and turned numerous
heads on the way when departing from
hostels dressed in full ceremonials. Capt
Ruggles-Brise opted for a more local
wedding in Oxfordshire, yet most Mess
members seemed to underestimate the
short distance required to travel and kept
a hold on proceedings until they arrived
en masse only partially fully suited and

Captain Beaver offers his bum at the Blue Ball

Captains Pilcher, Carroll and Ruggles-Brise hold
the RSM up after the Leathersellers’ Dinner

Captains Carroll, Berry
and Arthur outside the
Nad Ali Mess Annex
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booted. The precedent had been set,
with both Captain Matthews and Berry
taking the plunge and getting engaged
before deployment.
September meant that the first of those to
deploy departed early on and left behind
B Squadron who had another 5 weeks to
push out. They quickly made use of the
time and found that the timely shooting
season gave host to the perfect opportunity to hone their skills before departing for
Afghanistan. A Squadron quickly became
accustomed to the ANA and their ways
and the small, two-man teams became
fully embedded. Monthly meetings to
reconnect with fellow QDG officers and
men were crucial to living with the line
infantry – as were Capt Berry’s conjugal
visits to his fiancée who was part of the
DfID staff in Lashkar Gah. C Squadron as
the BRF continued to do more helicopter
lifts than any before them. Despite being
a very long way from Wales, we all did our
best to celebrate St David’s Day, which
saw many Regimental Officers around
Helmand Province partake in various
leek-eating competitions washed down
with a non-alcoholic beer.

Captain Garland managed to marry successfully despite the attendance of most of the Mess

The widely accepted term “a confusion of
officers” has yet again seen the arrival of 5
newly commissioned gentlemen, Messrs
Martell, McBride, Machale, Woodhart and
Wiggins, on our return from Op HERRICK

The Officers make an early start at the Blue Ball. Captain Renshaw is the blue gimp

Captain Hoenich meets his hero Ray Mears
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BRF leader and part-time chinless wonder
Captain Roberts posing for The Field

15, all of whom are eager and willing to
be indoctrinated into the way of the Mess
and what better way to join in than the
return celebrations. Notably, the Mess
has seen the return of Captain “Weeman”
Whelan. The Commanding Officer persuaded him to return to the Army and the
Regiment after honing his skills with stints
working as a private mercenary, for an
upmarket grocery chain, and finally as a
barrow boy in the financial markets.
Looking forward, and with Op HERRICK
15 now complete, the Mess is hoping
to celebrate our return in style and with
Welsh parades, rugby, Waterloo and the
summer ball all on the cards it is shaping up to be a fantastic time to be at
Regimental Duty. We will also see the
departure of many friendly faces from the
Mess who have decided to move on to
other things, but no doubt we will have a
chance to say farewell properly over the
coming months.
JMH

Majors Stenhouse and Bond
enjoying a night out in Cardiff
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Partridge Shooting in Essex
On a bright September morning, in a
leafy corner of the Essex countryside and
just a few short miles from the fleshpots
of Southend-on-Sea, nine QDG Guns
trudged earnestly to their allotted pegs
for the first drive of the day. Accompanied
by a troupe of five lusty loaders, four
hounds, thousands of cartridges of
ammunition and two journalists from The
Field magazine, the aim was quite simple:
to do our best to achieve the allocated
bag of 200, and to look damn good in
the process.
A crack shot as Shoot Captain in the
form of Captain Chambers, and a veritable scourge of the Game population in
the form of Captain Garland were accompanied by a range of slightly lesser shots
of varied experience and two novices,
Captain Roberts and Lieutenant Groves.
As the first flurries of Partridge came
overhead, the challenge was set.
With the Partridge season only two days
old, bright skies and a good breeze, the
conditions were perfect. Each of the six
drives presented its own challenges, with
good birds both high and fast whizzing
across the sky from every direction, often
to the confusion of the less experienced
guns below. As the indefatigable Garland
and Chambers blasting away with intimidating lethality, and a very tasty (arguably
poached) right and left from the not-tobe-scoffed-at Lieutenant Williams, the
bag slowly and surely increased as the
morning drew to an end.

Any obvious caption would be cliché…

The Officers’ Mess brought much-needed sartorial excellence to Essex

Reinforced by a few nips of Sloe Gin cordially provided by our hosts and an excellent lunch of doorstep sandwiches, we
took to the field for the final three drives
of the day. By this stage, good coaching
from the Shoot’s instructors ensured that
our novices were beginning to contribute nicely to the pot and the abundant
fifth drive nudged the running total up
toward 140. Such good shooting caused
a degree of over excitement however,
and the sad demise of two non-Partridge
visitors at the hands of the short-sighted
Lieutenant Gordon-Finlayson and overzealous Lieutenant Boyce provided the
guns with a valuable lesson in the importance of Positive Identification, as well as
bolstering the after-shoot refreshments
with a welcome drop of Champagne.

It was over all too soon, and as the shadows began to lengthen over the fields
our weary but elated band, two of whom
newly blooded, ambled pubward. A total
bag of over 160 birds was a satisfactory
result, and each of us took home a brace
for the pot. A fantastic day’s shooting all
told and our gratitude to the Regiment’s
Field Sports Fund for its contribution and
to Captain Chambers for arranging it. We
warmly look forward to our next outing.
MEJG

Initial confusion during the administration
phase exacerbated by the lack of any NCOs

(Part of) The Bag

The Killing Fields
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Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
Another year has passed in the life of the
Regiment and after completing a comprehensive training cycle and a 7 month
tour of Afghanistan you would be forgiven
for thinking we would not have much to
talk about where the Mess is concerned.
However we as a Mess were determined
to make time for all the traditional events
in our calendar, this meant compressing
a years worth of functions into about 6
months resulting in a few hangovers,
large Mess bills and lots of fun!
The list of events in such a short time is
truly impressive and no year in the Mess
would be complete without Waterloo; due
to the training commitments in the UK we
had to celebrate the Battle on the 14th
July but we made sure it was a night to
remember. The Colonel of the Regiment,
Lieutenant General S V Mayall CB was
the guest of honour who I am sure had
a great evening even though he was not
allowed to play Mess rugby. Yes the seniors let the Officers win the Rugby again,
intentionally of course; but the games
overall were won by the Seniors and they
weren’t rigged - honest.
In the run up to the tour we had lots of
people who were leaving because of

postings, retirement and commissioning
so it was important to say good bye properly with a dine out. In total we had 3 dine
out functions for 11 people and we wish
them all the very best of luck in the future
and look forward to seeing them again at
the Cardiff Reunion.
As we all know behind every good man is
a good woman and the wives and families are an important part of the Mess in a
small Regiment like ours so as the Mess
bills were starting to mount up it was time
for a Ladies’ Dinner Night. The night was
a huge success with an amazing menu
thanks to the catering department including Monkfish, duck and of course chocolate. The turn out and support of the
wives was to be commended.
Being based in Germany means it’s not
easy to just pop home to see family
and friends so a Fathers’ and Friends’
weekend was organised. The weekend
was packed with activity from weapons
stands, tank driving, a visit to a small arms
trainer and looking at all the vehicles that
are now being used in Afghanistan. On
the Saturday evening a formal Regimental
Dinner was organised so our guests could
see what we get up to in the Mess. A similar

event was being held in the Officers’ Mess
and after the meal, which included lots of
wine, port and brandy, it was decided a
visit to the Officers’ Mess was called for.
Entry to the Officers’ Mess was granted
after the PMC (WO2 Mansel) with pith helmet on and sword in hand gave a historical rendition on the Regiment’s birth, narrowly missing the gathered officers with
the final swoop of his sword and “God
Save the King.” The evening with the two
Messes went on until daylight and will go
down in the memory of many as one of
the best nights in many years.
Not sticking with the formal dinner nights it
was time to have some fun and transform
the Mess in to the Summer of 1972 for our
70’s fancy dress party. The costumes were
amazing most of them were so good you
could not tell who the person was underneath. There is one member of the Mess
for whom when it comes to costumes the
less is best. IN fact only one chord has to
be played from the Full Monty sound track
and he will be stood naked in 2 seconds
flat. It is of course Seiriol Hughes (PTI) who
was heard to say “let’s do the Full Monty”
and reappeared with a load of Velcro
release trousers all tightly tailored - which
went down well with the wives.

WO2 (SSM) Kimsey struggled to hold his listeners’ attention

WO2 Lowe was very impressed by SSgt Jones’s Churchill impression

SSgt Burns and Sgt ‘Minty’ Kendall

Sgt Ananins brief the Fathers on tank park rules
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WO2 ‘Gringo’ Shaw

Sgt and Mrs Homer at the Western Night

SSgt ‘Muscles’ Hughes leads a Full Monty striptease

The 70’s night was soon followed with a
Western night complete with line dancers
bucking bronco and shooting gallery. It
was funny to see how competitive people
became after a few drinks on the bucking
bronco, all I can say its lucky we still don’t
ride into battle on horseback.

child friendly with smaller fenced off ponds
instead of the big Officers’ plunge pool (so
named due to the high number of Officers’
Mess kits that have been ruined in it).

also a family’s afternoon to watch the
Royal Wedding and a Warrant Officers’
dinner night. During our time on tour the
Mess hosted a Wives’ Christmas dinner,
ROG Christmas drinks and invited seniors from the Royal Tank Regiment who
were on exercise in the area. So it was
another busy year in the life of the Mess
and we all look forward to the next one.
RCM

Not forgetting the children we managed to
get a number of family Sunday lunches in
the Mess following the improvements we
had made to the garden to make it more

The Officers seem to like our Mess and
returned every time there was a Six
Nations or World Cup rugby match to
watch even though we kept making them
eat raw leeks. Other visitors to the Mess
were the local Anglo-German club who
come for drinks every year. There was

Waterloo 2011
The soldiers of 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards knew at the time of the Waterloo
celebrations that in a few months they
would be deployed on Op HERRICK 15.
Therefore the celebrations would mean
more than usual and a special effort from
the WOs’ and Sgts’ Mess was needed
to beat the Officers so that we wouldn’t
have to put up with their endless gloating
during the upcoming tour of Afghanistan.
The usual events were in place and the
Cpls’ mess played the Troopers at Cricket
in the morning which the Cpls’ Mess won
only after a very close game had been
played. Not a cricket white in sight but
the game was played to the rules and in
the usual good spirits. The afternoon saw
the Officers Mess, resplendent in their
whites turn up on the sports pitches in
order to take on the might of the WOs’
and Sgts’ mess. Even the spectators had

made a special effort especially Lt Arthur
who arrived wearing the most disgusting
shirt ever seen even by officer standards.
The game was as usual a one sided
event with the officers seeming to revel in
the suffering of the Sgts with yet another
defeat on the cards. Not even the crates
of beer brought up from the Officers’
mess or the Chesterfields to relax on
could ease the pain of having to endure
Capt Russell smashing the ball all over
the field. Revenge would be sought later
in the mess rugby.
The 2011 Waterloo dinner would be a
special occasion as the Colonel of the
Regiment Lt General S V Mayall CB was
attending this year and so all the stops
were pulled out. The picture took on a different format with Chris Atkins leaning out
of RHQ onto the members of both messes

arranged below. The meal was the usual
splendid feast but the twist this year was
that after each course the Officers moved
7 spaces clockwise around the table.
This was a radical idea which after a few
tweaks even the subalterns managed.
The Regimental and Corps Marches
were played as usual but this year the
SNCOs from 1st Battalion The Yorkshire
Regiment that were attached to the BRF
supplied an interlude in the form of an
excellent drummer’s spectacle complete
with glowing drumsticks.
The meal finished and the Mess rugby
could ensue; the secret weapon was this
year to lull the officers into a false sense of
security by fielding a very lacklustre team
that was replaced last minute by the real
one wearing rugby strip. Unfortunately
the ruse did little to put off the officers and
The Officers, Warrant
Officer and Sgts
before dinner…
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for another year running the officers won
the rugby.
Luckily for the WOs’ and Sgts’ mess the
squadron games (which were only slightly
rigged in our favour…) were won by the
Mess, including a pillow fight over a pool,
the bungee pull and a water balloon fight
to name but a few. Friendships were
made, renewed and strengthened with
copious amounts of alcohol and were
caught on camera in the early hours of the
morning when the Survivors’ Photograph
was taken on the tank, bringing to an end
the 196th Waterloo meal.
RK

The only Survivors’ Photo in focus enough to include, with the usual familiar faces

Corporals’ Mess
Returning from BATUS and having
Christmas leave after a 2010 spent
mostly away, things got back into full
swing in 2011 with pre-deployment training taking place. Not much time was left
on the calendar before the deployment
to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 15. This
did not stop the Cpls’ Mess Committee
coming together and organising functions for the year. The first was organised
as a fancy dress Movie Night. Cpl Taylor
and LCpl Lacey rushed to get everything
ready and the function went ahead as
planned, turning out to be a night enjoyed
by all. A variety of excellent costumes
were paraded that night ranging from
Shrek to Evil Knievel. However much to
the RSM’s disappointment he was not
the only Batman and had to share fame
with LCpl (gym queen) Roberts. Everyone
was beaten hands down in the competition by Cpl Green who arrived in an MFO
box on wheels decorated as WALL-E and
already a bit worse for wear! The traditional function carvery was sacrificed for
a more greasy option of burgers, spicy
chicken and more belly busters - probably best that the Commanding Officer

LCpl ‘Shag’ Scanlon strutting
his stuff in happier times
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wasn’t able to attend! The customary
Survivors’ Photo was taken in the early
hours on the Tank by the parade square
and we all had a morning of cleaning the
Mess to look forward to.
Soon afterwards the mess purchased a
silver trophy to be named the Comrades’
Cup, organised by LCpl Lacey. The
Comrades’ Cup was to be engraved with
all of the soldiers of the regiment who
have lost their lives on operational duty
and an annual football match is played
between a team consisting of Troopers
and JNCOs against a team of Officers
and SNCOs. The inaugural match took
place in April and was organised by LCpl
Lacey. Confidence in the Mess team
changing room was high as a sound 6-1
thrashing had been given to the Offrs and
SNCOs the year before. The game kicked
off and despite the Adjutant Capt Pilcher
forgetting that he was playing football and
not rugby the score line was a lot closer,
but the trophy remains in the Cpls’ Mess.
The deployment to Afghanistan was now
just around the corner with pre-deployment leave coming and there was still
time for the Summer Ball as well as a
22 year dine out for five members of the
Mess. Once again Cpl Taylor organised
the team to decorate the Mess in Western
style. Many bales of hay were purchased
to dress the Mess up as a barn (parts of
which could still be found many months
after during the ROG’s tenure). Within a
week the Mess was looking like a place
worthy of John Wayne’s presence thanks
to the LAD who were tasked with decoration. Members and guests arrived and it
wasn’t long before shouts of yee-hah and
bangs of cap guns echoed around the
Mess. The Bucking Bronco proved to be
a hit and the night was thoroughly enjoyed.
The 22 year dine out of Cpls Harris,
Hattam, Todd and Meadows, as well as
LCpl Hyett was a first for some years and

will hopefully be maintained. Although Cpl
Meadows had not completed 22 years
service it was felt he should be afforded
the same goodbye as he was leaving the
army on medical discharge after sustaining an injury on Op HERRICK 9. Beef
wellington was served as the main meal
apart from Cpl Harris who was much to
his distaste presented with a plate full
of army rations; however his beef soon
found its way to the table. The evening will
certainly not be forgotten by those who
saw Cpl Scott asleep in his chair during
the speeches, his swaying and bobbing
only disturbed by the obvious ‘I’m awake’
sentences every 5 mins or so.
Post summer leave the Regiment began to
deploy and the Mess members left behind
on the ROG had time to redecorate the
mess. The idea had been talked about
for a long time as walking through the
entrance was like walking through a time
machine in the opinions of most members. The current Mess were certainly not
happy with the choice of colours from the
previous team responsible for redecoration and could not wait to get started. Cpl
Dodd took control, and gathered a team
to start work. The first attempt at painting on the wall certainly suited Cpl Dodd
whose wife had recently given birth, but
not all members were keen on baby pink!
More paint was bought and the Mess
began to take shape. A trooper who shall
remain nameless showed excellent carpentry skills and built a fantastic new bar,
and the rest of the furniture was moved
back in. The Mess is now firmly in the 21st
Century and is far more comfortable than
for some time. Sadly it was during the
time of redecoration the Mess lost LCpl
Scanlon, a faithful barman and dedicated
supporter of the Mess. With his character
and involvement in the Mess it felt right
and proper to name the new bar ‘Shag’s
Bar’ and he will always be remembered
by his Mess.
KT
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Regimental Sport and Adventure Training
Rugby Football
With the pace of life frantic before and
during the Regiment’s deployment to
Afghanistan, it was left to an intrepid
pair of veteran sportsmen to carry the
QDG’s reputation to the Army Rugby
Union Masters Team. It has been a long
season for the ARU Masters team. There
was a rigorous selection process which
involved three training sessions, followed
by three matches against the REME
Vets, Farnborough RFC and a Probables
versus Possibles match. These were
highly successful for the Army selectors. The matches against the REME
and Farnborough resulted in wins for
the ARU Masters. In the New Year the
Inter-Services squad was selected and
announced, where SSgt Bongo Davies
and SSgt Seiriol Hughes RAPTC were
selected to represent the ARU Masters.
With the backing of the Regiment, frequent trips were made to and from UK
to train and play. Our first game saw the
ARU Masters narrowly loose to the Prison
Service 21 – 18. Both players did think
that we would play against a Veterans
team but as it turned out it was the actual
Prison Service team so, not a bad result.
Our next game was against Kew
Occasionals in Richmond, London (it just
happened to coincide with the England
v Wales match). This team consisted of
Oxbridge Blues players who have decided
to work in the city rather than play top
level rugby. The final score was 52 – 21 to
the younger players. Much younger!
It was then decided that the squad
needed a boot camp in Edinburgh,

SSgt Bongo Davies’ Frank Spencer
impression needed work

Elvis found playing for the Army Masters!

and our opponents were going to be
Forth Valley Fossils. This was a much
needed period where the Squad could
bond on and off the park. We played
at Boroughmuir RFC and were victorious 52 – 0. A highlight of the boot camp
was SSgt Hughes trying to explain why
he was late for training on the first day,
and that he shouldn’t be fined because
he had driven for 18 hours; his fine was
upheld. Whilst in Scotland the ARU
Masters had the opportunity to visit the
Royal British Legion’s “Poppy Scotland”
factory. This visit was a boost to all the
players involved as we were able to see
first hand how much this cause means
to veterans and serving soldiers, a wor-

thy charity and a worthwhile visit. I have
also realised that when you share a room
with SSgt Hughes for a season, “budgey
smugglers” are fashionable, even when
he is sat on the toilet asking for the kettle
to be put on. I never knew that people
from Anglesey were so friendly!
During March we then played our final
game against Richmond Heavies in
Aldershot before the Inter Services
games. This was an even match which
saw the Masters pit their wits against exInternationals such as Mel Deane, the exIreland centre who was capped in 2002.
The Masters were worthy winners in a
hard fought match, 22 – 18.

It’s not an old people’s home,
it’s Edinburgh Castle!
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April saw the first of the Inter Service
match against the RAF. The squad travelled to RAF Halten, where all three ARU
sides were playing. Everything paid off
on the day, and the ARU Masters were
victorious against the RAF Vultures, winning 20 – 11. It was even more pleasing
that SSgt Bongo Davies scored the crucial winning try and was able to earn his
first Masters cap. This was a proud day
for him and the Regiment. That day saw
a clean sweep with all three ARU teams
winning against their RAF counterparts.
The biggest win came from the senior
squad, who won 59 – 0.
The last game of the season and the biggest is the Navy match. This year on 28

Apr 12, saw the Masters travel to Kneller
Hall to take on the Navy Mariners prior
to the big Army v Navy match next door
at Twickenham. This match is a precursor to the Twickenham match and has
been known to draw in crowds in excess
of 5000 spectators. Even at 1030 in
the morning some of the spectators are
quite sociable. This year, even with bad
weather, the support was amazing, and
just goes to show the passion of Army v
Navy rugby. It was a close match in the
first half, and because of the weather a
very forwards-dominated game. The
score at half time was 6 – 5 to the Navy.
At half time SSgt Bongo Davies came on
to win his second cap, and as usual disrupted the opposition with his terrier type
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of play and also speeded up the break
down. The Army team began to dominate
and went over with two more tries. The
final score was 19 – 6 to the Army.
The whole day was successful for the
Army, as all three Army sides won their
games and therefore the Navy were
whitewashed 3 – 0. Now that the Inter
Services are complete we can look forward to the Combined Services in June
and then the start of the new season in
September.
JND

Exercise Nautical Dragoon
A Group of soldiers from the Rear
Operations Group deployed on Exercise
Nautical Dragoon on Monday 16
April 2012. The venue was the British
Mohnesee Sail Training Centre (BMSTC),
just under an hour’s coach drive from
Dempsey Barracks. The day was
extremely fulfilling and it offered an excellent opportunity for soldiers of all ranks
to try their hand at various water based
sports, including sailing, windsurfing,
paddle boarding and Canadian boating.
The weather for the day was not particularly kind, with a bracing south westerly
wind, freezing temperatures and even a
little snow to add to the enjoyment, which
brought with it the requirement for some
of the junior soldiers to receive an educational brief on how to dress in the cold
-particularly useful to Tpr Randall when
he ventured into the water wearing a
summer wetsuit!!!
The talent on show during the day soon
became apparent when Capt George
D’Arcy led by the front and immediately

Capt D’Arcy drew the short straw for the wetsuits

demonstrated to the lads how to board a
Laser Pico Dinghy. Sadly, he failed to realise
that it would be easier just to step into the
craft rather than sliding and he found himself performing remedial capsize drills. Tprs
Joseph Brocklehurst and Rhys Murphy
were quick to demonstrate their prowess
at windsurfing by seeing who could remain
upright the longest. By the end of the
day both had been talent spotted for the
Lumberjack log rolling team and Shaking
Stevens impression contest respectively.
The weather did nothing to dampen our
sprits but it did make mountain biking
the most popular activity. The ride to
the Mohne dam and back warmed
everybody up and the view at the dam
itself was well worth the effort.
After a day out in the open
air we adjourned to the

clubhouse for a much awaited barbeque
and a few pints of the amber nectar to
ward off the cold, followed by an evening
of fun and games where Cpl Woodhall
educated everyone on how to play pool,
as well as thrashing Sgt Worsley in a
game of killer darts.
The accommodation at the centre
although basic is clean, comfortable and
above all warm. The food is plentiful and
the instructors friendly. We even have one
of our own JNCOs, LCpl Adam Priddle on
the staff. Overall the centre offered great
facilities and its continued use is highly
recommended. Should anyone
wish to venture down for a day
on the water, full instructions
can be obtained from Sgt
Worsley.
CW

Tpr Murphy remained
concerned about the
Mohnesee Lake Monster
Sgt Worsely, master of at least two elements
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Spurs Course
“That’s it – shoulders back, heels down,
elbows in and relax guys, RELAX!” LCpl
Glendenning, our instructor for the week,
calls across the ring as I bounce up and
down in the saddle astride a stubborn
chestnut mare. Together with Cpl Scott,
Cpl Hopkins and Tpr Randall, I was out at
the Paderborn Equestrian Centre (PEC) in
the crisp morning’s air for one whole week
in March 2012, with just an instructor and
a horse for company; you couldn’t get
further from daily life at the Training Wing.
On the first day after the initial briefs we
were introduced to our horses for the
week. And no one was more surprised
then myself that they had no shire horse
for me! Instead I ended up with a big
stubborn old mare with a large head. Not
to unlike my current boss. Every day we
started with all the necessary work that
goes with looking after a horse, such as
mucking out the stables, grooming the
horse and tacking up ready for another
day’s adventure on a horseback.
As the week progressed we moved from
an easy going trot to the more challenging canter and even ending up, on day 4,
with some jumping. Not bad for a week’s
work, sore legs and a tender rear end.
The hardest part during this week was
learning to canter, not only because it’s
challenging to find the right rhythm but
also because my very stubborn horse
had too much of her own mind. But luckily I wasn’t the only one with this problem as both Cpl Scott’s and Cpl Hopkins’
horses also decided that cantering was
not the way forward.
Jumping brought its own challenges,
especially the challenge of not falling off.
Only Tpr Randall managed to pass this
one. We started off with a trot and a small
‘jump’ and then moved on to a canter and a higher jump. Around this time
I had a closer inspection of the sand in
the indoor riding ring. However not quite
as bad as Cpl Hopkins, who attempted
to clear the fence without his horse. As

Smart as carrots: Cpl Hopkins, Tpr Randall, SSgt Rollings and Cpl Scott

After bribing their mounts with a pile of apples and sugar cubes, the students managed a split second of stillness

the saying goes “If you fall off your horse,
get straight back on.” Which we all did,
and so managed to finish our jumping.
However getting back on the horse the
next day, after the fall, was a little bit more
of a painful experience.
Many may dismiss horse riding as an
expensive and impractical sport for only
some. From the outside, horse riding may
look like just sitting and that all a rider
has to do is give the horse some simple instructions. In carrying the rider the

horse is doing all the work, right? Wrong.
There is far more, as I learned this week,
to horse riding than the casual observer
might expect.
The final day was the pass off, where we
were all finally able to use our spurs for
what they were meant for. Taking part in
the spurs course was great fun and fully
recommended to all Cavalrymen!
SVR

The Nijmegen International Marches 2011
Well, it’s happened again! Williams has
managed (by skilful use of smoke and
mirrors) to convince a band of brothers
to follow him for the annual walk of the
world in the metropolis that is Nijmegen in
the east of the Netherlands. This year the
team started very much on the back foot,
after the tragic loss of one of the team
members Cfn Saffell. The decision was
taken to carry on, and so we did.
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On arrival we we greeted by stunning
sunshine and temperatures in the high
30’s. This understandably dampened our
spirits, having to contend with stunning
Baroque architecture, the cafe bistro culture, and the odd 300,000 party goers in
what is believed to be the biggest weekend in the Dutch calendar, we forced
ourselves to chin up and crack on! The
weekend proceeded to confirm much of

what we already knew: Pte Connerton
should not be allowed out after dark!
One might also add that Tpr Colonial
Crofton is possibly the loudest man in the
Commonwealth! Still, we all made it to
the start line in one piece, to tip-toe past
General Caplin on the starting dais.
Initially the team clipped along the darkened streets of the outer environs of
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The entrance to Heumanoord Camp - Capt Jones’s helmet found

Nijmegen, passing the odd reveller and
marker en route. Things remained quiet
until we hit the town centre, where we
marched into a wall of civilians all tabbing
along the same route as us. 57,000 of them
in fact, and when added to the 10,000
military competitors, should give the reader
some idea of the size of this event. It was
at this very moment when (as with other
years) the new members of the team realise exactly how big the event really is. Day
one sweeps north towards the southern
villages of Arnhem, and in the heat of the
day proved to challenge many. As we
reached the 16 mile point, we had already
passed many victims of both the heat and
the asphalt. For us, Pte Connerton started
to show worrying symptoms, and had to
be withdrawn and evacuated to the local
hospital. By worrying symptoms, we obviously mean that she went quiet (for once)!
Thankfully, she made a complete recovery
and was able to return to Germany. On
return to the barracks at the end of the
day, all teams are required to march into
the beer tent in order to finish the march.
Most teams usually add a skit to their
entrance; we however chose to display
the sweat and fantastic facials of a team
which had to sprint the last 8 miles to make
the time limit. Most thought that we were
joking (British soldiers laugh in the face of
mere 25 mile marches!), but judging by the
amount of reviving beers consumed immediately after, we were knackered!
Day two is a quiet unassuming day, but it
started badly for Team QDG. Tpr Colonial
Crofton withdrew through injury before
the start, and Tpr Lawley withdrew 2 miles
out from the start. So, that left us 11 team
members in the competition. However
those remaining proved to be the cream
of the crop. Leading the comedy section
were Tprs Tudor, Hustwayte and Evans
880 and the world’s most inspired man
LCpl Scanlon. All of them were continually sent to the back of the squad by
Grumpy Williams for their continual bickering and shenanigans which left all with
aching sides and short of breath. Tprs
Hustwayte and Tudor discovered a new
motivational tool. If they wore signs say-
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ing ‘Free Hugs’ or ‘powered by kisses’
they suddenly meet an altogether more
interesting type of person! Some of them
were even female!!! Our day consisted of
sweating profusely and eating the miles
up. This may sound boring, but ask any
of the team how the villages sound and
look. Everyone is out on the streets partying, and all cafes, bars and businesses
open their doors and crank up to 10. It
seems that somewhere there is a very
successful amp and decks salesman.
Trying to keep the step is never a problem....we don’t have one! It is noticeable on these occasions that some boys
dance to different rhythm when strutting
their stuff on the high street!
Day three as always is about the seven hills
of Groesbeek. These hills rise up from the
German border, and routinely claim more
marchers than any other day. We however
had no fears. The comedy section ensured
that thinking about the hills was unnecessary. Tpr Hustwayte’s sense of humour
could be compared to an extremely dry day
in the Sahara desert, whereas Tpr Tudor’s
is like a belt fed wombat! The day flew
by, and the team put in one of the fastest
times of the day. This pushed us to a late
start time for the final day. By now it had
dawned on most of the team that although
this is still a marching event which takes you
over 100 miles of road, it’s not the speed of
the team that matters. It’s not even about
keeping step. It’s more about you enjoying
the crowd, the atmosphere, and basically
showing off the better comeradic aspects
of being in the British military. Let’s not forget, that 1000 British cadets attend, as do
9000 NATO and non NATO troops.
Day four speeds along the dykes of
southern Gelderland, with the route
crossing the lower Rhine at Cujik. Here
the Dutch Engineers bridge the river by
using their M3 rigs. From this point all
that remains is the Via Gladiola which is
a dead straight 8 mile road to the finish.
On this route the crowds are continual
and at least four or five deep! At the finish
line, the team’s medals are issued, and
the entire national contingents march in
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Tpr Hustwayte discovers a way to forget his blisters

Tprs Evans 880 and Griffiths 357 find
comfort in each others arms after Day 2

parade format behind their respective
military bands and march into the city
centre. By now, the city centre looks like
something out of a royal wedding. Rooftop parties, grandstands, bands playing
for revellers everywhere. All this in order
to get to a saluting dais which will hold
all the GOCs of the respective marching Armies. All of this is captured live on
Dutch TV, and replayed on big screens
throughout the night. Once all are back
in camp, the final well deserved blow out
begins. Traditionally referred to as the
‘Blister Ball,’ this is the closing bash for
all the military contingents. Flip flops are
the order of the day, and anyone remotely
in danger of coming within a yard of anyone else’s feet is immediately warned
of the likely consequences of inadvertent contact. Many items of uniforms are
swapped, cap-badges go missing, and
friendships are struck over this night.
All I can say is that if you haven’t tried it yet,
give it a go! Most who have return again. I
have completed six times, and (if my wife
will let me) will continue for as long as I
can. Why? Well why not? The International
Nijmegen Marches is a fun event which
does not take itself too seriously, but at the
same time allows you to attack it with a bit
of swagger and panache.
MLW
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Schützenfest
In order to re-ignite the regiment’s affiliation to the Western-Kompanie, we
were invited to the Schützenbreakfast
on Monday 9 July 2012. Having heard
rumours from Capt Robinson from the
previous year the regiment mustered
20 personnel of all ranks to attend this
annual boozy breakfast.
The Schützen are a traditional all-male
organisation and originate from the militia who protected towns and villages in
the 19th century. These societies can be
found in many towns and villages around
Paderborn and are respected members
within their communities who contribute
to charities and develop common ideals
in society. Their motto is Faith, Country
and Custom and, similar to a regiment,
Paderborn has 4 companies. They are
collectively commanded by a nominated
Colonel and use a military hierarchy for
organisational purposes. The current
Colonel of the Paderborn Schützen, Elmar
Kloke and the 20 Bde Commander, Brig
Patrick Sanders had both welcomed the
idea of founding partnerships between the
various Schützen-companies and the regiments based in Paderborn. Both had identified that after the post WW2 occupation
and the subsequent cold war, the British
are now welcomed guests in Paderborn.
Indeed, many British soldiers have made
friends and founded families in Paderborn.
Therefore, on 19 May 2011, the Regiment
and the Western-Kompanie of the
Paderborn Bürger-Schützenverein mus-

The Commanding Officer signs
the Partnership Declaration

tered for the inaugural partnership parade
and officially signed the affiliation certificate.
The Regiment was represented by the CO
and 20 men and after the march-by and
salute, the Western-Kompanie invited the
delegation for an evening of beer and celebrations. Coincidently, that day was also
the founding day of the Paderborn Bürger
Schützenverein and they were celebrating
180 years of tradition.
The Schützenverein’s main event of the
year is their big Schützenfest – a 4 day
festival which starts with a beating of the
retreat on the Friday evening and ends with
the Schützenbreakfast on the Monday. A
small delegation had attended the event
in 2011, mainly due to the Regiment’s
preparation for Op HERRICK. A good
friendship had been struck up with a
delegation from the Western-Kompanie
hosted at the pre-deployment families day
and their company commander Ralph
Meschede and his wife Marie joining the
Officers’ Mess for the 2011 Summer Ball.
2012 saw a larger delegation partake in
the Schützenbreakfast. We paraded in
Paderborn with the Western-Kompanie at
0715 and within 15 minutes were marching to the Rathaus, having stopped for a
beer on the way. At the Rathaus, all 4 companies of the Paderborn Schützenverein
assembled with their affiliated British
Regiments for the first of many salutes. By
now the QDG junior ranks headed up by
Cpl Veasey had cottoned on to the youth
section’s beer wagon and were busy forg-

Captain Alexander threatens the typical German
dominance in all things brass and noisy

The QDG Contingent marching on fort the signing ceremony
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ing friendships. Following a swift march
to the Schützenplatz – an idyllic location
in a wood just outside the city centre with
company marquees and numerous beer
stands - the Commanding Officer joined
the Company for a hearty German breakfast. Each table in the marquee was hosted
by a waiter and QDG’s waiter was actually
a Schützen-brother himself. He took it on
himself to act like a mess bully and ensured
our supply of beer never ran dry.
Each year, a Schützenking is decided
by way of a shooting competition and
this takes place after the breakfast. The
Schützenking will represent the whole
Paderborn Regiment for a full year. This
year the Schützenking comes from the
ranks of our affiliated company, the
Western-Kompanie and we have been
warned that this will entail more social
events. After the shooting, the Schützen
were still hosting us well. Schützen swap
badges and so all in the QDG were being
plundered of their lapel badges and insignias. Capts Renshaw and Robinson were
absent for the final march-past – they had
fallen prey to the bully waiter at breakfast. Following the final march past the
next casualties were the RSM and WO2
Williams. The last officers stumbled back
to the mess at 11 pm having had a wonderful day. The relationship is now starting
to blossom with plans to hold combined
events. Auf die Schützen der Western
Kompanie, ein dreifaches “Horrido”! Prost!
FJGA

Captain Hoenich wisely gave up
his collar dog peacefully

The Commanding Officer lifts a stein with the commander
and second-in-command of the Western Kompanie
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ARMCEN
Having been here in Bovington for
just over year in the post of Secondin-Command of Waterloo Squadron I
thought at this juncture to put pen to
paper and give an overview on how
the RAC Training Regiment (RACTR) is
firstly churning out Phase 2 soldiers for
the Household Cavalry (HCav) and RAC,
more importantly the QDG future warriors going through training. RACTR has
in the last 18 months turned around the
approach to training we deliver to all
HCav/RAC soldiers. I had the privilege
to serve here as the GSM in 2006/2007.
However on reflection for the training
team permanent staff it was like a baby
sitting job for all within RACTR, making
sure the trainees were marched to their
technical courses and then returning
them at the end of the day to the accommodation! Outside of this technical training there wasn’t much to keep the trainee
mind focused on the development of the
individuals in my opinion. How different
especially ARMCEN and RACTR is now!
It has been completely turned on its head
and I may add for the better all round
product of the HCav and RAC soldier we
are sending out to the field army.

who just take fitness as the norm, we try
to ingrain the mentality to ensure their
personal fitness is well up to the minimum standard and beyond at all times.
This will ensure when they get to the
Field Army and their Regiments they are
at the required standard. This allows the
Regiments to take these fine young soldiers to the next level without too much
of the burden being placed onto what is
an extremely busy RAC always punching
above its weight in whatever challenge is
laid down to us.
Training here comprises of approximately
24 weeks of technical training in line with a

variety of other challenging Basics that are
required of our new charges for the plethora of missions they encounter very quickly
on joining their Regiments. Training is broken down into what we call the Pipeline,
with two different time lines for the HCav
and RAC because of requirements that
are laid down within the Corps. Below
is a pictorial example which will give you
a flavour of the likely 24 weeks a soldier
from the RAC who will conduct his training time here (the HCav pipeline is slightly
different as their military focus changes
for the preparation for their 2 year stint on
mounted duties in Knightsbridge before
they go off to Windsor).

Gone are the days where Bovington was
known as a ‘Sleepy Hollow.’ The intent is
to deliver progressive and robust training
that is relevant to current operations and
is underpinned by the British Army Values
and Standards. We are training our young
soldiers to be more robust, not just physically but mentally too. We encourage
them to have an agile mind, a wilco attitude and much like the Royal Marines

Exercise BRINGHURST

(Visit to the Regimental Museum and Cardiff Reunion
Saturday 22 October 2011)
I organised this educational visit to integrate QDG soldiers at an early stage of
being a QDG soldier with the aim being
to expose them to the wider Regimental
family. We departed early on the Saturday

morning from Bovington and arrived
safely in Cardiff about lunchtime where
they were shown their salubrious accommodation and prepared for the day’s
events. They had the opportunity to

meet the Colonel of the Regiment and
Regimental Secretary who both gave
an overview of the Regiment and wider
Regimental family. They then had a tour
of the Museum by the QDG curator (Mr

Capt Tim Moore briefs QDG Phase trainees
outside The Firing Line Museum, Cardiff
Castle, during Ex BRINGHURST

The Regimental Museum Curator, Mr Clive Morris,
showing the QDG trainees around the museum

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards future
Warriors, dressed and ready for the
evening’s activities in the Principality!
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Clive Morris) which was excellent. This
exposed the youngsters to something
very special and they found it most enjoyable and extremely educational and beneficial at this early stage of their careers
(something I wish I had had 25 years ago
on joining our fine Regiment, although
this clearly didn’t deter me from staying)!
This is all in line the Commanding Officer’s
nurturing directive and I will endeavour to
keep this going.
I, along with Sgt Brisco, Sgt Davies and
Sgt Lambie conduct Link Information
meetings every month to ensure our
soldiers are keep informed of what the
Regiment is up to especially whilst on
Op HERRICK 15. With link meetings and
events like Ex BRINGHURST this goes a
long way in ensuring the nurturing makes
them feel valued and part of the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards from an early point in
their careers.

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

As an overall report on the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards personnel serving at ERE
in Bovington Garrison, we have a host of
ERE posts across the Armour Centre,
both retired and serving. Lt Col (Ret’d)
Burman is the Garrison Staff Officer,
Maj Rob Strachan (OC Waterloo), WO1
RSMI Pawlin-Gardner (Gunnery School),
WO2 Eggleton (RACTR Normandy Sqn),
WO2 Leech (HQ ARMCEN) and WO2
Pearman (CIS School but volunteered to
go to Afghanistan and is working out of
Kabul), SSgt Bell (RACTR Planning Cell),
SSgt Costello (HQ ARMCEN), Sgt Brisco
(Combat Wing), Sgt Hughes (Combat
Wing), Sgt Thomas (Gunnery School),
Sgt Davies (Gunnery School), Cpl Harris
(RACTR Normandy Sqn), Sgt Lambie
(RACTR Waterloo Sqn) and Sgt Davies
(RACTR Waterloo Sqn). All of them are
doing a stirling and professional job in
delivering what is expected from the
Hapsburg Eagle here within ARMCEN.

QDG ERE at ARMCEN: L to R: SSgt Costello, SSgt
Bell, WO1 (RSMI) Pawlin-Gardner, WOS Leech,
Maj T Moore, WO2 Eggleton, Sgt Davies 067, Sgt
Brisco, Sgt Thomas, Sgt Davies, Sgt Lambie.

In summary the QDG trainees are in good
hands and all QDG officers and soldiers
here in ARMCEN will continue to strive to
the excellence that is a must for the future
QDG warrior.
TM

Robert Browning School
The Regiment’s affiliation with the Robert
Browning School in Sennelager, where
many QDG children study, has never
been closer. Throughout the year - which
included the Op HERRICK 15 deployment - the school and the Regiment have
worked hand-in-hand to ensure that the
children’s daily routine is as normal as
possible. There was no special emphasis
paid to Afghanistan other than the tailored geographical lessons to answer the
obvious question of: “Where is my Daddy
going?” which allowed routine to remain
as settled as possible.

All the teachers have played a crucial
part in the wellbeing of the children whilst
the soldiers have been away; both in a
professional student - teacher relationship and a more relaxed pastoral way
too. The head teacher, Mr. Jim Teague,
has run a tight ship, ensuring that not
only the children’s needs are met to the
highest standard but the teachers as well
which has made the staff room a close
knit team. It is as a result of this that
the school in its most recent OFSTED
inspection gained a Good bordering an
Outstanding; and given that we are in

such uncertain times I think that report
just indicates the level of commitment the
school has to our children.
With the nation resting easy in their beds
knowing that the British Army is doing a
great job abroad, we too can rest easy
whilst away in foreign lands knowing that
our children in Robert Browning School
are enjoying the highest standards of
education from a very caring, friendly and
dedicated staff.
KHT

Op HERRICK 15 Wristband Appeal Surges
This tour I tried to think out of the box a
little and move away from the street collections that seem to hassle people rather
than gain support. What we needed was a
monopoly of channelled people who support the forces and would be more than
happy to pile the cash in to the buckets.
Valleygate was born. It was my intention
to target the valleys of Wales where the
population was hugely supportive of the
military plus we as a Regiment can play
our ace card of being mainly “the best
breed God created” (a Welshman himself)!
I left a day early to visit SSgt O’Connor
and Tpr Nkuah in the UK Support
Detachment in Gamecock barracks and
the remainder were to meet me at Cardiff.
When they arrived Tpr Grey announced
that they had already made £200 on the
boat selling wristbands to the Captain.
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The Team with Mrs and Auntie Grey at the Newport Tesco

The week was arranged to culminate with
a Swansea city football game where we
were invited to collect, watch the game
and be fed by the Swans which I thought
would be a fitting end to a week of collections. The first day however was in
Merthyr Tydfil centre (riot gear at the
ready) which immediately started with
a bang. As we were de-bussing a well
dressed, foxy minx approached us and
asked why we were in Merthyr. She
was the dean of Merthyr College and
promptly invited us to sell in the foyer
through which 2000 people pass on any
one day. It didn’t take much selling to the
lads who stayed all day, made a fortune
and left with a few extra numbers in their
phones. The remainder scattered themselves amongst the glorious people of
Merthyr who were to date the most generous people we encountered.
The remainder of the days leading up to
the Swans game were spent in the foyer
of Tesco’s and Asda’s around South
Wales. The most collected was in Tesco
Newport where Tpr Grey’s mum organised a collection day for us. She was a
fantastic help along with her sister who
rallied the staff and got the word spread
a few weeks before that there were going
to be hunky soldiers selling wristbands in
store. The young lads oozed charm and
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Which way to the sandwich aisle? SSgt Hughes in Asda Newport

panache and are still the talk of the town.
They chatted like old friends, helped old
ladies with their bags and charmed a few
numbers from the checkout girls to boot,
all in a day’s work for a QDG.
By day three of four we had sold out of
wristbands and were left to bucket shake
at the stores and Swans game. We arrived
at the Swans ground and I met with the
operations manager Lynn Phillips and
was whisked away to the top floor. He
gave me 40 VIP wristbands in exchange
for 1 of ours and rapidly got the word
spread that we had arrived. All the food
and drinks were free for us and the lads
had VIP seating throughout the game. At
the final whistle I gathered a few chosen
men (WO2 Williams, SSgt Hughes) to
accompany me to the VIP players’ lounge
where I took over the microphone from
their compere and burbled for 10 minutes
where you could hear a pin drop. We took
£1000 just from that excursion of 30 minutes. Just before we departed Lynn gave
me a signed season ball from the club to
raffle which put the cherry on the cake for
the week for the lads to finish with such
an event and be hosted in such a manner.
The week was exhausting and every last
one of the lads worked hard, got the message and did the right thing which allowed
us to collect over £23k.

The second surge concentrated on
the Superstores as they were the most
lucrative on the previous event. Tpr Grey
quickly secured us a few slots in his mother’s store again, taking a large amount of
cash in 1 day. Sgt Worsley organised the
majority of stores for the week as he has
slept outside most of them, drunk! He did
a sterling job and we had to turn down
stores in the end due to over-committing.
The week started with a Cardiff City game
and we were hosted in pretty much the
same manner as last time. The lads got
to see a great game and show off in front
of 20,000 people. The remainder of the
week was extremely busy with the lads
spending all day in the stores collecting;
every store looked after them with food
and drinks etc. Again the lads conducted
themselves in such a manner that young
and old customers commented on their
professional manner and charm.
Mr Williams and I had a presentation evening for The Heath pub in recognition of
their support for the Regiment. They gave
us discounted food and free ale for the
duration and as we know they have QDG
displayed on every surface in the pub. We
added to that by presenting them with an
embroidered wall mount, a plaque and
several prints from Iraq. The manager was
over the moon and fed us port all evening
(for medicinal reasons of course).
The second surge ended with a very
tired bunch of men with fulfilment in their
hearts and a smile on their face, knowing
that what they had done was special. I
handed the last few buckets of cash in
to the bank which brought the total to
£25.5k, on top of that we also still have
approx £1000 to collect from generous
donations from Cpl Dodd’s family, Tpr
Finn’s family and the Gyrlais Choir taking
the total for the 5 days to £26.5k approx.
The Regimental name is now firmly
embedded in Cardiff. Grand total for the
9 days is £50k approx.
It’s not just a job; it’s an adventure!

KHT

The Chosen Men ready for another day of collecting
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Parliamentary Parade
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards (The
Welsh Cavalry) had the privilege of taking the lead for the Parliamentary Parade
in Westminster on the 19 June 2012 to
mark the return of the brigade from Op
HERRICK 15. The Regimental Sergeant
Major WO1 (RSM) Paul Jones (Pecs)
loves his drill so 20th Armoured Brigade
thought it was only right that he was
appointed, as the parade sergeant major,
to ensure the officers and soldiers from
19 Light and 20 Armoured Brigades
were to the correct standard of drill. 130
members of the brigade all moved to
Wellington Barracks in London ready for
some drill. The morning involved parade
rehearsals, and trying to get on the parade

Inside the Great Hall

ground in between the Coldstream
Guards rehearsing themselves for the
mounting of the Royal Guard was difficult. The Rifles contingent refused to do
any heavy drill, and marched at their own
pace, in keeping with regimental tradition. Luckily I managed to get Brigadier
Sanders to do heavy drill, although he is
a Rifleman at heart. The parade stepped
off at 1500 from Wellington Barracks to
the Palace of Westminster to be received
by Members of the House of Commons,
and the Chief of the Defence Staff (CDS)
General Richards. The parade was led
by the band of the Grenadier Guards.
Twelve of the major units sent representatives who enjoyed crowds of well wish-

ers in the Parliament Square. The soldiers
were then given a guided tour around
the Palace of Westminster by members
of Parliament. Later that evening senior
officers and warrant officers had the honour of sitting down with the Members of
Parliament for dinner. The dinner started
with introductions around the table, and a
quick spiel as to what it was you did out
on HERRICK. Through the dinner members of parliament had the opportunity to
ask questions about Afghanistan. All in
all it was a great privilege to be involved
and we are grateful to Parliament for their
hospitality and generosity.
PDJ

The RSM looks at his charges in despair, itching to let loose with his pacestick

M
D

Members of 20 Armoured Brigade
march past Big Ben led by Brig Sanders
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Homecoming Parades in Wales
It is always a great pleasure to go home,
especially after a gruelling year which has
seen the soldiers of the Regiment separated from their families and friends for
extended periods of time whilst on operations and extensive pre-deployment training. For the final week in May and the first
few days of June the Regiment made
Maindy Barracks its home once again and
had a full week of reintegration into the
Welsh communities with activities such as
the parades themselves through to rugby
and football matches, all with the intent
of strengthening our relationship with
the local communities who had provided
such support to us throughout the tour.
With the first Parade scheduled for
Wednesday 30th May we had a few
days of rehearsals, much to the RSM’s
delight, during which the men worked
hard and had the chance to relax in the
evening either going home to local family or sampling (in measured amounts of
course) the local drinking establishments.
The Regiment also took this opportunity
to visit schools and get out into the surrounding communities which have provided such fine soldiers to the Regiment
in the past, with the aim of thanking them
for their superb support both on Herrick
15 and over the many years previously.

ones!) with the superb turnouts of years
gone by and a nightlife that certainly
keeps everyone out until the early hours.
After a fantastic dinner the previous night,
hosted by the Lord Mayor and Councillors
of Swansea at Mansion House, the
Standard Bearer (WO2 (RQMS) Mansel)
was seen to be a little pale but soon
girded his loins and rallied himself. With
the Guildhall as our start point, it was
delightful to see so many supporters of
the Regiment bustling about ensuring
that their “Save the Welsh Cavalry” banners were never far from the press photographers’ lenses. As usual the buzz
of Swansea did not disappoint and the
thronging crowd showed the Regiment
the great support we have become so
grateful for. The parade went through the
city centre and concluded at the leisure
centre where a Regimental photo was
taken. It was truly heart-warming to see
all the families together and rightfully so
proud of their loved ones in the Welsh
Cavalry. After the parade the Regiment
was hosted by the City Council at the
Liberty stadium, home to the Ospreys
RFC, which was a fantastic place to be

allowed to celebrate our first parade and
our thanks go to the club for their generosity and support. Of course the obligatory night out in Swansea followed with
the bars being put through their paces,
the main thing being that despite some
rather sore heads, the men (and officers)
behaved impeccably topping off a great
showcase for the Regiment in Swansea.
On Thursday 31st May the Regiment, on
a few sore heads, practised again for the
next parade in Cardiff. The highlight of
this day was the Rugby match against
Llandaff RFC. The Regimental XV put in
a superb performance winning the match
19-12, with hearty support from past and
present QDGs fuelled by a delicious (and
free) Hog Roast laid arranged by the QM.
Not to be forgotten is the football team
who, with fewer supporters, managed
a superb result against Rhymney FC in
memory of LCpl Scanlon. Given the minimal amount of training time both teams
had their results are highly commendable and hopefully this will see the teams
develop significantly over the coming year.

Swansea was the first parade to loom into
view, always a huge favourite amongst
the men (yes, perhaps even the Cardiff

Major Johnny Hanlon SCOTS
DG, OC A Sqn QDG, shouts
a Celtic greeting to the
good people of Swansea

The Regiment forms up outside the Guildhall in Swansea (photo courtesy of Peter Boulter)

The Band of The Royal Welsh leads The Regiment down Mill
Street in Cardiff (photo courtesy of Peter Boulter)
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The Regiment marches
through Cardiff City
Centre (photo courtesy
of Peter Boulter)
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QDG march through Castle Square in Swansea – a test for even the best at drill!

Friday the 1st June saw the Regimental
Family gather remember Lt David Boyce
and LCpl Richard Scanlon in a memorial
service at Llandaff Cathedral. A hugely
emotional event, it was the first time that
we could pay our respects collectively
to two incredible individuals who had
touched so many lives. Graced by the
presence of the families of both fallen
soldiers the service was very fitting,
with hymns sung superbly by both the
Regiment and Gyrlais Male Voice Choir
who had very kindly made themselves
available at great lengths to pay their
respects and bring their incredibly moving voices to the service.
No one would have predicted the crowds
on Saturday in Cardiff, the combination of the Diamond Jubilee Weekend,
a Wales Barbarians rugby match and
the much publicised Regiment being
in town produced an incredibly large
crowd. Many people were shocked at the
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Wales v Barbarians in the Millennium Stadium

numbers present and it was certainly a
scene many will not forget. All the Welsh
flags and rugby shirts lining the streets
made a quite amazing atmosphere. A
21 gun salute started the parade before
the Regiment marched onto parade
inside Cardiff Castle and was inspected
by the Leader of the City Council. A
highlight of the parade within the Castle
was the return of Tpr Stewart who had
been badly injured on Herrick 15 and had
made enough of a recovery to turn up on
parade and receive his Op Herrick medal.
Captain Roberts, who had broken several
bones whilst playing for the victorious
Rugby XV a few days previously, was less
impressed to be summoned onto parade
by the words: “March on the wounded!”
After the inspection the parade set off
around Cardiff city centre ending at St
David’s Hall where the Leader of the City
Council and the Colonel of the Regiment
both gave speeches to the Regimental
members and their families. A great day

was topped off by the generosity of the
Welsh RFU who had given the regiment 500 tickets to see Wales vs. The
Barbarians at the Millennium Stadium,
a thoroughly apt way to finish our week
in Wales not least because at half time
they played a short video of the Regiment
and focused in on the QDG group in the
stadium with huge applause from the
remainder of the crowd.
The return to Wales was a huge success and, at a time when the Regiment
needed to rally its Welsh support base,
a powerful message. Of course the week
in Wales and our general homecoming
was tinged with great sadness that two
of our own did not return home with us.
With the Regiment’s retention in the Army
2020 Order of Battle, we can look forward
to many more years of close association
with, and marching before, the great people of Wales.
BCJM

After 25 minutes of marching, the
Regiment hits the finishing straight
outside the Swansea Leisure Centre
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The Leathersellers’ Company
The ‘Square Mile’ of the City of London
is home to over a hundred different
‘Livery Companies’. Some of these have
been formed in modern times, but the
majority, like the Worshipful Company
of Leathersellers, can trace their history back to the Middle Ages when they
originated as craft guilds – associations of
people working in the same trade, which
regulated their trade and provided help,
protection and fellowship for members
and their dependants. Members wore a
distinctive gown or ‘livery’ on ceremonial
occasions, and membership conferred
various rights and benefits, including that
of trading within the City of London.
The Leathersellers obtained their first
Royal Charter in 1444. This document,
which we still possess, entitled them to
have a Hall for meetings and to inspect
all leather sold in London’s markets.
At this time most workers in the leather
trade lived and worked on the northern
fringe of the City, near London Wall, and
the Company’s first Hall was located
here. In 1543 the Leathersellers moved
to their present site in St Helen’s Place,
off Bishopsgate. A former nunnery here
became their second Hall, used until 1799.
Subsequent Halls were built as earlier ones
became inadequate or were destroyed by
fire (1819) or by enemy action during the
Blitz (1941). The Company’s sixth Hall, a
1950s building, has recently been demolished and a new, seventh, Hall is about
to be built in St Helen’s Place. Meanwhile
the Company’s headquarters have been
temporarily moved to offices at Garlick
Hill, near Mansion House.
Over the centuries the links between
the Leathersellers and the leather trade
have diminished, but never disappeared.
Today the Company maintains a figurehead role in the industry and acts as benefactor and advocate as appropriate. It is
particularly active in the realm of technical education, having founded a College
specifically for training in leather technol-

though for the present they remain in a
minority. Members are entitled to play a
part in the civic life of the City of London,
including voting in elections for Sheriffs
and the Lord Mayor.

The Master of The Worshipful
Company of Leathersellers

ogy over a century ago; this is now the
Institute for Creative Leather Technology,
a part of the University of Northampton,
and a world leader in this field. The
Company also helps fund the Leather
Conservation Centre in Northampton,
which carries out research and development work and undertakes the practical
conservation of leather artefacts. The
Company has links with various British
leather trade organisations and maintains
a presence at international leather fairs.
Some of our current members still have
business links with the leather trade
and many others are the descendants
of people who once actively worked as
tanners or producers of leather goods,
since membership rights can be passed
on from generation to generation via a
system known as ‘patrimony’. In the past
many Leathersellers became Freemen
and then Liverymen of the Company
through serving an apprenticeship, but
this is rare today. A third way to join, by
being invited to apply (‘redemption’), has
become more popular in recent times as
the Company has sought to widen its
membership. Women are now actively
encouraged to become full members,

St Helen’s Place, site of the proposed new Leathersellers’ Hall
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The Company comprises 150 full members of the Livery plus a fluctuating number
of Freemen. Each year a Master is elected,
who with three other ‘Wardens’ and a governing body called the Court of Assistants,
manages the affairs of the Company.
There is a small permanent staff, headed
by the Clerk who acts as Chief Executive,
to carry out the day-to-day management
of the Company’s business, including a
calendar of social events and the administration of the Company’s property holdings
and its numerous charitable activities.
Through bequests and the judicious management of its assets over a very long
period of time, the Company has prospered. It has always had a charitable and
educational role, and for centuries has
used the income derived from rents to further these aims. It gives grants in the form
of scholarships and bursaries to university
students; has a long tradition of helping the
elderly, in particular through providing sheltered accommodation at the Company’s
almshouses in Barnet; has supported
Colfe’s School since its foundation in
Lewisham in the 17th century, and now
also supports three other school in southeast London; and regularly gives funding to
a wide range of other good causes, from
the Guildhall School of Music and Drama
to charities working to help the homeless,
the long-term unemployed and people
with physical and mental disabilities.
For many years the Company has also
expressed its support for the welfare and
morale of our armed forces through forming affiliations with a frigate and submarine in the Royal Navy and, more recently,
through its regimental affiliation with 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards.
Well over half a millennium since its foundation, the Leathersellers’ Company
remains proud of its history and traditions,
yet is firmly rooted in the 21st century. Its
activities and influence now extend far
beyond its original aims, though it continues to support the leather industry and
promote its interests for the future. The
Company’s many charitable and educational endeavours have a significant
impact on the lives of schoolchildren and
students, the elderly, the sick, and a wide
range of underprivileged and marginalised
sections of our society. Our regimental
and naval affiliations are a further demonstration of the Company’s aim to engage
with contemporary society and support
those who uphold and defend our values.
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Assistant Military Adviser Islamabad
The sun beat down on the armoured
Land Cruiser as it picked its way through
the pot-holed streets of Gujranwala. Dust
blew up around the wheels and swirled
among the assortment of vehicles and
farm animals that competed vigorously
for right of way. The city, a small industrial hub in Southern Punjab, looked like
most Pakistani cities – busy to the point
of chaos with all manner of life going
about its daily grind. It seemed that all
echelons of Pakistani society were represented in the street. Businessmen carrying briefcases and sporting outrageous
aviator sunglasses rubbed shoulders with
semi-naked herdsmen who calmly drove
their buffalo towards the nearby river. The
Land Cruiser, with its carefully polished
exterior, tinted windows and four working wheels, was completely out of place
in the traffic and won suspicious glances
from the passers-by. Fearing they would
be mistaken for CIA operatives, the two
passengers sunk deeper into the leather
seats and tried to look South Asian.
Of course we were not successful. But
we needn’t have worried – as ever in
Pakistan, the hospitality of the people
quickly outshone their suspicion of us.
Indeed, throughout my two year posting in Pakistan I was constantly struck
by the genuine warmth of the people
wherever we went. On this occasion my
wife, Hannah, and I were travelling from
Islamabad to Gujranwala to visit the 11th
Cavalry, Frontier Force (Prince Albert’s
Victorious Own) at the invitation of the
Commanding Officer. It had been an uneventful journey, 2 hours straight down the
Grand Trunk Road (GT Road). But driving in Pakistan was never boring. If you
weren’t dodging buffalo or crazy taxis,
you could admire the countryside from
one of the world’s most famous routes.
The GT Road is one of the main arteries
in the subcontinent and runs from Kabul
to Delhi and then on to Chittagong in
Bangladesh – over 1,600 miles. Although
the road has much older roots, its construction is attributed to Sher Shah Suri,

the Pashtun Emperor who ruled most
of what is now Pakistan and Northern
India in the 16th Century. The road was
of great importance as a line of communication for both the Moghul Empire and
the British, linking the port of Calcutta
with the administrative capital Delhi and
onwards to the frontier. Gujranwala itself
was originally a staging post along the
GT Road but today it is one of Pakistan’s
many sprawling cities, evidence of a
slightly concerning population growth
rate - with a population of 173 million,
Pakistan increases by over 3 million people every year. However, as we turned off
the street into the military cantonment,
the sprawling stopped and Gujranwala
took on an entirely different feel. Order
was everywhere – from carefully painted
curbs to the closely cropped grassy
verges, everything looked, well, military.
The Gujranwala cantonment is home to
30 Corps and the 11th Cavalry, our affiliated Regiment in Pakistan. The Pakistan
Army has nine corps, numbering about
500,000 soldiers in total. On account of its
size, the Army often has the appearance
of being a state within a state. Certainly
the contrast between the disarray of the
Gujranwala streets and the order in the
cantonment suggested a degree of separation. At the gates, we were met by a
full escort of two Land Rovers and four
motorcycle outriders. Apparently there
had been a bomb outside the gate of the
cantonment the day before and so they
were not taking any chances. We were
escorted to 11th Cavalry lines where
we were very graciously received by the
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel
Marwat and his wife.
We were led in for tea at RHQ and given a
very professional presentation on the history of the 11th Cavalry. One slide included
a picture of the last visit of a QDG Officer
to the Regiment, one Mark Ashley Miller!
I explained that we had been very busy in
the intermediate period. We then moved
on to a tour of the Officers’ Mess. This

Capt and Mrs Gates share a joke with the Commanding
Officer of 11th Cavalry, Lt Col Marwat, and his wife
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looked remarkably similar to our own,
complete with some fine oils and a large
number of silver beer tankards, seldom
used these days, as one officer remarked
mournfully. Beautiful boards adorned
the walls listing battle honours, many of
which were familiar to me as those also
celebrated by the QDG’s antecedents.
Notable exceptions were, of course, the
Indo-Pakistan wars of 1947, 1965 and
1971. In fact, it appears that the last time
our two regiments shared the battlefield
was in the Third Afghan war of 1919,
as 23rd Punjab Cavalry and the King’s
Dragoon Guards. This brings great significance to 2011, which saw the QDG
deployed to Afghanistan and the 11th
Cavalry to Waziristan in border areas
of Pakistan – fighting in what could be
regarded as the same conflict, this was
the closest the two regiments had been
in 92 years. After a few hours of debating such historical niceties with the
Commanding Officer, we were treated to
a splendid lunch in the 30 Corps Mess.
After lunch, while the wives’ club took
Hannah shopping, I was permitted to
have a quick manly play on some of the
T59s (no ATUD required, I was relieved
to discover). As the visit came to an end,
Lieutenant Colonel Marwat generously
presented to the Regiment mounted pendants of the QDG and 11th Cavalry. After
a couple of years in our hall in Islamabad,
this is now rightfully at home in Dempsey
Barracks.
My visit to 11th Cavalry was one of many
occasions that left me with an extremely
positive view of Pakistan. But it also raised
questions, such as: how could a country
with such fine institutions and staffed by
professional and dedicated officers be in
danger of collapse (as was often muted
in the British press)? I swiftly learnt that
this was one of many paradoxes that
existed in Pakistan, or at least appeared
to exist from the viewpoint of an ignorant
Westerner. The fact is that Pakistan, as
the poorer heir to British India, has stumbled from crisis to crisis throughout its

Capt and Mrs Gates in the Badshahi Mosque, Lahore
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history. Sometimes Pakistan has been the
architect of its own problems but often it
has been an honest victim. Perhaps the
greatest example of this while I was there
was the flooding that savaged the country in two consecutive years. In 2010, the
floods were caused by swelling of rivers
and the bursting of dams which arguably
had been made much worse by underinvestment in infrastructure caused by
inter-provincial mistrust. Conversely,
there is little that Pakistan could have
done in 2011 to avoid the flooding that
came about predominately through
extremely heavy rainfall in lower Sindh
province. Many of Pakistan’s strengths
are its greatest weaknesses. As I have
said, the Pakistan Army is an impressive and functioning institution, but it also
drains the country of cash and prevents
much needed investment in education,
health and responses to climate-change.
I could never try to sum up Pakistan in
one article – two years is too short a time
to understand a country and I probably
left more confused than when I arrived.
Nevertheless, the two years in Pakistan
proved a thoroughly rewarding and
enjoyable experience. As Assistant
Military Adviser, I was part of the Defence
Section in the British High Commission.
The Defence Section was made up of
four officers and an NCO and, during my
tenure, was led by the Defence Adviser,
Brigadier Charles Fattorini (late QRL). Our
main function was to develop and sustain
the relationship between the British and
Pakistani Armed Forces. This ranged from
supporting regimental affiliations, such as
our trip to the 11th Cavalry, to negotiating cooperation between Pakistan and
ISAF forces in Afghanistan, and everything in between. Much of our engagement with the Pakistani Armed Forces
was conducted through high-level visits,
the organisation of which naturally fell to
the junior member of the team. As part of
this and our other work, my job involved
liaising daily with Pakistani desk officers
at General Headquarters (GHQ), with
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whom it was an absolute pleasure doing
business. Pakistani Army officers are an
extremely professional and hard-working
group. The best of them are trained at the
Pakistan Military Academy in Abbottabad
and then at Command and Staff College
in Quetta. Both these institutions bear
very close resemblance to their British
equivalents through their shared history.
On attending the passing-out parade at
Abbottabad, I was amazed at how similar the drill was to the Sovereign’s Parade
at Sandhurst – even down to Auld Lang
Syne being played as the officers climb
the steps of the college.

methods of travel and employed about
80 porters to carry our bags and tents.
It may sound luxurious but, woken every
morning by the chef’s boy with “bed tea”,
I remain convinced that this was the only
way to do trekking. In paying for so many
porters and workers, we were a Godsend
to some of the local villages, some of
which have suffered badly from the lack
of tourism in recent years. The scarcity
of other tourists was lovely for us but lifethreatening to the locals. Hopefully, as the
country stabilises, the tourists will return
and more people will once again experience the beauty of those mountains.

Such evidence of the historic relationship between Britain and Pakistan is everywhere. It is not surprising that British
Officers and officials during the days of
Empire forged such strong links with this
part of the world. Besides from the human
relationships, Pakistan boasts some of
the greatest scenery on earth, much of
which is oddly similar to the British countryside. Probably the loveliest parts of the
country are in the northern areas of Gilgit
and Baltistan, and Kashmir. Here the three
great mountain ranges of the region, the
Himalayas, the Karakorum and the Hindu
Kush, converge in spectacular fashion, sculpting a landscape of awesome
white-tipped peaks, monstrous glaciers
and sumptuous green valleys. Top of our
list of things to do was visit this amazing
part of the country – not always an easy
feat as the main airports at Scardu and
Gilgit are often clouded over and flights
cancelled. We managed it in August
2011 when we undertook an expedition to K2 base-camp as a group from
the British High Commission. This was
a two week hike over the Baltoro Glacier
and up to Concordia (“The Throne of the
Gods”). From here you can see four of the
world’s 14 peaks over 8000m, including,
of course, K2. From K2 base-camp we
scaled the Gondogora Pass at 5600m
and descended into the beautiful Hushe
valley below. Although this was a tough
undertaking, we did make use of local

The return to Europe on completion of our
posting has meant a difficult transition.
Despite the increased focus on overseas
development, a more moralistic foreign
policy and huge pressure on budgets, I
can happily report that the colonial lifestyle is alive and well in British diplomatic
posts. Tennis evenings followed by gins
on the club terrace are the norm and the
diaries are filled to bursting point with
evening soirées in Mess Dress at other
embassies. On the home front, no longer
having staff has proved problematic ironing skills, never particularly strong,
have had to be thoroughly rescrubbed
and refresher courses with the duster
have been essential. But we return with
some splendid memories of a diverse and
fascinating country. I would thoroughly
recommend this posting to other young
officers as an opportunity to experience a
different culture and environment. It also
offers an insight into working with the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office and
other government departments. As the
results of SDSR become realised over the
coming years, “soft power” and the ability to work with other countries towards
shared military objectives will become
increasingly important. Hopefully, this will
mean that such postings will become
more readily available in the future.
HJBG

Capt Gates boar hunting
in Fateh Jang, Punjab
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Features
Singapore Remembered
Mr Michael Faulkner, Ex KDG
“Tis said: don’t go back it’s never the same!”
Well that’s about half correct; I put it to the test in May 2011
by making a trip to Singapore with my son David. The main
objective was to visit Majeedee Barracks in Johor Barhu where I
was stationed with A Squadron KDG from June 1956 to August
1957.
All the necessary clearances were taken care of via The
Malaysian Embassy in London who were most helpful.
On the chosen day, 9th May, we departed Singapore mid-morning by coach bound for Johor Barhu. Unlike the old days when
the taxis zoomed almost continuously back and forth across the
narrow causeway and the trip was quick, this was a long haul
through two sets of Customs with long queues. Nevertheless
we made it, grabbed a taxi and headed through dense traffic to our destination. Johor Bahru was unrecognisable with
huge flyovers, skyscrapers and development as far as the eye
could see. We didn’t even see the Sultan’s Palace! I seem to
remember that the camp was quite isolated surrounded by lots
of woodland. What a surprise I had! Housing and development
has eaten its way right up to the perimeter fence.
Our welcome inside the camp, now occupied by the Army of
Malaysia, was nothing short of VIP by Lt Col Hamadil and several officers. After being driven around the whole camp (I wanted
to see the airstrip in particular - another shock, now about to be

Tiger Balm Gardens Aug 1954 – with hair!
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Majeedee Barracks today

swallowed up by a new motorway) we were then escorted on
foot around the main buildings. I even found my old bed space!
The cookhouse and dining area was as remembered. All that
remains of the Camp Cinema is the concrete base. The building
garaging the 4th Troup Ferrets and Dingos has gone, although
all bases of the metal stanchions were still visible. After a good
deal of reminiscing we returned to the Officers’ Mess for light
refreshments. I did notice that around the walls were plaques
and other memorabilia of the many Regiments associated with
Majeedee but disappointingly could not find anything of KDG. It

Tiger Balm Gardens May 2011 – without hair!
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appears that with the inevitable demand of land for housing and
development that Majeedee will close completely 2012/2013.
If anyone has desires to make the trip back, be quick about it!
I’m extremely pleased I did and will remember with great affection the friendly and hospitable way in which David and I were
received and treated.
Well what can I say about Singapore? It needs to be seen to be
believed! Two things that stand out above all are the cleanliness
and orderliness. The Britannia Club (a favourite past haunt) is still
there as a building but is now under redevelopment for a hotel/
leisure complex. Boat Quay was a revelation, unfortunately the
Merlion was shrouded in scaffold. A stroll over Anderson Bridge
was most evocative. The laser light show every night from The
Sands Bay Hotel was quite something to behold.
We spent a very poignant morning at Kranji War Memorial, which
was surprisingly much larger than expected. The extremely high
number of Commonwealth names there astounded me. At Fort
Canning Park and situated at its highest point is “The Battle
Box”, a must for anyone with an interest in things military - a
museum built within the underground nerve centre which was

Michael Faulkner and his son David enjoying the hospitality at Majeedee Bks

Army HQ right up to the Surrender of Singapore. We spent a
fascinating hour inside.
We indulged ourselves and spent our final overnight stay in
The Raffles, having had my birthday dinner there and several
Singapore Slings in the Long Bar. Cheers!
MF

Valetes
Major Robbie Strachan
Having been brought up in
South Africa, Rob Strachan
intended to only have a short
service commission in the
British Army before returning
back to Africa. But after a narrow escape from joining the
Welsh Guards, thanks to his
Platoon
Commander
at
RMAS (one Captain Alan
Richmond QDG) he joined the
Regiment in December 1996
and now 16 years later we bid
him farewell.
The
Regiment
was
in
Sennelager at the time and as
always was in a busy training cycle having recently returned from
Bosnia. Only weeks after arriving and been given a Troop in B
Sqn he was sent out to BATUS with C Sqn ‘for the experience’,
but without a troop to command he had the luxury of getting to
know the plain from the turret of an ambulance instead. BATUS
was followed by Ex LION SUN in Cyprus with B Sqn and then
Northern Ireland training and a 6 month deployment to Belfast.
When the Regiment Arms plotted to Catterick, he moved to
C Sqn in Challenger 1 tanks, attached to the Devon & Dorset
Regiment providing armoured support to the CATCBG in
Warminster. Within a short period of time the Regiment converted to CVR(T) and deployed to Kosovo, less C Sqn who
moved back to Catterick. Rob and the rest of the C Sqn officers (Hurley, Stenhouse, Bond, Cavill) made the most of their
independence within the Mess, and under the care of Mary
McCullough MBE and her staff soon made a name for themselves within the Newcastle and Durham set. The good life was
short lived though as C Sqn deployed to Kosovo to join the rest
of the Regiment for the back end of the tour. On returning to
the UK, the Catterick Mess life continued in the same fashion
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and on one occasion, this time after a Waterloo dinner evening
Robbie was seen in the early hours wearing nothing but a towel
and the remnants of his burnt Mess Kit which by this stage consisted of only the sleeves.
He then deployed with C Sqn to Bosnia, this time attached to
the PWRR operating out of Banja Luka Metal Factory. They
had a successful tour after which time he went to AJD at
Shrivenham. He didn’t return to the Regiment after the course
as planned and instead ended up as an acting Major at AOSB,
a very pleasant posting with a cottage on the Wylye Valley where
he met Sally, who he later married. On completion of the posting
in Warminster he moved to Bovington for a short period before
promoting to major and attending ICSC. His initial SO2 staff job
was in Andover, but by this stage he was committed to trying to
have a family with Sally which, due to the circumstances made
him unavailable to return to Germany to sub unit command, and
as a result he made a conscious decision to delay things in the
hope that they would have a family. He found himself back at
Warminster as the SO2 Armd Recce, a good posting which he
thoroughly enjoyed. By this stage he was desperate to deploy
again, having missed out on TELIC and when an opportunity to
deploy to Afghanistan for 9 months as SO2 (Poppy) Eradication
presented itself he jumped at it. This tour was the highlight of
his career professionally, but was also the turning point when he
realised it was time for a change and so once again he did not
return back to the Regiment but decided to resign and spend
the last few months of his army career back in Dorset.
Rob Strachan was one of those officers who should have returned
to the Regiment, but due to personal circumstances chose not to
do so. During his early years in the Regiment he was a popular
character, he played hard and looked after his men well. It was
a great shame that he didn’t return to sub unit command at the
Regiment as he would have done an extremely good job. He has
chosen to return to Africa where he intends to set up his own business. He will be missed and we wish him all the best in the future.
TM
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Captain Huw Longmore
Huw Longmore was a bit of a
paradox when he first joined,
in that there was now an
officer that could understand
the soldiers and converse
with them in their native
tongue. This did however,
turn out to be a big hit with
the soldiers. Really it was to
be expected as he is the
Member for the Welsh
Assembly and is ‘the only
officer that truly understands
the boys’…! The soldiers still
affectionately remember him
as ‘The Bear’, with his larger
then life personality and of
course his slightly larger than normal size. The mess will remember this name for other reasons. An intervention took place after
an officer was sent to find Huw, after a large night in the mess,
only to report that Huw was nowhere to been seen and that he
couldn’t really search as the incredible mess prevented him
even from entering Huw’s room. The Mess did not quite believe
this statement, so proceeded to have a look for themselves. It
was so bad that there was a line of clear carpet space where the
mess had been pushed aside with his feet so that he could walk
from the bed, to the sink and then out of the door, picking up
clothes to wear on the way. This was bad enough, but when the
pile of washing on Huw’s bed moved and growled, we realised
that Huw had some how managed to get into bed and fall
asleep under his dirty washing. The Bear was truly hibernating.
Commissioned from Sandhurst in August 2003, and after a brief
spell on the Troop Leaders course, Huw took up post as 1st
Troop Leader B Sqn; a post that he would hold for the next 4
years of his career.
Huw not only endeared himself to mess life but took an active
part in Regimental extra curricular activities with gusto. In July
2004 Huw attempted the Nijmegen marches. At the time, no
direct entry officer had ever completed the 250km, 5 day march.
The first day came and 50km later, Huw’s feet were in such a
bad state that he had to enlist the support of the rest of the team
to help him back to camp so that the nurses could tend to him.
His spirits were high though after a night in the NATO bar and he
gave it another go the next day. Only to make it 1km down the
road; not even out of the camp perimeter, before he gracefully
about-faced and walked back to the Dutch nurses and the bar.
A direct entry officer would not complete the march until 2007,
which proves how hard the march is!
Once the spell of treatment on his feet from the nurses had
finished, Huw showed the Regiment his true gift; that of languages. This was to be an ongoing theme for his career but
started in 2004 when he was selected to attend the 3 month
Arabic course in Beaconsfield with Rory Ferguson. Huw is really
quite good at languages and as he was based in Germany, he
started learning German and Spanish as well. These new skills
helped him build relations with many a person, ranging from
the Intelligence Corps to Danish and Norwegian students, but
mainly with the local population whilst on operational tour.
Huw deployed to Iraq on Op Telic 5 in 2005 with his troop
from B Sqn. His then Sqn Leader (Maj De Qunincey Adams)
described him as the scruffiest officer he had ever met and that
he could not understand why anyone had to eat as much as
‘Two Puds’ did. This, however, did not detract from his ability to
command men under pressure. In one instance Huw’s section
had observed two suspicious vehicles and Huw decided to stop
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the lead one. After searching this car and its three occupants,
they were trying to establish why they had a film camera in the
car, when a very large explosion erupted around them. It was
only due to the fact that Huw was at the front of the vehicle
with his crew that they were spared, as the second vehicle had
been a suicide bomber and had driven his vehicle into the back
of Huw’s CVR(T). There were thankfully no casualties and the
damage was thought to be only superficial at first; however that
night Huw realised that his rucksack had taken the brunt of the
explosion along with his food, sleeping bag and clothes, all of
which now resembled a particularly holey cheese. At least he
had an extra pair of flip flops to wear instead.
There was not much breathing space after Telic 5, for the
Regiment was then stood up to deploy on Telic 8 the following year. There was only enough time to practice some cold
weather training in Bavaria and then move onto OPTAG training
before deploying to Iraq on Op Telic 8. This time B Sqn was
initially based out of Shaiba Logistics Base just outside Basra
and Huw started with the important task of escorting the supply
truck convoys from and to Kuwait. It soon became apparent
that there was a slight difference in officers’ styles when commanding the convoys. The difference became apparent after the
officers found out that if they arrived early enough to the US
camp inside Kuwait, they could enjoy an American breakfast,
complete with burgers, ice-cream and the opportunity to conduct Op Gatorade. Many a time would the commanding voice
of Huw come over the CB radio net to tell 40k (an affectionate
name for Lt Dave Taylor) to “get a move on before we are too
late (sic) for breakfast, or I am going to leave him here!” B Sqn
soon moved to the Maysaan Province where they continued to
conduct patrols along the frontier with Iran. It was during one of
these patrols that an incident arose with a large group of rather
unfriendly locals. His then Sqn Ldr described the situation as “…
pretty terrifying…and the only time where I thought I was going
to have to give the order to fix-bayonets.” That was until the
Bear lumbered forward, and although the mob at first was clawing at him and showing some mild annoyance, Huw used his
Arabic and persona to calm down the raging mob and soothe
the whole situation, stood alone in the crowd.
After tour, Huw took up post as the Intelligence Officer and
RATO (Regimental Adventure Training Officer). As there was
not much intelligence about, Huw ensured that as many AT
expeditions went ahead as possible, being an invaluable man
to many a lost lieutenant when it came to form-filling and grant
applications. During this time he also managed to squeeze in a
rugby tour to South Africa and the move to Dempsey barracks
in December 2007.
It was just after the move to Dempsey that Huw found it was
time to leave the Regiment for jobs further afield - not surprisingly into a job that would enable him to use his language and
relationship-building skills to great effect. He was posted to the
UK Leadership Training Group with 2 SCOTS. The job took him
on yet another tour, this time to Kabul, Afghanistan, where Huw
savoured the opportunity to learn not just the local dialect but
also that of his many NATO partners. Many a night Huw would
be found in the NATO bar, singing the Spanish version of Hotel
California with Germans, French, Australians and Americans. If
he wasn’t socialising Huw was tending to his flower garden.
In fact the regular reports back home to his friends always
included the latest picture of his garden and new friends. None
of us had the heart to tell him that the art of growing poppies in
Afghanistan was not a new one.
The last tour of duty that Huw embarked on in the Army returned
him to his first linguistic love, Arabic - this time in the guise of
a mentor with JCTATT (Joint Counter Terrorism Advisory and
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Training Team). The post took him to across North Africa, training
and advising and eventually, onto another tour. He deployed to
the West Bank and Ramallah, working within the British Support
Team based there. Whilst there he not only managed to do a
great job but he found a new one, with the Bank of England.
Huw has left to embark on what will be a glistening career. He
has just recently played a pivotal part in the “Save the Welsh

Cavalry” campaign, which we are all glad and thankful to say
has been successful. Huw has also chosen to study yet another
language that may surpass his first language love of Arabic.
This is in the form of his lovely fiancée Courtney from Memphis,
Tennessee. The Mess is a quieter, but certainly a tidier place,
now that Huw has left our ranks. We wish him and Courtney all
the best for the future.
CWR

Captain Russell (Rusty) Charlesworth
“There are very few people
who walk into a room and
automatically bring a smile to
everyone’s face. Rusty is one
of them – you just know it’s
going to be a good night!” So
were the words of the
Commanding Officer as he
recalled heady days of Mess
parties and dinner nights
fuelled by Rusty’s passionate
sense of fun. This is not a
view shared by all. Indeed,
there are many for whom the
sight of Russell Charlesworth
entering a room would not
herald happiness and a flashing grin but rather despair and a desperate grimace. You see,
every evening has a natural rhythm. Perhaps there is a buoyant
start with a fizz of excitement – anticipation of what is to come.
Then there may be a lively dinner with rising chatter and halfsuppressed cries. Dancing may follow, or a quiet cigar beneath
the stars. Then there is that moment we all recognise – shouts
and singing turn to tired giggles and whispers. Furtive glances
seek confirmation that the evening is at an end and one can
yearn with legitimacy for soft white sheets, for the refuge of
slumber and dreamy musings of a night well done. But you have
let down your guard! No sooner than that down pillow has
entered your mind does a glass of clear dreadfulness appear
under your nose in a menacing challenge. Rusty Charlesworth,
whom moments before you saw comatose beside the subwoofer of DJ Glockenspiel, has risen like the Phoenix, his hair an
awful fiery glow in the half-light of dawn, and now beckons you.
The moment to retire has passed and you missed it. Fool! Now
there is no escape – like a black hole Rusty drags you irresistibly
into the night, to the dance floor, to the bar, to the chaos of
uncertainty and stupor.
But Russell Charlesworth will not solely be remembered for his
contribution to social events. As a blushing troop leader, he
barely had time to catch his breath at the Regiment before being
whisked off to war in Iraq on TELIC 1. At the end of the first day
of the invasion Russell found himself closer to Baghdad than
any other British unit, guarding 16 Air Assault Brigade’s “rear”
communications link. In the first weeks after peace broke out
Rusty’s troop, as part of the reformed B Sqn, spent a lot of time
trying to stop the Iraqis ripping apart their own infrastructure,
handing out aid, and making the first links to the bewildered Iraqi
communities around the border town of Safwan. As he returned
to England he was heard to say “I’m glad someone else is going
to be doing the rebuilding of this mess, not us.” After two further
tours to Iraq, these were words Rusty would learn to regret.
On return from TELIC 1, Rusty began to reveal his particular
skill as one of the leading proponents of the “Expeditionary
Mess Concept”. Throughout his career, operational tour would
inevitably be followed by a Mess tour. First up was Pamplona
where, armed with only a toothbrush, Rusty and his comrades
spent three days inhabiting some of the Spanish town’s finest
hedgerows.
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Following the move to Osnabruck, Rusty forged ahead in his
pursuit of extra-curricular activities. He became not only the
Captain of the Regimental downhill ski team but also its spiritual
leader. The annual trip to Verbier became for Rusty a pilgrimage, having visited there from an early age. This love-affair was
in no way unrequited – Rusty became a legend within the town,
known in bars and restaurants as pretty much a local and a true
ambassador for the Armoured Corps. His long-term dedication
to the ski team enabled soldiers year after year to experience
the sport as it was meant to be. Many young officers and troopers were introduced to the pleasures of espresso martinis and
Sambucca but also to Rusty’s ability to ski and ski well each
morning regardless of the excesses of the night before. Few
could keep up. Fearless on skis, Rusty was consistently within
the top few at Verbier and competed strongly at the Divisional
Championships. However, his experiences in Verbier were not
without the odd hiccough. On arriving at the resort one year,
Rusty realised that he had driven his rather shiny Porshe 9/11
into the Alps without his winter tyres. Tired of using his pride
and joy as a sledge, Rusty went to the nearest garage and purchased a new set of tyres. It was either that or miss a day’s
skiing – the choice was simple.
It was not long, however, before things had to go on hold once
more as the Regiment deployed to Iraq on TELIC 5. As a troop
leader in B Sqn, Rusty endured a long and arduous move up
from Basra to Camp Dogwood in Babil Province. While there
and in the face of relentless mortaring by insurgents, he showed
serious leadership and a courageous ability to sustain the morale
of his troops. So utterly dependable was Rusty as a troop leader
that his Squadron Leader referred to him as his “Right Flank”.
On completion of the task at Dogwood, Rusty and his troop
deployed as a mobile training team with the Department for
Border Enforcement and spent weeks observing Iranian border posts. At one stage, having been staring at one particular
guard post for days, Rusty’s curiosity got the better of him. One
member of the troop casually questioned whether the post was
guarded at all. Perfectionist to the end (or slightly bored), Rusty
had to be sure and, in doing so, became very close to escalating conflict in the region.
By this stage, Rusty was beginning to feel the effects of the
desert heat for which his Strawberry-blond hair and fair complexion proved unsuited. Yet it was to warmer climes again that
he travelled on post-tour leave, this time leading the mess to
Las Vegas. Rusty approached these trips as seriously as he
approached operations and ensured that the admin plan was
as properly organised in Nevada as it was in Basra, with a small
fleet of convertible Chevvies and appropriate Stetson headgear.
Back in Osnabruck, Rusty found himself in a position of great
authority. As senior subaltern, Rusty would enforce fun in the
mess like a North Korean dictator. Woe betide the young officer
who was not having a good time – nothing but pain awaited.
Such was Rusty’s commitment to decadent frivolity that he
would produce Sambucca shots for everybody, always taking the first himself. It was only revealed much later that Rusty
detested Sambucca; but through clenched teeth and with metronomic regularity he would gallantly offer up the stuff, all for the
sake of a good night. Rusty was also instrumental in attracting
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potential officers to the QDGs, often deploying his wise counsel
and brotherly guidance to great effect. Even at 3am on one visit,
Rusty could be heard offering detailed financial advice to a young
PO (Capt Parkyn): “The key thing is to ensure you can visit strip
clubs on the last weekend of the month with as much vigour as
you can on the first”. Sound advice and only slightly sullied by
the additional “and can I borrow €50 please?” Actually, Rusty’s
financial acumen became the stuff of legends during his career.
The Bank of Charlesworth, although not always a sound investment for young officers, was often a lifeline in a crisis brought on
by an absence of planning.
On becoming Sqn 2IC in A Sqn Rusty found himself once more
preparing to deploy to Iraq. In TELIC 8 A Sqn spent 2 months
in Baghdad where Rusty became a British liaison officer in the
US headquarters. Although hard work at the time, Baghdad,
complete with the liberty pool and British bar, was welcome
relief from the dusty heat of Basra, and Rusty spent many a
happy evening dancing to the Scissor Sisters and debating with
the troop leaders whether it was possible to feel drunk on nonalcoholic beer.
After three operational tours in Iraq, Rusty was due a less dangerous posting and in 2007 he moved to London as Adjutant
to the Royal Yeomanry. With his unwavering commitment to a
night out, it is uncertain whether his time in London would prove
any less threatening to his health than Iraq had been. Over the
course of his posting, Rusty showed that his great loyalty went
beyond his regimental comrades and extended to the great
institution of 151 Kings Road. Rusty became a regular here and
continues to be the club’s greatest apologist, insisting that he
knows exactly what he is getting – “it doesn’t change.” With
preferential entry and his own table, Rusty even had the taxi
drivers well trained – emerging gingerly into the night air, Rusty
would be met with calls of “Rusty, Rusty, me, me!” He never
needed to let them know his address.
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Perhaps the London lifestyle proved too much and Rusty once
more deployed on operations. His fourth tour was to Afghanistan
towards the end of HERRICK 9, where he joined Battle Group
Headquarters as Ops B. Following the tour, Rusty took over
as Ops Officer. To his great credit, he was able to combine his
job with some serious contributions to Regimental sport. In a
surprising but very welcome move, Rusty joined the regimental
rugby team in Canada for its summer tour. Having not played
in years, Rusty showed a huge amount of courage on the field,
scrumming down as hooker against a fearsome front row.
Unfortunately, this experience left him in a neck-brace for the
following two days but this did not dampen Rusty’s spirits and
he continued to lead the charge in the third half.
Rusty’s final posting in the Army was as SO3 Tactics at the
Land Warfare Centre. After four operational tours, he was wellplaced to instruct young officers at what was a difficult time for
Formation Reconnaissance. He used his experience that was
based in so many different scenarios and environments to great
effect here, flexibly managing the step towards dismounted
reconnaissance, brought on by a lack of vehicles. Rusty showed
that a solid cavalry ethos, built on adaptability and robust thinking, could deliver operational effect without depending on any
particular equipment.
Rusty has been a great character in the QDG. He is renowned
and respected by troopers and officers alike, all of whom have
fond memories of difficult operations made fun and fun evenings made legendary. He leaves us with a greater knowledge
of what can be made possible through loyalty, determination
and a spare bottle of Sambucca. We wish him all the very best
for the future.
HJBG

Captain Dominic Ruck Keene
The collective IQ score of the
Officers’ Mess doubled in
August 2007 when Dom
arrived, fresh from top marks
at Oxford and law school. He
then received top marks on
his first night in the mess
when downing a pint of QDG
blue in one despite the glass
being almost as big as him. In
the six weeks between commissioning and starting the
Troop Leaders’ Course Dom
spent two weeks sailing at
Kiel and two weeks on Ex
Eagle’s Hammer around the
villages and forests north of
Osnabruck, a good opportunity to get a bit of FR experience
under his belt before Bovington in between making brews for
Cpl (now SQMS C Sqn) Brown.
On the course Dom sailed through with the same ease that he
showed when organising impromptu reeling nights or knocking
off the Times crossword. Upon his return he took over a troop in
C Squadron under Nick Thomas at the start of Ex Druid’s Dance
and then plunged straight into pre-deployment Training for Op
HERRICK 9. Once out in Musa Qala his Mastiff troop carried out
convoy, route clearance, fire support, reconnaissance and many
other roles. As standard for a first tour, Dom grew a moustache
and kept it despite universal and immediate realisation that he
was a dead ringer for Ned Flanders from the Simpsons.
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The return from tour saw Dom propelled early into the Sqn
Second-in-Command seat whilst still a lieutenant and he worked
hard to make sure the squadron ran smoothly over the transition
from one squadron leader to the next, finding time to take part
in a climbing expedition on Mont Blanc in the meantime. This
was an intense period for Dom and he was extremely pleased
to be posted to the Army Foundation College Harrogate, in his
beloved native Yorkshire, to take over from Lieutenant Sandip
Patel. Dom really enjoyed instructing at Harrogate and his
warmth and determination for his young charges to make it
through meant he had great success.
It had always been Dom’s intention to serve only the length of
his Short Service Commission, which meant he had only a few
months left after handing over at Harrogate. He spent this time
serving as Aide-de-Camp to the Colonel of the Regiment, a role
he relished with its challenging nature and high level of access.
Since leaving the Army Dom has continued in the legal profession, training as a barrister, and is now married to Harriet – who
appeared in Country Life as the frontispiece just before their
wedding. Fortunately there was just enough credit left on Dom’s
mess bill to cover the champagne fine.
Dom, far from the most raucous or extrovert member of the
mess, won respect through his quiet determination, hard work
and absolute refusal to compromise, coupled with a warmth
and generosity shown to all without prejudice. We wish him (and
expect) the very best for his career in the legal profession and
his life with Harriet.
DCMH
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WO2 Scotty Lowe
Scotty Lowe joined the army
in 1988 and after an injury on
P Company and then completion of basic training joined
4 RTR where he immediately
deployed to Cyprus on a 6
month UN Sovereign base
tour. It was on this tour that
Scotty found his taste for
apples. Upon return from
Cyprus he was employed as a
Chieftain Tank and Ferret
Scout car driver in different
Squadrons based in Imphal
barracks, Osnabruck, where
he continued his love for the
apple-based
refreshments
with his Scottish brothers in 4 RTR. Also during this time he
completed exercises in Soltau, Hohne and BATUS, Canada. In
1993 Scotty decided to move himself and his wine-making factory to the dark side and joined 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards in Athlone barracks, Sennelager as a major part of
Options for Change. During this time he deployed as part of B
Squadron to Belfast, NI. Here he carried out various duties
including HMP Maze prison duties and surges into Belfast
where as a search team member was invaluable as an interpreter to the locals.

as part of RHQ again to NI and then was part of the Regiment’s
move from Germany to Catterick. In 1999 he moved to C
Squadron and deployed to the Metal Factory in Banja Luka,
Bosnia where as the senior Cpl led the famous 200km Battle
Group move to Mostar to carry out a bank robbery.

In 1994 he was promoted to LCpl in A Squadron as a Challenger
Tank operator and completed ranges and exercises in Hohne
and BATUS, Canada. He then moved to RHQ where he discovered his niche for signals on the 1996 deployment to Kluqh
in Bosnia where there were plenty of local and different apples
to sample if he could smuggle them past Lieutenant Colonel
MacDonald. He was then promoted to Cpl in 1997 and completed his Regimental Signals Instructor course in Bovington. In
1998 he and wife Carrie had a baby boy named Bradley who,
much to their dismay was, born in Germany! He then deployed

In 2008 he was promoted to WO2 and deployed on Op Herrick
9 as the Battle Group RSWO in BG South. Scotty stayed as
RSWO until he left the Army in 2012 which included a deployment as RSWO for OPFOR in BATUS and another Regimental
Bowman conversion phase. Scotty is currently employed as the
RSWO for a TA Transport Unit in Croydon. No doubt all the bars
in the Garrison will be full of out-of-date Strongbow since he left
us and in his own words “ One hell of a guy and the Regiment is
a lesser place without him!”
PJ

In the year 2000 he completed his Recce Crew Commanders
course before completing exercises in Wales and BATUS with
C Squadron as an acting troop Sgt. He was then promoted to
Sgt and moved to SHQ, B Squadron and the preparation for the
Invasion of Iraq in 2003. On the 22nd March he crossed the Iraq
border as part of 7Bde ISTAR cell. Being Scottish was asked to
model the look we know as the “Squaddie Tan” because he had
it down to a tee!
In 2004 he returned on Op Telic 5 with B Squadron who
deployed on Op Bracken in support of his fellow countrymen in
the Black Watch to Camp Dogwood, which resembled where
Scotty lived in Glasgow. The Squadron then returned to the
Shatt-al-Arab Hotel base in Basra. It was during this time he
also completed his RSWO course in Bovington. In 2006 he
deployed on Op Telic 8 as part of the Regimental Intelligence
Cell before returning to the UK to complete and qualify on various Bowman courses including BSM. He deployed back out
to Iraq and was promoted to SSgt and in 2007 aided the RSO
Capt “Dracula” Morrissey in the Regiment’s conversion to the
(then) new Bowman Communication System.

The Regimental Comrades’ Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Catherine
Angela
Kate
Mr Clive Morris
2011 has been a year of both highs and
lows at HHQ. The highs have most definitely been the fantastic generosity of our
Association members and the general
public in their support for the Regiment’s
Wristband Appeal and Benevolent Fund,
which has to date raised over £30K. Two
Association members that I feel should
get a special mention for their fund raising efforts are Edward Stenhouse and
James Rawbone who, along with their
very significant other halves – Cleone and
Samantha - have raised in excess of £17k.
Edward and Cleone held a very success-
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ful evening at their son’s old school where
the main speaker was the broadcaster
and journalist Sandy Gall who gave a fascinating talk on Afghanistan; this resulted
in over £9k being raised. James and
Sam, for the second year running have
raised over £7k with a QDG Heroes Night
in Cwmbran where everyone was treated
to an evening of comedy and music with
all the performers and artistes gave their
time for free. Two very different events but
both resulted in wonderful donations that
will benefit the wider Regimental Family.

The Association branches both in the
UK and in Germany continue to thrive
under the direction of Mark Evans and
Martin Ruscoe respectively, with each
branch holding informal get togethers
and Waterloo Dinners which have proved
very popular. If you live near Cardiff or
Wolfenbuttel I would encourage you to
attend one of the branch evenings to catch
up with old friends from the Regiment.
Early on the morning of 11th May HHQ
staff, assisted by 157 (Welsh) Transport
Regiment RLC, embarked on Exercise
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Ivor Morris models the hole he dug and now
understands why he didn’t join the infantry!

Moving the Memorial into position

The only way to line up the hole with the post was to
get in amongst it – ‘elf and safety nightmare!

The HHQ flower ladies – Catherine, Kate and Angela

Slate Eagle(!), a 157 Regt “driver training exercise” to Staffordshire. The convoy eventually arrived at the National
Memorial Arboretum where we were
met by Ivor Morris and Maj Bob Sadler
from the RMLY who several days earlier
had prepared the ground for the QDG
memorial. After much discussion, a lot
of heaving and grunting and one or two
anguished moments when the Recce
Mech climbed into the hole with 15 tonnes
of slate above his head, the memorial slid
remarkably easily into place. Had Mr ‘Elf
and Safety been there he would no doubt
have had a complete fit as some of the
photos bear witness!

their Regiment. I would also like to thank
David Delderfield who kindly placed two
Regimental wreaths at our memorial at
the National Memorial Arboretum as a
mark of our respect for our comrades.
Throughout the year we have done
our utmost to support the both the
Association and the serving Regiment
and our tasks have been varied and

interesting. For the future we very much
hope that we will be able to cement our
ties with the Principality by establishing a
spiritual home for the Regiment here in
Cardiff at Llandaff Cathedral. The Dean
and Chapter of the cathedral are very
happy with our proposal and so I am confident that we will be able to move this
project forward in the coming months.
WRB

On Sunday 24th July we dedicated the
memorial. It was a gloriously sunny day
and over 200 people attended a simple
but moving ceremony conducted by the
Regimental Padre, Major Alex Bennett,
followed by a cream tea in the grounds
of the Arboretum. To finish the Arboretum
project, the staff of HHQ revisited the site
in September and planted over 500 daffodils and snowdrops around the memorial.
The low of course was the sad deaths
of Lt David Boyce and LCpl Richard
Scanlon who lost their lives on operations
in Afghanistan on 17th November 2011.
It was very heartening to see so many
members of the Regimental Family at
both funerals, showing their support for
our fallen comrades; both were given a
dignified and poignant “last parade” by
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A job well done
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1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards Heritage Trust
The year ending 31 March 2012 was a
transformational year for the Trust as
the Museum Trust became the Heritage
Trust. The rationale was simply that the
Trust no longer has direct management
responsibility for the Museum (which
is now through Firing Line, a joint venture with Royal Welsh) and now has
the opportunity to expand its vision to
the wider aspects of heritage within the
Regimental family. The Trust will continue
to acquire and conserve our collection
but also be more active in the promotion
of Regimental and Military history.
During the year, Richard Goldsborough
produced a revised summary history of
the Regiment which will shortly be available to all new joiners. Preliminary discussions have also been held on extending
the Regimental history from where Bishop
Michael Mann left off to the present. A
decision will be made in the next fiscal year.
The Trust has been fortunate to have
received art and artefacts from the estate
of the late Bishop Michael Mann, who,
sadly passed away in December 2011.

Bishop Michael was one of the founders
of the Museum along with the late General
Sir Jack Harman. Virginia Feeny, General
Jackie’s daughter has kindly loaned or
gifted several items belonging to her father
and grandfather, General Sir Wentworth
Harman. Lt Gen Sir Maurice Johnston has
presented a Bays medal of 1797 to the
Trust and Mr Robert Perrett has made a
generous donation to the Trust in memory
of his stepfather, Major Eric (Busty) Castle.
To maintain the quality of the curatorial
aspects of the Trust, we have selected
Mark Evans to attend the curator’s degree
course at Leicester University with a view
continuing the quality of Curatorship that
we currently have in Clive Morris. The
Firing Line Museum continues to go from
strength to strength. Its position in the
heart of Cardiff Castle makes it an attractive visitor destination. Visitors to the
Museum approached 60,000 for the year,
nearly 10,000 up on the first year.
As well as the permanent exhibits, the
Museum mounted four temporary exhibitions during the year ranging from

Afghanistan to Prosthetics. In December,
the Museum hosted a Christmas event in
conjunction with the Regimental Welfare
Office team. As well as refreshments
and a briefing on the Afghan tour, Father
Christmas made a flying visit for the
children.
Children and education are key features
of the Museum. We have a full time
education officer who works with local
schools and produces programmes that
dovetail with the national curriculum.
Events have been growing in popularity
at the Museum with many groups finding
the ambiance of the Museum for dinners
and receptions to be a great attraction.
So far, the Structure of the Museum,
a joint venture between QDG and the
Royal Welsh, has proved to be a great
success. Firing Line has been held up as
the paradigm for others to follow by both
MOD and AMOT. If you would like to visit
your Museum please contact HHQ and
the Regimental Secretary would be glad
to arrange a private viewing so you can
decide for yourselves.

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2011
Officers’ Regimental Dinner

Memorial Parade
and Service

The annual Regimental Dinner took place at the Cavalry and Guards Club on Friday
6th May 2011. The dinner was attended by 97 officers both past and serving. The
Regiment was very shortly to deploy to Afghanistan so it was good to have a splendid
dinner before they left for what would prove to be an arduous six months. The food was,
as usual, quite outstanding and above all, the company was excellent; David Rosier,
the outgoing Club Chairman most generously ensured that everyone had a glass of
Champagne to toast the Regiment’s success on their forthcoming tour. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonel-in-Chief and his reply was read out by the Colonel of the
Regiment. Those who attended are listed below:

The Combined Cavalry Old Comrades
Annual Parade was held on Sunday
8th May in Hyde Park. As usual we
formed up on the Broad Walk where the
Regimental Secretary was bombarded
with requests for Enclosure tickets from
the Subalterns for their WAGs. An added
feature to this year’s parade was the
appearance of a Portaloo on the Broad
Walk, the CCOCA committee are obviously taking into consideration the age
of some of the more senior chaps on
parade - by age of course and not rank!
After a little coaxing to get everyone to
form up the Colonel of the Regiment led
off the Regimental Contingent. On route
to the dais the Regimental Secretary was
amused by the amount of chatting in the
ranks that was going on – it must be the
ex-RSM in him; however everyone quietened down and was just about in step as
we passed the Reviewing Officer, General
Kenny, who was standing in for the
Duke of Edinburgh. Mr Jeff Crane, the
Chairman of the Regimental Association,
as always carried the Association banner. A word of thanks must also go to
Mr John Pragnell as the QDG member of
the CCOCA committee. John has been a
committee member for many years and I
am extremely grateful for his support and
steadfast loyalty to me and his Regiment.

A Healey
Peter Wisher
D A Sheehan
Brig GN Powell
Maj J Smith
Lt Gen Sir Maurice
Johnston
FDS Rosier
E Barham
D Roberts
M Thompson
O Larminie
Capt D Ruck
Keene
Lt Gen SV Mayall
A G Gibson
R C Kernick
N K De
Courcy-Ireland
A Marsden
Brig C H Bond
R Grindle
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N P Lykke Dahn
M Botsford
J D Harris
T Smart
Col C Peacocke
HC Smith
Maj Gen RW Ward
Col AR Richmond
Col R Winsdor
PDK Marques
R DavidsonHouston
JA Moreton
S Farebrother
J Borrett
T Moore
E Grounds
T Drabble
D Warner
Col G Deacon
Col CD MackenzieBeevor

J Montgomery
Col T R Wilson
WR Brace
E Stenhouse
Maj Gen Sir
Desmond Rice
G Nicholson
CF Craven
AD Corfield
J Banbury
P BenhamCrosswell
M Hurley
M Ashley-Miller
DEA Cole
J Hick
Lt Col De Quincey
Adams
Maj J G E
Stenhouse
Maj P L C Bond
Capt HI Pilcher

Capt JDJ Tyson
Capt CBC Beaver
Capt C Robinson
Capt D Hoey
Capt Whelan
Capt Parkyn
Capt H Renshaw
Capt Patel
Capt Mildinhall
Capt
Ruggles-Brise
Capt Seys
Lt Hoenich
Lt Berry
Lt Williams
Lt Chambers
Capt Garland
Lt Sambrook
Lt Matthews
Capt Russell
Capt Carroll
Lt Robinson

Lt Lough
Lt Arthur
2lt Boyce
2lt Gordon
Finlayson
2lt Mossop
2lt Groves
C Middleton
Col PJ Andrews
Maj N Thomas
Capt C James
Maj A Alford
R Charlesworth
G Davies
Col A Pittman
Lt Roberts
AJ Clay
J Beatson-Hird
A Jewell
D Duff.
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Cardiff Reunion Dinner
The 2011 Reunion Dinner was held
in the Holland House Hotel Cardiff on
Saturday 22nd October. Although we
had had a very disappointing meal the
year before, our first time at that venue,
the Association Committee decided that
we should give them a chance to redeem
themselves in 2011. Using a different format and serving the meal directly to the
table the meal was first class and the service very efficient. Providing we get them
to maintain that standard I believe we
have found a place where we could be
‘serial offenders’ and keep returning. The
following Association members attended
the dinner:

Mr. K Hanning, Mrs. Hanning, Mr J D
Fleck, Mr J Fisher, Mr P Wells, Mrs D
Wellington, Col Mackenzie-Beevor, Mrs
Mackenzie-Beevor, Maj M Harris, Mrs I
Ensor, Brig Powell, Mrs Powell, Maj Gen
Ward, Mrs Ward, Mr C Morris, Ms K
Swallow, Mr Broadbent, Mrs Broadbent,
Mr D Way, Mr K Harris, Mrs. Harris, Mr M
Ord, Mrs. Ord, Lt Col S Burman, Major
K Dakin, Mrs Dakin, Mrs C Bell, Lt Col
BW Bell, Mr G Glaze, Mrs P Glaze, Mrs J
Glaze, Mr M Forde, Mrs. Forde, Mr K Gee,
Mr R Doe, Mrs Doe, Col ASR Richmond,
Maj AD Corfield, Mrs Corfield, Lt Col WR
Brace, Capt MD Davies, Mrs C Davies,
Mr. P Benson, Mrs. Benson, M J Bell,
Mrs. Bell, Bell Guest, Bell Guest, Mr. J

Johnson, Mrs. Johnson, Mr. J Crane, Mr.
L Wright, Mrs. J Wright, Brig CH Bond,
Lt Col C Ions, Mrs Ions, Lt Col R Thayer,
Mrs Thayer, Capt T Moore, D J Durity De
Lloyd, Mr. A Wildsmith, Mr. D Watson,
Col HLA Macdonald, Mrs Macdonald,
Mr. A I Harrison, Mrs. I Harrison, D AlvinHarrison, Y Alvin-Harrison, S Ellis, L Ellis,
Lt Gen SV Mayall, Maj J A Moreton, Mrs
Moreton Col J I Pocock, Capt A Healey,
Mrs Healey, WO2 Williams, Capt Greaney,
Capt T Jones, Sgt Carew, Sgt Kendall,
SSgt Rollings, SSgt Robinson, SSgt
Mansel, SSgt Hughes, SSgt Costello,
Sgt Brisco, SSgt Bell, WO2 Leach, WO1
(RSMI) Pawlin-Gardner.
WRB

Field Of Remembrance
The Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey was opened
at 11 o’clock on Thursday 10th November by the Duke of
Edinburgh after a short service conducted by the Dean of
Westminster. Crosses bearing the names of those from KDG,
Bays and QDG were planted by Capt (Retd) Alan Healey. The
Duke of Edinburgh stated that the names being on the crosses
made the service and tribute that much more personal. Along
with Alan Healey others attending were the Colonel of the
Regiment, Lt Gen SV Mayall CB, the Regimental Secretary, Lt
Col (Retd) WR Brace, the Assistant Regimental Secretary, Capt
(Retd) MD Davies and Lt Col RJ Parry.
WRB

The Regimental Plot at the
Westminster Field of Remembrance
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Capt (Retd) Alan Healey, the Colonel of the Regiment, the
Assistant Regimental Secretary and Lt Col RJ Parry
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Obituaries
Sadly the following deaths were notified to the Regimental Secretary throughout 2011 and early 2012.
Name
Regiment
Served
Died
E Addy
BAYS
1939 – 46
Apr 10
RD Loach
Jan 11
M Keeler
QDG
– 79
Jan 11
WG Evans
KDG
1945 – 47
Jan 11
FP Glover
KDG
1944 – 47
Feb 11
Sgt DW Thomas
QDG
1962 – 80
Feb 11
DR Skillin
BAYS
1946 – 47
Apr 11
Tpr R Berry
QDG
2009 - 11
Jun 11
DG Burns
KDG
1943 – 47
Jun 11
AE Jempson
KDG
1940 – 45
Jun 11
JR Thayer
KDG
1933 – 63
Jul 11
Cfn WA Saffell
QDG (REME)
2009 – 11
Jul 11
AD Atherton
BAYS
1941 – 46
Aug 11
G Cole
BAYS
1937 – 45
Sept 11
RH Martin
KDG/QDG
1944 – 82
Sept 11
BE Ackinclose
KDG
1956 – 58
Sept 11
AP Davies
QDG
1981 – 87
Oct 11
Lt DAG Boyce
QDG
2009 – 11
Nov 11
LCpl R Scanlon
QDG
1998 – 11
Nov 11
TF Massey
KDG
1946 – 52
Nov 11
M Coates
KDG
1956 – 58
Nov 11
Bishop Michael Mann
KDG
1942 – 46
Dec 11
W Robinson
KDG
1946 – 52
Jan 12
Maj RA Gates
QDG
1966 – 05
Jan 12
D Mannion
BAYS
1946 –
C Hempson MC
KDG
1940 –
Feb 12
GD Begg
BAYS/QDG
1937 – 64
Feb 12
D Martin
BAYS/QDG
1957 – 96
Mar 12
RT Grafftey-Smith
BAYS
1949 – 51
Apr 12
IK Oakley
KDG/QDG
1949 – 68
Apr 12
C Daniell
BAY
1947 – 53
Apr 12

Lieutenant DAG Boyce
David Boyce was born on 18 Sep 1986 in
Welwyn Garden City. He studied
International Relations at the University of
Exeter before embarking on a Gap Year.
David joined the Army in September 2009
and commissioned from the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst into 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards in August 2010. From
there he attended his Formation
Reconnaissance Troop Leaders’ Course,
immediately followed by the Platoon
Commander’s Division. He joined B Squadron in May 2011 during the early stages of Mission Specific Training, and took command of 1st Troop in July. His reputation as a highly competent,
decisive and inspirational young officer preceded him; his
reports from both the Troop Leaders’ and Platoon Commanders’
courses were exceptional, and his impact on his new command
was immediate and profound. Fit and confident, he was equally
comfortable in his Scimitar or on foot.
David deployed to Afghanistan on 21 October 2011 in command of 1st Troop, B Squadron. After completing his in theatre training, he moved forward to the Combined Force NahrE-Saraj (North) (CF NES(N)) Main Operating Base PRICE, from
where his troop was one of four B Squadron troops tasked with
securing two vital routes passing through the District as well
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52
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23
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93
92
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25
31
75
75
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80
65
83
93
73
82
82

as supporting ground holding companies from CF NES(N) in
the patrol base line North of Helmand’s second city, Gereshk.
On the morning of Thursday 17 November he was leading his
troop to FOB Khar Nikah to provide support to Delhi Company 1
YORKS. Shortly after leaving Highway 1 to head cross-country
towards FOB Khar Nikah his vehicle, which was the second callsign in the troop, struck a powerful improvised explosive device
which killed him and his operator instantly; his driver was left
unharmed. The remainder of his Troop reacted immediately to
call in supporting assets, securing the area and assisting with
the recovery of the entire crew.
David was a consummate leader. He was a popular, good
humoured member of the Officers’ Mess, an avid skier due to
assist in the running of the Regiment’s 2012 Winter Sports Team,
and was well respected by all ranks. He was also a keen sailor,
sailing for the Army Offshore Racing Team during the Rolex
Sydney Hobart Race 2010 and numerous other regattas for the
RAC and the Army. He was a man of huge potential but his
legacy will endure in the Troops he trained and led. David leaves
behind a loving family; his father Martin, mother Andrea, sister
Charlotte, girlfriend Jodie and a Regimental Family richer for his
short but accomplished time within our ranks. Our thoughts and
condolences are with his family and friends at this tragic time.
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Major Richard Gates MBE
Anyone who read the farewell tribute to
Richard Gates in the Regimental Journal
in 2006 will have captured the vision of ‘a
gentleman and cavalryman to the core’.
That excellent article provides a clear
chronology, littered with agreeable anecdotes about the man who acquired two
soubriquets: Dozey and Chiefy.
There are those who argue forcibly that
the nickname ‘Dozey’ hindered, if not
limited his military career. And yet it was the term which he
deployed more often than not when introducing himself to a
new constituency. At his funeral in Purcellville, everyone from
the Episcopal Pastor to American cousins and friends referred
to him as Dozey. To them, to him, and to his closest friends,
this nickname was no criticism. It was a term of great affection,
which underpinned the self-effacing, highly intelligent and congenial character of a man whose main objective in life was to
explore and promote the potential of others.
Winner of the Armourers and Braziers prize as a young officer,
he clearly had an aptitude for the technical side of soldiering.
This translated into a passionate engagement with the maintenance and deployment of armour and he was never happier
than when he was up to his armpits in an engine or gearbox. It
was in the Tank Park that he constructed his superlative reputation with soldiers, who suddenly realised that some officers really
did understand what the job of an armoured soldier demanded.
They bestowed his second nickname, ‘Chiefy’, which endured
throughout his many postings over a 40 year career and was
exploited to excellent effect during his seven years with HQRE
at Chatham, an appointment which was justly rewarded with
an MBE.
This tribute seeks to portray the man…a man who adopted
intellectual ideas and argued them forcibly; a man who could be
determined in the face of adversity, but also a man who openly
laughed at himself when the evidence proved him mistaken.
We were lucky to have Dozey for as long as we did, even though
his abrupt departure deprived us of too many of the years which
we expect today for a normal lifespan. On 17 April 1967, Dozey
and six others went out to celebrate his 21st birthday in Little
Aden. Suitably primed, the group, driven by the birthday boy,
decided to take a cross country route on the way back home.
The open Land Rover rolled and, if they had been the sexagenarian grandfathers that they are today, several of them would
have died. But they were young, fit and they bounced quite well.
With lots of laughter, they righted the vehicle and drove back to
the regimental lines with a little more care.
Not many people know that from the time he was commissioned, he maintained a detailed account of the many things
which he perceived to be wrong about the leadership and
management style of his seniors. He kept the record in order
to deploy the lessons learned when he himself attained the relevant position. To his eternal credit, after some months as a
squadron leader, he admitted that his youthful evaluation had
been the naïve enthusiasm of a beginner and, with a wry grin,
confessed that he now performed in exactly the way that he
criticised twelve years earlier.
This ability to laugh at himself was a considerable part of Dozey’s
elegant charm. An enthusiastic sailor, he was an experienced
skipper who loved introducing novices to the Baltic. It was he
who reported a night time approach to a Danish island. To his
dismay, the Baltic Pilot (accepted as the definitive navigation
guide) appeared to be entirely wrong. Lights and bells were all
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out of place. In righteous fury, he tore the relevant page out of
the Pilot and with great skill steered his yacht into the harbour.
The team debarked, enjoyed some refreshment and returned
to sleep on board. It was only the next morning that he realised
that he was several miles south of the intended target.
There was one ghastly period for the Gates team during 1977
in Hohne. Tina had taken to riding out on the Soltau plain.
One day, in company with others, her horse suddenly bolted.
Fate was against her, and the galloping pair exited from dense
woodland straight onto a fast road, immediately engaging with
a car travelling at speed. Tina flew over the roof of the car and
landed on her head in the road. The chances were extremely
high that she would not recover and it was thanks only to the
excellence of German neurosurgeons in Hanover that she pulled
through. Of course Dozey was distraught – any caring husband
would be – but he was also strong because he realised that
he might be left alone with two young children. The soldiers of
C Squadron will be delighted that she recovered properly, for
their next Squadron Leader will be the family’s third child, Major
Henry Gates, born in 1982.
Armed with a very personal and strong view of the world, Dozey
would argue his corner with conviction, even if it made him
unpopular. An early example was his very late decision to join the
Queen’s Dragoon Guards. Up until his final term at Sandhurst, he
was destined for the Royal Engineers. At this time, the authorities were extremely sensitive in the wake of many late changes
of heart by young men who realised that their first choice may
not have been the most suitable one. Robert Ward was the regimental recruiter at the Academy in 1965 and was formed up in
front of the Commandant to defend his influence and ‘Gates’
sudden desire to join the regiment. Dozey himself was put under
considerable pressure to stick with his original decision but he
was having none of it. He knew where he wanted to be, and he
was determined to succeed. So we are lucky to have had the
dedication of this wonderful friend and profoundly professional
soldier in the Queen’s Dragoon Guards.
Among his more unusual jobs, he was attached to the Sultan
of Oman’s Army from 1992 to 1995 as a senior Staff Officer in
the Sultan’s Armoured Brigade. Then, following an 18 month
Russian Interpreter Course, he was the Chief Operations Officer
in the UN Observer Mission to Georgia as a Lieutenant Colonel.
Was it serendipity that ultimately he served with the Royal
Engineers for the final seven years of his active career?
For a while he aspired to life as a politician and we must all
thank the selectors and the good Lord that he failed to become
a Conservative MP. He was far too honest and forthright to be
a successful parliamentarian. Without doubt, we would have
enjoyed his campaigns, but it is hard to avoid the conviction that
he would have hated the environment because he was a man of
unflinching integrity and honour. Latterly he rejoiced in arguing
about Obamacare or the merits of Sarah Palin and the Tea Party
movement, none of which are perfect subjects for debate with
old friends who view the World through European eyes.
As a civilian, he suddenly found himself cast in the novel role of
a Virginian landowner. He and Tina lived in Tina’s family home
on the edge of Purcellville, Virginia. The Gates love to entertain guests and no one will be surprised that the welcome has
always been as open and warm as you would expect from this
very special team. The crash-to-bang time (a measure which
Dozey fully understood) from doorbell to first alcoholic drink
could be measured in nano-seconds, not minutes. Parties on
the lawn at Paxson Road flourished under his Cavalry management. Dear Dozey: he was immensely proud of his wife, children and home and he worked hard at becoming a part of life
in rural Virginia. He enjoyed working as a guide at the Breaux
Vineyards at Hillsboro, where he was universally appreciated for
his knowledge and special standards of customer care. He also
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became a Lay Reader at St Peter’s Episcopalian Church, where
the congregation were treated to the Radetsky March played
as a jig at the end of his memorial service on 20 January 2012.
It was entirely appropriate that everyone clapped and laughed.
EDG

Major Clive Hempson MC
Clive Hempson (always known as
“Hooky” throughout his service life) died
in February 2012, aged 93. On leaving
Sherborne, he joined up, passed OCTU
and was commissioned into the King’s
Dragoon Guards in 1940. His journey to
join his Regiment was not untypical at the
time – on board a Dutch cruise ship the
convoy went via Freetown, Capetown,
Durban and Aden into Port Taufiq taking
about six weeks. More notable and more
pleasurable was that the ship was well stocked with caviar,
champagne and spirits at 2½p per tot! He further recalls “on
board were about 120 officers, 80 nursing sisters and two
dance bands”, which augured well for Officers’ dances in Cairo,
and which, with his contacts, he was ordered to organise.
After a short course on armoured cars Hooky joined 1st Troop,
A Sqn and fought throughout the Desert campaign. There were
short periods of hard fighting interspersed with long periods of
dull, routine patrols in difficult conditions. Nevertheless he and
his troop were always in the thick of the action, he being well
regarded for his resourcefulness and cunning. His troop carried
out a number of long range desert work behind enemy lines,
locating enemy positions and capturing men and equipment. In
April 1943 he was awarded the MC for action on the Enfidaville
- Pont du Fahs road. The citation records that his and a neighbouring armoured squadron were held up but Hooky, in the lead
troop, slipped through a gap in the enemy lines and was able to
bring down his own and 25 pounder fire forcing small detached
enemy units to withdraw as well a knocking out several vehicles.
The citation continues “he was well inside the enemy lines and
from good hull down positions and with the troop’s 2 pounders and Besa in action, he forced 4 x 75mm, an 88 mm and a
large column of all arms to withdraw as well as knocking out
three trucks.” Subsequently his Troop location was spotted and
was then subjected to intense artillery fire. The Troop stayed
put until last light continuing to engage the enemy and sending back excellent information. Thereafter came the thrill of the
Regiment leading the victorious advance across hundreds of
miles of Tunisian Desert.
At the Salerno landings in Italy his troop was first to enter
Naples. He became Intelligence Officer for a short period until
the Regiment left for Greece when he became LO at 26th
Armoured Brigade for the rest of the war. Returning to England
he joined the TA, commanding a squadron with the Lothian and
Border Horse until his company posted him to South Africa.
Before the war he was articled to Hempsons, a city law firm.
After the war he joined Ruberoid, a waterproofing company rising to factory manager in Edinburgh and then general manager
for South Africa, South and North Rhodesia and South Western
Africa. At the end of his contract he remained in Durban running,
with his wife, various small businesses.
RWW
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The Right Reverend
Michael Mann KCVO
Michael had a most distinguished life,
firstly as a wartime soldier and, secondly,
in the church, reaching the pinnacle of his
career when appointed Dean of Windsor.
Within the Regiment he was hugely
respected for his wise counsel, his loyalty
and his total involvement and interest in
all Regimental affairs. He was deeply
involved with many military organisations
and charities. He died aged 87 on
December 31st 2011 after a long period
of deteriorating health which he bore with great stoicism, exceptional calmness and dignity.
Michael was born in 1924 and was educated at Harrow, the last
of four brothers to do so. He was a member of the school shooting VIII, participating many times at Bisley. He remained a keen
Harrovian all his life, becoming a Governor and its Chairman
from 1980 to 1988, during which time he was responsible for the
most successful modernisation of many aspects of the school.
He was destined for the Army and was recruited by Colonel Kate
Savill for 1st King’s Dragoon Guards into which he was commissioned after Sandhurst. In 1943 he joined his Regiment in North
Africa which was then being equipped with Humber Armoured
Cars, and soon afterwards, as a troop leader, landed with them at
Salerno. The Regiment pushed north along the River Garigliano
to Cassino. For part of this advance the Regiment became
involved in long-distance foot patrols supported by mules. This
operational horse troop gave much pleasure to the few remaining cavalrymen. The Regiment continued north to Arezzo and
finally Ravenna and then the River Po. At this time he was one
of the specially selected troop leaders for the newly formed
fourth squadron. En route Michael and his troop were diverted to
Florence where their role was to support the Italian partisans in
preventing and stopping disorder. He was able to make his men
comfortable by taking over a convenient bar in the Piazza Vittorio
Emmanuele, where a satisfactory arrangement was made with
the proprietor that drinks were paid for during opening hours
and free after closing time! Twice the troop was called out in the
late evening to repel attacks from German patrols. In December
1944 the Regiment moved to Greece to join British occupying
forces fighting the Communist ELAS guerrillas. Michael continued as troop leader in this short campaign before accompanying the Regiment via Cairo to Syria and the Lebanon to restore
order in the event of trouble from the French attempting to reestablish colonial rule. Michael was now a Captain and Secondin-Command of his Squadron. The Regiment moved to Palestine
in 1946 to undertake routine internal security duties. During one
incident Michael was extremely fortunate that he had left the
King David Hotel half an hour before it was blown up. Finally
he was given command, as a Major, of the RAC Demonstration
Squadron at Acre before he retired in August 1946.
That same year Michael was one of a small number of military
officers selected to join the Colonial Service on a three year
appointment whilst the Colonial Office trained their own officers.
He was posted to Owerri in Nigeria where he became Assistant
to the Senior District Officer whose responsibility was to govern
the area which had a population of some 250,000 and included
supervising executions! He returned to England in 1955.
The defining moment of his life came towards the end of his
time in Nigeria when a local doctor diagnosed him - incorrectly
as it turned out - with leukaemia, giving him six months to live.
This immediately changed his thoughts on life. Furthermore his
experience of war led him to feel guilty that he had survived
whereas many of his friends had been killed and consequently
felt he owed a debt to society. He was deeply disturbed by the
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brutality and inhumanity of warfare but, nevertheless, believed in
the necessity to fight evil.
He attended Wells Theological College for two years and was
ordained in 1957. He was Assistant Curate of Wolborough,
Newton Abbot and then Vicar of Sparkwell in Plymouth until
1962 when he returned to Nigeria to work with the largest World
Council of Churches project ever undertaken. At the same time
he was appointed Vicar of Christ Church, Port Harcourt and the
Social Industrial Commissioner responsible for social and industrial projects in Port Harcourt where the local administration had
completely broken down due to an increase in population from
60,000 to 300,000. They provided help wherever there was a
social need as well as setting up a special school for children
to get them off the street. In 1967 he became Secretary for the
Port Harcourt Mission for Seamen and he returned to England
in 1969 having been involved in the Biafran war. He became
Canon at Norwich Cathedral with special diocesan responsibility for industrial affairs. Whilst at Norwich he attended a six
month Advanced Management course at Harvard University. In
1974 he was consecrated as Bishop Suffragan of Dudley.
The highlight of his career was his appointment as Dean of
Windsor by Her Majesty The Queen in 1976. As Dean he held
many positions simultaneously. He was Domestic Chaplain to The
Queen (and unofficially to the Royal Family) for which he was much
respected for his counsel and advice. Indeed he gave unflinching
loyalty to his Sovereign. He oversaw the well being of St George’s
Chapel with his customary energy and financial acumen. His other
duties included Registrar of the Order of the Garter and Chairman
of St George’s House. He held all these appointments until 1989.
During his time as Dean he established a rapport with the Duke
of Edinburgh, and their intellectual and stimulating discussion, in
the form of letters, tackling the problems of religion and science,
were published in a book, ‘A Windsor Correspondence’. Bishop
Lancelot Fleming, his predecessor, put it thus: “a correspondence which reveals Prince Philip’s questioning mind and deep
concern about scientific and religious issues, and in the frank
and able response of a sympathetic and Christian apologist”.
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St George’s House became a conference house, very much on
Dean Robin Woods’ initiative with Prince Philip’s help, for those
in positions of influence to consider and discuss fundamental
issues (Chatham House Rules apply). A series of consultations
on ‘The Christian Attitude to Nature and the Environment’ were
published by the Duke and the Dean under the title ‘Survival
and Extinction’.
Michael took his specific duties of priesthood very seriously, being
extremely diligent in daily prayer, preaching and pastoral care.
He was an outstanding preacher and his sermons were stirring
and inspirational. Some of these given to military congregations
were published in his ‘Sermons for Soldiers’. He seldom spoke
for more than seven minutes believing that, if you could not get
across your points in that time, you never will! In all his work
he stressed the importance of Christian values, of comradeship,
morality, of tradition and of Service. Despite his loyalty he could,
like many of his fellow senior clergy, at times be very critical of
the Church of England. With his military upbringing he believed
that to make the wrong decision was better than to make no
decision at all. He had a capacity for hard work and a forthright
directness in his approach to matters which did not make him
a sympathetic figure to younger clergy of the 1980’s – an era of
peace, CND and a contemptuousness of the establishment.
He was a Church Commissioner from 1977 – 1985. Over the
years he held a host of voluntary appointments. He was Prelate of
Venerable Order of St John of Jerusalem 1985 – 2001, National
Chaplain Royal British Legion 1980 – 1996, Trustee Imperial War
Museum 1980 – 1996, Trustee National Army Museum 1989 –
2001, Trustee Army Museums Ogilby Trust 1984 – 1996, Trustee
British Library 1991 – 2000, Chairman and President Society of
Friends of National Army Museum 1989 - 1996, Commissioner,
Royal Hospital Chelsea 1985 – 1991. He was made KCVO in
1989, KSTJ in 1990 and GCSTJ in 1997.
Michael gave unstinting loyalty to his Regiment and was the
driving force behind setting up the Regimental Museum in
Cardiff for which he gave considerable time and energy especially in acquiring artefacts. His interest in military history led to a

Michael as Dean of Windsor, with HM The Queen and members of The Royal Family on the steps of St George’s Chapel – Christmas 1982
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number of books mainly on campaigns of the KDG – ‘And They
Rode On’ (Battle of Waterloo), ‘A Particular Duty’ (Canada 1838
– 1843) and China 1860. He also wrote the definitive history of
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards (1685 – 1991) and of The
Trucial Oman Scouts. He accumulated a vast library of military
books which he generously left to the National Army Museum.
Michael married in 1949 to Jill Jacques whose brother was a
KDG and she died in 1990. They had a daughter, Elizabeth and
son Philip who served in the QDG from 1970 until, as Captain,
he was tragically killed in action in 1975 whilst on operations
in Muscat and Oman where he was seconded to the Sultan’s
Armed Forces. In his memory Michael presented the Mann
Trophy to be awarded annually to the best Junior Rank. Michael
married, secondly in 1991, to Elizabeth Pepys, who died in 2009.
To his daughter Elizabeth, and step children, Caroline, Sarah,
Richard, Frances and Anna we extend our heartfelt sympathies.
RWW:

Craftsman WA Saffell
Craftsman William Saffell joined the LAD
in October 2009. Although the Regiment
had just returned from operations that
year, Cfn Saffell got stuck in and made
sure he became an integrated part of the
LAD and Regiment.
Amicable, never flustered and easy going
was his nature, yet he was an excellent
soldier and always looked the part. It is
for those reasons that he was held in such
high regard by his peers in the LAD and the wider Regiment.
Both at trade and as a soldier, he was professional and would
always give his best, a performance which would have carried
him quickly up the ranks in due time.
Soldier first, tradesman always: Cfn Saffell epitomised this phrase
in everything that he did. His first big exercise was his deployment with QDG on Ex Prairie Thunder 3-5 in BATUS in 2010.
Here he honed his dismounted skills, whilst also gaining a huge
amount of trade experience. His allegiance to his fitter section
was founded here and he relished being in such a bespoke team.
Naturally, he was destined for the Brigade Reconnaissance Force.
During all Mission Specific Training events and the Surveillance
and Reconnaissance Wing course he remained utterly devoted
and was at the core of the best soldiers in the BRF.
Cfn Saffell was an excellent sportsman and a talented natural
athlete. He replicated his professionalism as a soldier with his
performance on the rugby pitch. He played for the Regiment
and for the BA(G) team on numerous occasions. On St David’s
Day, he was the scrum half for the Rest of the World team,
playing against Wales. Not once did he show fear as he tackled and challenged time and time again; he was doing what he
loved with some of his closest mates. He was well known in the
REME(G) rugby circuit and was heavily relied on for every fixture
that he could attend, such was his proficiency. Snowboarding
came a close second and he represented the LAD at the REME
Snowboarding Championships in 2010.
He still found time to spanner on his own car, preparing to race it
round the Nürburgring. This was another passion, as a tradesman with some of the lads from the LAD and they would help
each other out. Cfn Saffell always had a cheeky grin, an infectious smile that was part mischievous, but wholly good-natured,
and one that would never willingly mean any harm to anybody.
Cfn Saffell was destined for great things and has left a hug hole
within his fitter section, squadron, LAD and Regiment. He will be
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sorely missed. Our thoughts are with his family and friends, and
his brother soldiers. Arte et Marte.

Lance Corporal R Scanlon
Lance Corporal Scanlon joined the Army in
November 1998; he passed out of training
in October 1999 and joined his Regiment,
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards in
Catterick. He was known for his fantastic
sense of humour; he had the ability to
make anyone smile, whatever the circumstances. Lance Corporal Scanlon deployed
to Bosnia in 2001 and Iraq in 2003 and
2005 before deciding to leave the Army in
July 2006. After a number of dissatisfying
civilian jobs he rejoined the Army and the Regiment in September
2009 and was promoted to Lance Corporal in October 2010.
Lance Corporal Scanlon served with B Squadron, 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards. He deployed to Afghanistan on the
18th of November as part of the Task Force Helmand Formation
Reconnaissance Squadron. After completing his in theatre
training, he moved forward to the Combined Force Nahr-E-Saraj
(North) (CF NES(N)) Main Operating Base PRICE, from where his
troop was one of four B Squadron troops tasked with securing
two vital routes passing through the District as well as supporting ground holding companies from CF NES(N) in the patrol base
line North of Helmand’s second city, Gereshk. On the morning of
Thursday 17 November Lance Corporal Scanlon was conducting a troop move to FOB Khar Nikah, to provide support to Delhi
Company 1 YORKS. Shortly after leaving Highway 1 to head
cross-country towards FOB Khar Nikah his vehicle, which was
the second call-sign in the troop, struck a powerful improvised
explosive device which killed him and his commander instantly;
his driver was left unharmed. The remainder of his Troop reacted
immediately to call in supporting assets, securing the area and
assisting with the recovery of the entire crew.
Lance Corporal Richard Scanlon was one of life’s great characters, always with an infectious smile and a tangible love of life. An
experienced soldier, calm under pressure, he was hand picked
as the Troop Leader’s gunner on a demanding operational tour.
He was a fighting soldier, cracking in the field or on operations,
but easily bored and constantly walking the discipline tightrope, yet always managing to talk his way out of any infraction.
His appetite for the finer things in life was prodigious and had
earned him one of the more memorable nicknames - nothing
was ever half hearted for Lance Corporal Scanlon! Barracks life
will have lost some of its sheen with his parting. He was a genuine regimental character and we will be hugely missed by all
who knew him. He leaves behind his mother Cherry, stepfather
Robert, father Raymond and sisters Lisa and Emma.

WO1 (ASM) John (Percy) Thayer
John Robert Thayer, the last Mechanist
Quartermaster Sergeant in 1st The King’s
Dragoon Guards, son of SSgt John
Robert Thayer MM, RFA, was born on 27
July 1918, in Gosport Hants and died in
Winchester Hospital on 10 July 2011
after a short illness, aged almost 93. His
father had died due to injuries from WW1
when John was 4 months old and so his
early life was fairly tough.
His military career started aged 15 as an Army Apprentice at
Chepstow in May 1933 for training as an Electrician. Life at
Beachley Camp was hard, no hot water, no soft beds, plenty
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of whitewash and blanco. Notwithstanding he managed to
pass out as an Electrician Class 3 with the Army Certificate of
Education 1st Class in 1936.
Posted to the Royal Tank Corps at Bovington it all started with
tank crew training (form trident, line ahead etc) in those days.
After 3 months he was sent to the Military College of Science
at Woolwich for upgrading and after nine months hard work
retuned to Bovington to the D&M wing AFVS.
He worked there as an electrician on Medium and light tanks until
the crisis in 1939 when he was sent to the School of Electric
Lighting RE at Gosport to be a Searchlight Instructor prior to
posting to a RA unit at Hereford. The war intervened and he was
posted back to Bovington and became part of the Tank development Trials Section. He changed his trade and qualified as a Fitter
MV Class 1. The main trials work included the Crusader, Churchill,
Cromwell and Sherman tanks. He volunteered for service in India
and the Commandos. He wasn’t selected for either and never
volunteered again! He was promoted to Sgt in Jan 1940.
In 1945 he was promoted to WO2 Mechanist Quartermaster
Sergeant (MQMS) and posted to the 1st Royal Gloucestershire
Hussars at Bury St Edmunds. After training on Churchill tanks and
Crocodile flame throwers the Regiment went to join British Troops
Austria and 46 Division. After a most uncomfortable journey from
Taranto in Italy to Voitsberg, Austria the unit were equipped with
Greyhound Armoured Cars! When the RGH reverted to their
Yeomanry status at the end of the war John was posted along
with other RGH colleagues to 1 KDG who were in Palestine.
They sailed to Port Said for onward transmission to Palestine.
After numerous delays stuck in the Canal Zone, by the time his
party was ready to move KDG was packing up for a move to
Libya. So he eventually married up with the KDG in Benghazi.
After a spell in Libya with squadrons at Barce and Misurata
the Regiment moved back to the UK to Watton in Yorkshire
as a much depleted Regiment, having an Officers troop and a
Sergeants troop. The Regiment reformed under Lt Col Freddie
Luck and were reinforced with an intake of National Servicemen
and intakes from other regiments and spent their time looking
after TA and Yeomanry Regiments.
In 1949 the KDG moved to Lisanelly Camp in Omagh, Northern
Ireland. Still MQMS, his Technical Adjutant was a Captain Tom
Muir later to command the Regiment in Aden. Another young
lieutenant of note was Robin Middleton who managed to
drive his armoured car into John’s office wrecking his meticulous library of vehicle documentation. Robin also went on to
Command the Regiment. One of his sporting achievements in
Omagh was coaching / managing the KDG football team to
victory over the 12th Royal Lancers whose side contained one
John Charles, a Leeds United professional footballer undergoing National Service (Later to become a Welsh International and
a star at Juventus).
In 1952 the Regiment was posted to Germany and John fell foul
of REME Phase 2. All RAC regimental tradesmen were transferred to REME and so he remained in Omagh and took over the
39 Sub Workshop REME as A/WO1. This did not last long, as in
April 52 he was posted as ASM to join 29 Infantry Bde HQ LAD
REME in Korea at the height of the war, supporting such famous
Infantry Regiments as the Norfolks, Welch Regt, Black Watch,
Duke of Wellingtons, Royal Fusiliers, Kings Regiment and other
units of the Brigade in the River Imjin area. The Armistice was
signed, incidentally, on his 35th birthday, 27th July 1953 as he
was preparing to return home having endured one hard winter
in that once beautiful and now devastated country.
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Port Dickson in Malaya. After a further 18 months in Malaya
he returned to UK to 65th Training Regt RAC LAD REME in
Catterick. The Training Regiment equipped with Centurions
and was staffed by the 3rd Carbiniers, who as he was ex KDG,
treated him kindly and with respect (his words).
18 months later he was on the move again and within the
next few years went to two Basic Trade Training Bns REME
at Malvern and Taunton. From there to 2 Infantry Bde LAD
REME at Crownhill, Plymouth, an emergency posting for the
potential liberation of Kuwait. (The Iraqi Army was massed
on the border ready to invade). That never happened and he
spent many a happy exercise tramping over Dartmoor and
other such exotic places. In 1959 it was back to Malaya to the
Command Workshops staffed mainly by local employees at
Batu Cantonment in Kuala Lumpur. After handover to the Malay
Federation Army, Batu closed down and so he moved south
to 58 Station Workshops Kluang, collocated with the Army Air
Corps. John was presented with the Meritorious Service Medal
(MSM) by General Walter Walker, GOC 17 Gurkha Div in 1961.
(It is worth noting that in those days only 100 serving soldiers
could be awarded the MSM and they had to have completed a
minimum of 27 years). In Dec 1963, after 30 years service it was
back to Arborfield to serve his last 6 months.
After leaving the Army he set up his first permanent home in Liss
with Alice whom he had married in Poole in 1941, and continued his Army connections by working as a Civilian Instructional
Officer on AFVs at SEME Bordon. Amongst the vast numbers of
students who passed through his hands were such notables as
Alfie Corfield, then a REME Cpl, undergoing his Class 1 upgrading and Major Chiefy Gates, as part of his Long Armour Course.
Chiefy, also sadly recently departed, commented: “Unlike you
non technical chaps I knew John Thayer. He taught me how
to remove and replace Chieftain engines and gear boxes at
Bordon while I was on the Long Armour Course. He was a good
man and if I may say so probably one of the finest gentlemen in
the Regiment. I do not say this lightly. The way he instructed and
helped was a great inspiration.”
John continued at Bordon until finally retiring in 1982. Whilst at
Liss he spent 6 years with Civil Defence until it was disbanded
in 1968. John played a full part in all the local societies he lived
with. He was great supporter of the Queen’s Dragoon Guards
Association, attending every reunion and was present in May
2011 for the Cavalry Memorial Parade in Hyde Park. He was
also an active member of the following;
Royal Tank Regiment Association, Royal Engineers Association,
Royal Gloucestershire Hussars Association, REME Association,
Beachley Old Comrades (Chepstow), Royal British Legion,
British Korean Veterans Association, Liss Horticultural
Association, Civil Service Fellowship Association, Petersfield
Carers Association and its a measure of the esteem in which
John was held that all these organisations were represented at
his funeral service in Andover in July 2011.
John loved travel and had been back to Korea twice in the last
8 years but the one trip he was determined to make was to go
to Australia in February 2011 for his only Granddaughter’s wedding in Sydney in March. He had a great time and was spoilt
rotten by everyone he met. John was one of life’s Gentlemen
and will be sadly missed.
RJT

He didn’t get home as in September 1953 he embarked in
Kure, Japan aboard the aircraft carrier HMS Unicorn and sailed
to Singapore on posting to 42 Base Workshops REME at
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Regimental Gazette
As at September 2011

Regimental Headquarters
Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major

Lt Col J J de Quincey Adams
Maj T S D Lyle 9/12L
Capt H J Pilcher
Capt B Parkyn
WO1 (RSM) P D Jones

A Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Lt

Berry
Carroll
Hoenich
Matthews
Renshaw
Russell
Arthur

SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
LCpl

Jones 578
Davies 119
Jones 402
O’Connor
Watson
Wadey
Jackson

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj J M Hanlon
Capt J M Whelan
WO2 (SSM) R Kimsey
SSgt R A Jones
Carroll
Cripps
Dallimore
Frost 722
Harry
Hay
Mokuoane

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Newey
Owens
Reynolds
Robinson
Sudlow 198

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Humphreys
Hustwayte
Jacobson
Jamieson
Lawley
Mather
Millard
Moore
Morris 421
Morris 633
Palmer
Parker
Parry
Rayner
Rees
Sturgess
Taylor
Tudor
Tukana
Warner
Wenglorz
Williams 173

B Squadron
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Battle Captain
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
2Lt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Boyce
Gordon-Finlayson
Groves
Lough
Mossop
Williams
Wiggins
Shepherd
Ananins
Baxter
Brown
Davies 962
Kennedy
Mitchell
Patchett
Renshaw
Thurston
Wood
Cartwright
Chant
Cleator
Davies 530
Evans 207
Ewbank
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Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Gallagher
Hopkins
Hughes
Harper
Jones 646
Lang
Laquere
Morris 214
Navunisaravi
O’Brien
Urch
Veasey
Whiteside
Armishaw
Gurung
Hanbury 714
Hatton
Hulley
Kaikadavu
Lacey
Maunder
Morgan
Petre
Priddle

LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn

Maj P L C Bond
Capt S J Mildinhall
Capt R W Chambers
WO2 (SSM) R C Mansel
SSgt A Burns
Speed
Trudgill
Beacock
Bobo
Campos
Canning
Carney
Chater
Chorley
Connerton
Crofton
Crymble
Daniels
Doolan
Edwards
Flower
Granton
Green
Griffiths 147
Griffiths 357
Griffiths 687
Halpin
Hopkins
Hughes
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C Squadron

Capt
Capt
Lt
WO2
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Garland
Roberts
Smith INT CORPS
Davies 730
Brown
Hansen
Homer
Beal
Blackburn
Davies 106
Fisher
Hamilton
Hartt
Huxley
Lakoisolomone
Lewis 399
Morgan 925

Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Battle Captain
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Cpl
Ruddy
LCpl
Cpl
Raco
LCpl
Cpl
Roberts 098
LCpl
Cpl
Shortman
LCpl
LCpl
Bennett
LCpl
LCpl
Cole
LCpl
LCpl
Comley
Tpr
LCpl
Davies 158
Tpr
LCpl
Griffiths 980
Tpr
LCpl
Grills
Tpr
LCpl
Humphrey
Cfn
LCpl
Jones 470
Tpr
LCpl
King
Tpr
LCpl
Moseley
Tpr
LCpl
Nelson
Tpr
LCpl
Purcell
Cfn
LCpl
Savarin
Tpr

Maj J G E Stenhouse
Capt C E Ruggles-Brise
Capt T Sambrook
WO2 (SSM) M Hawtin
SSgt R Gallagher
Sudlow 599
Symons
Tupou
Welfoot
Wilkins
Williams 362
Bojang
Brindley
Casey
Casey
Clark
Delana
Durnall
Evans 228
Gear
Gill
Gould

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Griffiths 315
Hicks
Jones 323
Lardner
McKinnon
Mitchell
Mwamulima
Nursey
Panks
Petre
Roberts 503
Scott
Stewart 352
Stiens
Sudlow 603
Williams 585

Headquarters Squadron

(including Rear Operations Group and Brigade Troops Echelon)
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quartermaster Sergeant
Revd (Maj) Bennett
Capt
Alexander
Capt
Coles
Capt
Corns
Capt
Crabb
Capt
D’Arcy
Capt
Day
Capt
Hinton
Capt
Hoey
Capt
John
Capt
Jones
Capt
Seys
Capt
Thomas
Capt
Tyson
WO1
Wildman
WO2
Dimaline
WO2
Lowe
WO2
Shaw
WO2
Thomas
WO2
Wilcox
SSgt
Hughes
SSgt
Lockyer
SSgt
Mansel 274
SSgt
Morrow
SSgt
Niles
SSgt
O’Connor
SSgt
Rollings
SSgt
Savelle
SSgt
Walker
SSgt
Davies 527
Sgt
Bancroft
Sgt
Blackburn
Sgt
Carew
Sgt
Cross
Sgt
Driver
Sgt
Frost
Sgt
Hughes
Sgt
Jeckells
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Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Kendall
Northwood
Pye
Rouse
Thomas
Toon
Whitehead
Worsley
Armstrong
Baker
Bell
Burrows
Cameron
Combrinck
Davies 284
Davies 108
Dodd
Fennell
Griffiths 411
Haggerty
Hinton
Hughes
Jackson
Jones 865
Korovulavula
Louisy
Lavelle
Macleod
Maddax
Newell
Peers
Ralulu
Ridley
Scott
Taylor
Thomas 904
Todd
Treherne

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCp
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr

Maj P Corfield
Capt C N Greaney
WO2 (SSM) M Williams
SSgt S Robinson
Wakerley
Wall
Walters
Winsper
Woodhall
Wright
Alexander
Barclay
Cook
Cooper
Davies 183
Defaweux
Elder
Evans 207
Evans 455
France
Hanbury 591
Hannah
Hattam
Howgill
Idzi
Jenkins
Jones 450
Laity
Limbu
Watson
Otterbech
Roberts 265
Sekwele
Smith
Thomas
Baker
Bernard
Brocklehurst
Brown
Bruce
Bruce
Carew

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Pte
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr

Coles
Conway
Curzon
Darlami
Davies 192
Douglass
East
Evans 143
Finn
French
Frost
Gale
Gardiner
Gemmell
Gibbons
Giles
Grey
Guercio
Gurung
Haines
Hutchings
Hyland
Ierston
Isherwood
King
Lane
Lang
Lawson
Lloyd
Mace
Mole
Mulgrew
Murphy
Nkuah
O’Halloran
O’Neil
Owen
Parsonage
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Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
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Pearce
Powell
Purchase
Qoroya
Randall
Richards

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr

Robinson
Rose
Ross
Saqusaqu
Screaton
Seheri

Pte
Cfn
Tpr
Pte
Pte
Tpr

Shirley
Sterry
Stewart
Stockton
Thomas
Ventris

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte

Williams 821
Winter
Young
Zungu

Officers at ERE
Lt Gen
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Lt

S V Mayall CB
P J Andrews OBE
G H J Deacon MBE
D W H Norris OBE
A J Pittman
A S Richmond OBE
M W van Grutten
T R Wilson OBE
M W L W Botsford MBE
N J Fenton
R J Parry
A M Roxburgh
I R M Saker
H F A Sugden MC
S A B Ward
A J Alford MBE
A E Baker
A M J Boissard
I G T Clegg
D C D Coombes
D B Duff
S T B Farebrother MC
D Glen
A A R Halford-MacLeod
H T Lloyd
J W McCulloch
A J A McDougall
P Morrissey
H C Smith
J K Smith
D G O Staveley
R J Strachan
N T Sutherland
N Thomas
C L Waggett
C W C Beaver
H J B Gates
R J H Jackson
S G James
T Moore
B R Nicholas
G M Powell
A M Sudlow
R G Robinson

DSAME
DSDC SHAPE
COS 2 Div
MOD Business Planning Team
DACOS JF Trg PJHQ
Comd MSSG
NRDC Turkey
DCOS DRAC
LF ISTAR Pol SO2b
SO1 DS LAND BMM Kuwait
SO1 ISTAR DI-ICSP
SO1 FRES IPT
SO1 TacCIS CSDC
Mil Adv East Africa
SO2 Army Bands Co-ordinator, RF HQ
DCOS G4 20X
OC CLM Wing, Bovington
SO2 HRF – LILLE
SO2 BOWTAG North, Catterick
OC B Sqn 9/12L
SO2, MOD A Block
SO2 DE&S Abbey Wood
AFCO Plymouth ARO
LSP Oman
SO2 G3 1XX
SO2 G7 EPS B at HQ ARRC
SPLO, CDI, MOD
SO2 J6, JHQ
Ops Offr Welsh Transport Regt
SO2 G3 Ops, HQ ARRC
ICSC(L)
SO2 Armd Recce LWC
SO2 SV Team Abbey Wood
MA to COM ARRC
OC Waterloo Coy RMAS
CULAD – H17
British High Commission, Islamabad
Pl Comd AFC(H)
TSO CTS Armcen
2IC Waterloo Sqn, RACTR
AMA to DComd RC(SW)
2IC Penninsula Company, AFC(H)
UWO BATUS
Pl Comd ATR(B)

ORs at ERE
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
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Hudd
Dunne
Pawlin-Gardner
Jones 011
Hurford
Reed
Ridding
Bell
Costello
John
Jones
Macnamara
Millward
Eggleton

120mm GNRY ANALYST, TDT
RSM BATUS
RSMI (G), AFV Gunnery School
SSM NUOTC
ASLS
RAC D&M ANALYST
LERIC Analyst2
Plans RACTR
QCC D&M
ART 32 2IC
Salisbury ACOI
PROJECT JAMES
AFCO Shrewsbury
OPTAG
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SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Thorley
Brisco
Cubitt
Owen
Atkinson
Bowden
Hamilton
Thomas 398
Riley
Davies 284
Macdonald
Hunt
Dale
Kupa
Hughes 282
Walker
Thomas 446
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AFCO Cardiff    
D&M SI
Pl Sgt ATR(H)
Pathfinder Platoon, 16 AA Bde
PSI RMLY
App Spec HQ 7 Bde
DSTO Interrogator
Gnry SI
ARMTAT Gnry SI
Gnry Instr
Wrexham, Recruiting Team
DSAME Dvr
MOD A Block
MOD A Block
Chester, Recruiting Team
Shrewsbury, Recruiting Team
ART 32 SNCO

Marriages
Capt Gates to Hannah
Tpr Chater to Adele
Cpl Hamilton 333 to Laura
SSgt Robinson to Tina
Capt Ruggles-Brise to Rachel
Tpr Griffiths 315 to Samantha
LCpl Speed to Adriana
Capt Robinson to Zoe
Tpr Sudlow 603 to Alex
Tpr Cripps to Chailey
Tpr Owen 687 to Samantha
Pte Stockton to Donna
Tpr Powell to Claire

on 05 Jun 10
on 08 Jan 11
on 16 Jan 11
on 09 Apr 11
on 09 Apr 11
on 16 Apr 11
on 17 Apr 11
on 23 Apr 11
on 29 Apr 11
on 14 May 11
on 14 May 11
on 18 Jun 11
on 01 Jul 11

Tpr Conway to Janet
Tpr Hay 063 to Donna
LCpl Wilkins to Susan
Cpl Evans to Lisa
Tpr Breeze to Natalie
Cpl Taylor to Jennifer
LCpl Defaweux to Fiona
Tpr Millard to Stephanie
Cpl Veasey to Samantha
Capt Garland to Katie
Tpr Bernard to Kayleigh
Cfn Gardiner to Siobhan

on 02 Jul 11
on 23 Jul 11
on 06 Aug 11
on 21 Aug 11
on 12 Nov 11
on 18 Nov 11
on 19 Nov 11
on 03 Mar 12
on 13 Mar 12
on 25 May 12
on 09 Jun 12
on 09 Jun 12

Births
Tpr and Mrs Carter
LCpl and Mrs Otterbech
Sgt and Mrs Wall
Tpr and Mrs Chater
Tpr and Mrs Gibbons
Pte and Mrs Shirley
Sgt and Mrs Toon
LCpl and Mrs Defaweux
Cpl and Mrs Huxley
WO2 and Mrs Mansel
Cpl and Mrs Wadey
Cpl and Mrs Dodd
Cpl and Mrs Lavelle
Tpr and Mrs Sudlow
Maj and Mrs Stenhouse
LCpl and Mrs Hanbury
Cpl and Mrs Devers
Cfn and Mrs Saqusaqu
Tpr and Mrs Pearce
SSgt and Mrs Robinson
SSgt and Mrs Robinson
LCoH and Mrs Evans
Cpl and Mrs Hopkins
Cpl and Mrs Walters
LCpl and Mrs Barclay
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a girl
a boy
a boy
a girl
a girl
a boy
a girl
a boy
a girl
a girl
a boy
a boy
a boy
a girl
a boy
a girl
a girl
a boy
a girl
a girl
a girl
a boy
a girl
a girl
a girl

Faith
George
Samuel
Evie Mae
Paige
Ethan
Georgiana
Harvey
Faith
Lottie haf
Rhys
Jayden
Henry
Lily
Harry
Miley
Kayla Lucia
Iliesa
Luna
Phoebie
Skyla
Xander
Lydia
Evalyn
Felicity

01 Jan 11
16 Feb 11
24 Feb 11
25 Mar 11
28 Mar 11
12 Apr 11
21 Jun 11
30 Jun 11
29 Jul 11
24 Aug 11
27 Aug 11
07 Sep 11
24 Sep 11
10 Oct 11
14 Oct 11
02 Nov 11
17 Nov 11
22 Dec 11
03 Feb 12
26 Mar 12
26 Mar 12
26 Mar 12
27 Mar 12
27 May 12
27 May 12
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Op HERRICK 15
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